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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1. The Farey Tree
Consider two rational numbers, expressed in their lowest terms as  ^ and *p. 
Their mediant is given by
f _  _  P  +  P' 
q" q +  qr
The Farey Tree of order n is defined as the set of ordered rational points such 
that
These elements may be arranged into a full binary tree also known as the 
Stem-Brocot Tree, named after the mathematician Moritz Stern (see [39]) and 
clockmaker Achille Brocot (see [5]). Elements at each level of this tree are 
the mediants of one of their parent vertices and of the nearest element in one 
of the levels above, see figure 1.1. An elegant property of this construction is 
that each element of Q fl [0,1] appears in the Tree once only, in reduced form. 
Indeed extending the idea so that a third vertex J denoting infinity lies at top 
level of the tree, allows for a construction which is in 1 to 1 correspondence 
with the whole set Q.
and for n >  1 they are constructed recursively according to:
F T n := F T n_i U Q n ,
where
fo r  all neighbouring pairs
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F i g u r e  1 .1 .  The Farey Tree
2. The Farey Series
The Farey Tree should not be confused with the Farey Series, in fact a sequence 
of sets of rationals constructed in a similar way to those of the Farey Tree. The 
chief difference in this construct is that there exists the restriction q < n on 
the element-denominators. Define the Farey Series as:
Tn := : gcd(p, q) =  1, andO <  p < q < n, q ^  0
Discussion on this topic supposedly began in 1816 when geologist John Farey 
wrote in the Philosophical Magazine, [15], a letter entitled “On a Curious 
Property of Vulgar Fractions”:
If all the possible vulgar fractions of different values, whose 
greatest denominator (when in their lowest terms) does not 
exceed any given number, be arranged in the order of their 
values, or quotients; then if both the numerator and the de­
nominator of any fraction therein, be added to the numerator 
and the denominator, respectively, of the fraction next but 
one to it (on either side), the sums mil give the fraction next 
to it; although, perhaps, not in its lowest terms.
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Formal proof was provided by Cauchy in 1816 after seeing these comments in a 
French translation of the publication and attributed their discovery to Farey. 
This was somewhat incorrect as the initial work on these somewhat simple 
properties of fractions can be attributed to work by Haros some 14 years pre­
viously. It is an historical accident therefore, that this now-famous sequence 
has become synonymous with Farey’s name.
Although the nomenclature suggests otherwise, the discoveries of the Farey 
Series and Tree are unrelated. It should be noted however, that since their 
constructions are similar it does follow that T n C FTn. By construction of 
the Farey IVee, since the number of ‘child’ fractions doubles with each new 
iteration of the Farey mediant algorithm one has the cardinality
This is in contrast to that of the Farey series for which it is easily seen that
The Farey Tree sequence is related to the Simple Continued Fraction (SCF) 
expansion in a suprisingly simple way, which is discussed briefly here. The 
SCF expansions are generated via the mapping - known as the Gauss Map - 
defined
for x G R and where \6\ denotes the least integer part of 6. Figure 1.2 
illustrates the behaviour of T.
Set x — oq such that it lies in [0,1), and define the following sequence of 
mappings:
|FTn| =  l +  2n"1
(see for example [1] or [21]).
3. Continued Fractions and Continuants
Tq x — a,Q, T\ — T (x  — ao), T2 — T(Ti) , . . .
Thus, setting
10 1. INTRODUCTION
r[r)
0 .4 -
FlGURE 1.2. The Gauss Map
an = dn{x) := J 'n - l , n >  1,
yields the expansion
X  =  Oq + = [ao; ai, 0 2 , as...],
ai +
CL 2 +
1
03 +  . . .
and the n-th convergent to this (finite or inifinite) expansion is defined [a0; a i , . . . ,  
— , with dm € N, m =  1, . .  .n, and ao € Z. Furthermore, for irrational x in
Qn
particular one has
x =  lim [a0; a i , . . .  ,aJ.
n —»oo
Note that a finite expansion is not necessarily unique since:
[ao; ai, a2, . . . ,  a„] — [ao; ai, 02, . . .  ,an — 1, 1].
A simple combinatorial argument based on the construction of the tree, such 
as that eluded to in the book [37] leads to the conclusion that the set Qn
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contains those continued fraction whose constituent elements On have sum n 
only, formally
( i)
The elements a, are known as ‘partial quotients’ and have a* > 1 for all i =
1 , . . . ,  r — 1 , where the constraint Or > 1 is imposed to maintain uniqueness 
of elements. Further linked to these continued fractions are the continuant 
polynomials, defined recursively as
1 , if n =  0
xi, if n = 1  .
xn(z i , . . . , xn_i) +  . ,xn_2 > if n > 1
These constructs were introduced by Euler in [14]; further properties are dis­
cussed extensively in [2 1 ]. Furthermore the continued fraction [oi,. . . ,  can 
now be expressed as follows:
.— [flj, fl2 j • • • j &r]
fll +
( 0 , f l i ,  fl2) ■ • • ) Or)  
( 0 1 , 0 2 , . . .  , a r)
Cl2 + Or
One should note also the correspondence of the partial quotients in the Farey 
continued fraction [a1; a2, . . . ,  with the product with the matrix product 
LB?xLa2.. .  i l0r“1, where
(3) L =
1 0 
1 1 R =
The product of these matrices denote a path along edges of the Farey Tree 
moving to the Left and /Eight respectively. This is well explored in [21] and 
[37]. As an example, consider the Farey point calculated by following a path 
of moves to the left, then right, then left and so on. The point yielded is that 
of the ratio of consecutive Fibonacci numbers , which has the form
-  =  [1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ,. . . . 2 ].
Q
Moreover, note that max q =  F(n +  1). 
f€FTn
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The Farey Tree points may be generated also by the Farey Map, itself an 
extension to the Gauss map discussed above. This is defined for U : [0 ,1 ] —► 
[0 , 1 ] as follows:
U{x) := < 
and has inverse branches:
1  — x
1  — x
x
, *  e  [0, i ]
> % ^ [5* 1] >
* 1  : [0 , 1 ] 
*2 : [0, 1]
°-5
V
$ l(* )
$l(x)
1 1 / l - s \
2  2 \ l + x ) '
1 l / l - x \
2  +  2  Vl +  xJ  '
Figure 1.3 illustrates the behaviour of U.
0.8 -
0.6 -
0.4 -
0 2 -
060.4 oj 10
F ig u r e  1 .3 . The Farey Map 
The relation between the map and the Farey Tree fractions at level n is simple:
&, =  (7 _n+1 (l) =  { 1 6  [0 , 1 ] : ir~l(x) = 1 } for all n > 2 ,
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implying FTn =  U n(0) for all n > 1. There exists a simple relationship 
between the Gauss map and the Farey map. Consider first the map
Next, initialise a value q 6  (0 ,1 ). One iteration of the map T\ yields a value in 
the second branch; in fact further iterations remain in the second branch until 
the value {1 /a} is produced. Moreover, the number of such iterations spent 
in the second branch is equal to the final partial quotient in the continued 
fraction expansion of a. Obviously, prior to the trajectory T?(x) returning to 
(0 , 1 ] (where n is the minimum number of iterations upon which the return is 
made - this map is then known as the first return map), the value of T f  
lies in (1 , 2J. Consider a second mapping for when x, defined as a join of two 
iterations for when x lies in this interval:
Then, the simple change of variable y =  1 in T2 gives the Farey map. This, 
and associated results are discussed further in, for example, [35].
The central aim of this thesis will be to prove a theorem concerning the mo­
ments of the distribution of a normalised metric on the unit interval partitioned 
by the Farey points. The structure of its presentation is outlined in the follow­
ing subsections, which describe briefly each of the key chapters and sections.
4.1. Chapter Two. Chapter Two sets the scene for main theorem, in­
cluding defining the metrics pn and f/n(x) and describing a number of their 
fundamental properties. The properties of these metrics for x G [0,1] and 
n G N (the level of the Farey Tree whose points partition the interval) are also 
described. Particularly relevant are the plots contained in figures 2.1 and 2.2 
on pages 35 and 36 which illustrate the behaviour of p and p' respectively.
The concept of the Farey Cell, that is the sub-partition of the unit interval with 
endpoints a pair of consecutive Farey points, is also introduced. Further illus­
tration of the width and height of Farey cells, yielded by the rho-prime metric
4. Outline o f th is Thesis
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is included in Appendix B in the form of histograms. These are figures B.l, B.2 
and B.3.
4.2. Chapter Three. Chapter Three is a large chapter which proves the 
main theorem. This is a lengthy proof consisting of several individual lemmas 
each linked to a specific property of the denominators of the Farey tree points. 
For ease of reading, each lemma is labelled with a colour with which a link is 
made to specific property of interest. The key to these colours may be followed 
from the guide of figure 3.3 on page 55: section and lemma headings relevant 
to each property are coloured according to this code.
Theorem 3.3 - see page 50 - first concerns the sum of separate interest of 
where the denominators q are the denominators of the Farey points at level N  
and a > 1 . The theorem is also an auxiliary result to the main proof, and its 
result is utilised in many of the following lemmas. Here it is proved - indeed 
in a similar manner to the main proof discussed below - that:
The set A n contains vectors a with natural-valued elements whose final entry 
is greater than one and sum of elements (partial quotients) is N. An improve­
ment is suggested in Appendix A using a similar method to that proposed by 
Dushistova in [12]. The main bulk of this proof begins on page 67.
The structure of the main proof is dependent on each of the lemmas. Each 
result considers an element of the partition of the sum yielded by the integral 
of the distance function and the aforementioned scheme of figure 3.3:
Here Ca is a constant and (q, q1) are the respective denominator-neighbours for 
Farey TYee points at level N. The proof of (4) is stated on page 47. Each of the 
denominators q, </ and q +  q' will be associated with a continuant - themselves 
displaying properties yielded by the section of the partition of consideration.
(4)
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Each Lemma is described briefly below - the opening text of each item in this 
breakdown respects the colour-coding described earlier.
•  Lemma 3.14 on page 76, considers the part of the sum in (4) which 
contains the largest denominators. The key finding here is that this 
section of the partition contributes very little to the final result. In­
deed the sum of consideration in this Lemma is found to have asymp­
totic value O  ( nkLi) in the final result.
•  3 investigates the sum with denominators whose continu­
ants have associated largest partial quotient bounded above by N  — w, 
where N  is the most ‘recent’ level of the sequence and w < N  is a pa­
rameter. It is shown in this section that there are at least two partial 
quotients bounded in such a way that causes the sum to again be of 
small contribution to the final result. In the final result, this Lemma 
yields a sum with asymptotic value O  ( losval+VN ^ )  •
•  L e m m a  L and a 3 (see pages 84 and 92) consider the sums 
over continuants whose ‘final’ partial quotient is the largest. The 
lemmas are distinguished by the split of the sum (4) into ‘plus' and 
‘minus’ parts, which are characterised by the origin of denominator 
continuant from a particular generation of the tree - further details 
are described on page 48. In the final result, Lemma 3.17 yields the 
sum of most significant size.
The technique behind the proof of these Lemmas involves the ex­
pansion of the sums in a Taylor series, from which the asymptotically- 
largest parts may be separated. The term associated with the ‘minus’ 
denominator is most significant as this denominator originates from 
a level of the Farey Tree earlier than TV — 1, and hence does not con­
tain the ‘large’ final partial quotient possessed by denominators whose 
level of origin is N.
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• Lemma 3.18 and Lemma 3.19 (on pages 3.18 and 3.19) are of similar 
construction: in these results the largest partial quotient is the next- 
to-last. These sums again yield terms of value O  ( yi+j) and O  ( -y in ). 
The former of these is most easily derived, and indeed follows in a very 
similar manner to the results of Lemmas 3.16 and 3.17. The ‘largest’ 
term occurs in the case where ‘parent’ denominator q" defined on 
page 48 has value of final partial quotient equal to 2. Each case -i.e. 
where final partial quotient is equal to 2, and where it is greater - 
need to be given separate consideration, which serves to lengthen the 
proofs in this section. The technique involves tracking backward to 
a previous level of the Farey Tree to investigate the properties of the 
continuants which make up the denominator at the future level.
•  Theorem 3.4 - stated on page 51 and proved on page 118 - has a 
preliminary result which calculates the asymptotic value of the final 
unconsidered sum in the partition. This allows for a preliminary proof 
of the main theorem to be obtained, i.e. that the sum in (4) has main 
term of order O  ( ythr) and an error with asymptotic value O  (yzr+?).
• on page 119 considers the sum in the partition over con­
tinuants whose largest partial quotient is neither its last or next-to- 
last. It is this property that ensures that these sums have asymptotic 
value 0 (y^-7), using the methods of Lemmas 3.18 and 3.19. Es­
sentially, this is due to the fact that the partial quotient of largest 
magnitude will always be present in both the associated ‘plus’ and 
‘minus’ denominators.
Upon the completion of the proof of Lemma 3.21, which requires Theorem 3.4, 
one is able to assemble the main proof of Theorem 3.5. This process is com­
pleted on page 131. Indeed the Lemmas themselves follow a hierarchical struc­
ture: Lemma 3.14 is used in each of the other proofs, while Lemma 3.18 and 
Lemma 3.19 both use the results of 1 in and Lemma 3.16 respectively.
then follows in a similar fashion. Finally, each section is followed 
by numerical calculations and their related graphical output is colour-coded in 
a similar fashion.
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4.3. Chapter Four. Chapter Four seeks an improvement to the result 
derived for the p-metric first proved in [31] and then [12]. This utilises the 
‘new’ algorithm which proves the main theorem of Chapter Three, improving 
the known result from [12]. The algorithm proposed allows for additional 
constant terms to be included in the main term of the asymptotic result; 
although the error term is unchanged.
4.4. Appendix A. Appendix A offers an improvement to Theorem 3.3 
proved first in Chapter Three. The improvement arises as a result of further 
expansion of the Lemma which yields the term of largest magnitude in that 
Theorem. This is performed in a similar manner to that investigated in [1 2 ]. 
Although this improvement is not essential in the general context of the main 
proof, it is included here for completeness.
4.5. Appendix B . Appendix B contains a number of additional figures 
which support the methods of Chapter Three and hence the extension em­
ployed in Chapter Four. The first section provides additional illustration of 
the behaviour of the Farey Cells under the p'-metric using histograms. The 
second section contains a number of scatterplots which plot the relative be­
haviour of a number of the individual sets considered in Chapter Three. The 
third section contains two sets of pie graphs whose aim is to illustrate the 
contribution from each set considered by partition 3.3 to the sum (4). The 
first set is relevant to the partition with a  =  2, the second set for a  =  5.
The fourth section briefly describes the history of the development of the main 
Lemmas in Chapter Three, and the fifth considers the illustrative impact of 
varying the parameter s introduced in hierarchy 3.3. The appendix is com­
pleted with the inclusion of a number of a  =  5 analogues of figures included 
in the main text.
5. M iscellaneous
To conclude the introductory chapter, a number of miscellaneous definitions 
and results shall be presented. These are to be referred to extensively through­
out this thesis. The first are the two variants of the Pochhammer symbol for 
which the notation of [29] will be used. Let z € C and n € N: the symbol zw 
will denote the ‘climbing factorial’:
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(5) ZW =  z(z  +  1) . . .  (z +  n -  1),
and similarly z— will denote the ‘falling factorial’:
(6 ) 2 i  =  2 (2 - l ) . . . ( 2 - n + l ) .
More generally if a  € C, then one has
j r _ r(* + a) d a, _  *!
r (z )  (z - a ) ! ’
where T(-) is the Gamma function.
D efinitio n  1.1. The hypergeometric series (seen for example in [21], and in 
greater detail in [2]) F is defined as
p ( a  I ,  02, . . .  f tm \  A  af .a$ . . .  a* zk
\(>i, 62, ••• bn J  fc* .b* .. .b* kV
with F(-)i used to denote the summation with upper limit I instead of infinity 
(also known as a partial hypergeometric series).
The following minor results follow by applying the definitions above.
L e m m a  1.2. For \z\ < 1,
1
( V I - ) (1 -  zY
PROOF. The proof is easily seen by Taylor’s theorem, and is discussed in 
[21], page 206. □
Lemma 1.3. The function ip , defined:
ton =
( 1  -  y ) « + 1  ’
has, for |V| < 1 , and fixed a  > 1 the following Taylor series expansions (about
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PROOF. The task of checking is fairly easy; the imposition of the said 
condition on Kis such that the remainder term given by the application of the 
Theorem tends to  zero (hence the infinite Taylor series is valid). □
Lemma 1.4. For \X\ < 1 and a  > 1 , one sees that
r ' ^  y ' ni-i(Q + 0 _ 1_ _ _ 1 , x
k  r h  li V - W * *  X - 1'
PROOF. The result is obtained by via a number of binomial expansions. 
In particular, the internal sum
I lL i(a +  0  _  y  (a + l)T ^
l< /< *  ^  0 < l< k + l
is itself a partial hypergeometric series. We have
y- nLi(« + 0 _ r(Q + k + 2) _
4 *  1 1  ’
and, since both of the following series converge:
(7)
Jb=l K l < k  * k = l  X ‘ 7  V ’ k = l
Now, using the identity:
r(q  +  fc +  2 ) -------1__  n T iT _(o +  l)*+1 =  (a + 2) *,
i  \ix  t  yuc ~r lj
one sees that the first summation on the right hand side of (7) is F ^ a * 
This imphes the end result. □
The following inequality is utilised at length in this thesis.
Lemma 1.5. For the continuant polynomial (x i, X2 , . . . ,  xr) of arbitrary length 
r we have the following inequalities:
(X i ,  X2 , • • • , Xj•) ^  X/ ( X j , . . . , X / _ i )  (x/-)-i, . . . , Xr)
( X j ,X  2 , . . . , X r) ^  X /X jt(X i, . . . , X / _ i )  (X f+ i ,  . . . ,  Xfc_l) (Xfc+i, . . . , Xr ) ,
and so forth.
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These inequalities are seen already in [31] and in further detail in [12]. Proofs 
may easily be obtained by the results of [21], originating from those of Euler 
(see [14]) and using Cassini’s identity (also discussed in, for example [40]).
6 . Literature Review
A primary source of material, including a detailed discussion of the Farey 
series is the book of Hardy and Wright [2 2 ], which has provided much of the 
background reading for this project. A recent survey of results and the history 
associated with the Farey sequences is presented in [8 ], which upholds the 
naming convention Farey-Haros sequence.
6.1. Texts R elated D irectly to  the M ain Proof. One will note that 
the main proof of this thesis (Theorem 3.5) is a development of the technique 
first used by Zhigljavsky and Moshchevitin in [31]. Here one has that, for
0 > l
_  2  C(2/3 — 1 ) n  (  log(n) \
np c m  \ nLS±W :11J
where pi>n is the distance between consecutive Farey Tree fractions, and N(n) — 
|FT„| — 1. These quantities are introduced more formally in Chapter 2. The 
note by Dushistova - reference [12] - offers an improvement to this original 
result, in particular by obtaining the following error term
° { ^ )
This is an improvement since, for 0 6  (1 ,1.5] the main terms are equal and
o„ 03 + l ) (2 / 3- l )
20
in the exponent of the error term’s denominator.
The result of several texts are used throughout the main proof. Of particular 
use have been algebraic results from Graham, Knuth and Patashnik in [21] 
and elementary results from analytic number theory contained in [1 ] and [2 2 ]. 
Further detail on hypergeometric series may be seen in the text of Bailey in 
[2 ]. Consideration of the asymptotic distribution of the conventional distance
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to the Farey Series points is made in [25]. Prior metrical results are also con­
structed in [26]; their relation to the current work is discussed in detail in 
chapter 2. These also depend on the Mellin transform, whose properties and 
asymptotics are further discussed in [32].
A simple formulation of the //-distance, discussed as the ultra-distance for 
a e (0 , 1 ), q J -  a  
acts as a measure o
is made in the article [36]. It is seen here that this distance 
r effectiveness of fraction J as a rational approximation to a.
Moreover an ultra-dose distance is also seen to imply the ‘best’ approximation.
6.2. Reformulation in term s o f dynam ical system s. A discussion of 
the Gauss map and the continued fraction algorithm is made in [9]. This 
note offers a particularly elegant representation of the Gauss map on a torus; 
such an illustration is seen here in figure 1.4. Under normal conditions, jump 
continuities on the Gauss map occur at the points £ for n € N; these may 
be removed by mapping onto the circle exp(i7rx). FYom this, the Gauss map 
exp(*7ra;) — ► exp (i7r^) forms a coil on the torus, with the singularity at zero 
mapped to zero for convenience.
An overview of the role of dynamical systems in number theory is made by 
Lagarias in [30]. For example, consider the Gauss map, which has invariant 
density:
l°g(2 ) Ja I +  x
Consider also the Farey map, for which it is known that this transformation 
has associated invariant density
P b ( x )  =  f
J b  x
This density has infinite mass, but is absolutely continuous and is ergodic with 
respect to the Farey map. This is discussed in further detail below. Similar 
results and properties of dynamical systems and in ergodicity are explored in 
the book [1 0 ].
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The Causs Map on a Toms
F i g u r e  1.4. The Gauss map on a torus
Of particular interest in [30 is the Minkowski question-mark function, ?(x) 
defined formally as having values ?(0) =  0, ?(1) and for consecutive Farey 
neighbours
, / p + j A  ? ( f ) + ? ( $ )
\Q + Q'J 2
Moreover for irrational 6 =  [ai ,a2, • • •], one sees that
oo
?(0) =  ^ ( _ i ) * + 12“(B»+-+0*-1).
k=1
This function is both strictly increasing and continuous, though its derivative 
is zero for almost all x on its domain. It is also not absolutely continuous. For 
rational x , the function takes takes value ^  with integers k and s. Moreover 
if x is a quadratic irrational number - i.e. is of the form a±/^’ for a, 6, c 6 Z 
- then ?(x) is itself a rational number. It is observed that d?(x) is another
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invariant measure for the Farey map and represents the limit distribution of 
Farey Tree sequences in the following sense:
# { ? € F T „  : e < i |
8) ?(*) =  lim — Li --------- !------L.n—»oo 2 + 1
Figures 1.5(a) and 1.5(b) illustrate the value of (8 ) for fixed n = 4 and n — 13. 
Figure 1.6 is the limit function.
The derivative of ?(x) may also take value + 0 0 . In [13] it is shown that this 
is the case when the following limit superior holds:
Ai +  . . • +  & t .lim sup---------------- < Ki «  1.388.
t—»00 t
Moreover it is also shown that ?'(x) is zero when the following limit inferior 
holds:
lim inf - - -  > «;2 ~  4.401.t—♦ 00 t
The construction of the Minkowski function based on the Farey fractions is 
discussed in further detail in [2 0 ].
Consider again x 6  [0,1] such that x =  [ai, a2, ...]. Discussed in [24] are the 
principal convergents generated by the Farey map:
(9) A: =  1, . . . , an+1_ 1, n e N \  I kqn +  qn- i  J
Since the density p is infinite but cr-finite the (Birkhoff) Ergodic theorem can­
not be used to determine the limit distribution of the generated mediant con­
vergents. Ito considers a possible route around this problem by considering 
the transform U\ modified from the original Farey map, in order to produce 
metrical results. It is defined as:
Ui(x) :=
1 — x
jx
x
1 — x ’ 
x
A  — {k — 2)x
i f x e  [§,1 ) ,
if x 6  [3 , 5 ) »
» ^  x  e  [ * + ! »  £ )  >
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F igure  1 .5. Pointwise Minkowski ?-Fanctions for n = 4 and 
n =  13
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F ig u r e  1.6. Minkowski ?-Function
F ig u r e  1.7. The modified Farey map
This map generates the so-called principal convergents of the Farey map, but 
also the first and last mediant convergents, ^ d  ^Z^Zl respectively:
call these The modified Farey Map of Ito is illustrated in figure 1.7.
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As opposed to the conventional Farey map, this transformation is shown to 
have finite invariant measure /ii, which has density:
du. — [  2 log(2) H kt ’ f ° r  X  €  [®’ 3 )  »
for xe Hi).
By constructing a natural extension of Ui(x), namely
(1 0 ) £7 ,(1 , y) =
LT>  1+5) > for (x > y)  €  [ i 1) x l°> !]>
JE 1L_
1—* ’ 1+y for (x ,y )€  [5 , 5 ) x [0 , 1 ], 
l+(Jt-2)y) > f°r (*>!/) £ [jb+1’ fc) X 1]>
Ito was able to construct metrical results such as the following limit:
kjnilog(u<1)) =  ^ 2 ) ,
for almost all x € [0,1). This in particular is analogous to a result of Khinchin 
in [41], whereby for the denominators of the continued fraction convergents 
and almost all x € [0 , 1 ),
lim -  log(qn) =  *
n —»oo n n 1 2  log(2 ) ’
The ‘conventional’ extensions of the Gauss and Farey maps are considered by 
Yin and Brown in [6 ]. These are defined:
T(x , y) =  ^T(x), , (x,y) e  [0 , 1 ) x [0 , 1 )
U(x,y) = A ’lnfc)* e  [°»!/2]> V € [0 , 1 ],
if -X G (1/2,1], y 6  [0,1].’ i+vy ’
These maps have associated absolutely continuous and invariant measures fi 
and p respectively. In particular, p possesses the infinite, a-finite characteristic 
of the Farey map measure p. This means that the Birkhoff ergodic theorem 
(see, for example [10]) is not applicable for U either. Moreover it is discussed 
that T  can be induced from U, and it is this fact that is used to produce 
metrical results for the continued fractions. Consider again, for irrational
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x =  [ai, 0 2 , . .  •] its so-called k-th mediants from set (9) and also those of the 
form:
main results of [6 ] apply the Chacon-Ornstein ergodic theorem of [7] to produce 
the said metrical results, for example the following limit which holds for almost 
all x and k =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . .
Other metrical results on the continued fractions are discussed in, for example
The Farey map belongs to the class of almost expanding maps, which are 
discussed by Prellberg and Slawny in [34]. Consider again the unit interval 
[0 , 1 ] and a function /  which represents a piece wise-monotone transformation 
of [0,1]; that is on a finite partition of subintervals /o ,/i, ... , h- Let, for 
each Ii, the function /  extend to a functions fi on the closures /< that have 
Holder-continuous derivatives //. /  is defined to be almost-expanding if |/'| is 
greater that or equal to 1  in the interior of each of these subintervals Ii, and 
equality may be achieved at the endpoints of the intervals.
The topological pressure is defined Pp =  log(A^), where \p  is the greatest 
eigenvalue of the transfer operator Cp in the space of continuous functions on
[0,1]. The transfer operator Cp : C[0 , 1 ] —► C[0,1 ] defined for ^ G C[0,1] is
With f  =  U, the Farey map, one sees that the pressure is zero when /3 >  1.
(on+i -  k)qn +  9 „_i ’
p(fc)Denote the sequence of the combined sets of such convergents by The
lim ilo g (g ^ )  =
n—»oo n 1 2  log(2 fc + 2 ) ’
[28], [3] and [4],
defined:
CpV(x) = ^ 2
y . f ( , y ) -x
Furthermore, for /? < 1 : Pp =  lim — log ( V
n —»oo 71 1 '
\(«^)
, where (q, q') are the
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denominators of successive Farey tree fractions J and It is thus clear that 
in [31], Theorem 1, a version of the pressure is considered for /3 > 1 . Moreover 
it is proved that non-trivial limits exist for them sum when the normalisation 
•nP is used rather than £ log(-). For figures illustrating approximate behaviour 
of P(0) for the Farey map with € (—1.5,1.5), see [10], page 4.
A similar problem to that considered in [31] is explored by Fiala and Kleban 
in [17]. First, as a matter of continuity with this and associated works, denote 
the n-th ordered Farey TVee fraction from level k of the tree (i.e. a fraction
(n)( \ 71whose origin is the set Qk) as r* =  —^-r. The problem of interest is that of
kthe sum of lengths of alternate intervals generated by Farey points of of set
Qk;
4 e ,= i > r - r r 2)).
i=l
The superscript (e) denotes that this is the sum of so-called even intervals. It 
is shown that lim inf*—0 0 = 0  and conjectured that one may indeed replace 
limit infimum with full limit in this case. Moreover, this is then shown to be 
equivalent to the limit lim S* =  0 , where
n—*00
Sk = h . (42n))2'
This is the sum of the inverse-square of the ‘new’ denominators at level k. A 
similar asymptotic result for the sum JZj*! » for a > 1 is itself con­
sidered in this thesis; this is Theorem 3.3.
Motivation for [17] grew from the study of the the so-called Farey fraction 
spin-chains, introduced by Kleban and Ozliik in [27]. These spin chains are a 
set of statistical mechanical models derived from the Farey fractions developed 
in order to investigate a connection between the discipline and number theory. 
Consider again the matrices of (3), and the associated products, say
m —1
a^ o ) = n
k= 0
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which are well known to generate Farey neighbours § and |  (the variable j  is 
used to denote a particular configuration of the product which yields the j-th  
pair of Farey neighbours). In this context, the matrices L and R are known as 
spin-states and level m the length of the spin chain. Define next, for (3 e  R,
2* i  2* x
z k(0) =  £  (?t» + p O + iy  =  £  Trace(Mm(j))13’
the Farey spin-chain (FSC) partition function, and
2* 1 
Zi(p) = Y - f r -
is the Knauf spin-chain (KSC) partition function (see, for example, [18], equa­
tion (2)). Similarly to [31], one may express Z* as the sum of odd and even 
parts
Z t W  =  %  ( ? f v + %  + iv
=  Z«'(0) +  Z“o(0)-
These functions are of particular interest to the current work due to their 
connection with the asymptotics of sums over Farey fractions, and their con­
nection with the transfer operator (see below). For example it is shown that, 
in particular
Z ? m  —* C(^ 2~ 1) (k —* oo, 0 > 1), 
and Z?-'(0) — » 0, Z£(0) —  0 as k -» oo in [18].
Define finally, the energy of a given state as Em =  log(!Trace (Mm (j ))), and 
the (limiting-)/ne€ energy:
m—»oo rn
(the marker (•) is used to denote either the FSC or KSC version). Figure 1  
of [27] illustrates typical behaviour of FmtF((3), the FSC free energy for fixed
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small values of m. An approach using the transfer operator is considered in
[16] and [18]. In the former it is shown that the Knauf free energy is given by
Fk (0) = -jjj- log(Aa),
where is again the largest eigenvalue of Cp(U) on C[0 , 1 ]. It is thus equal to 
the log-topological pressure of the Farey map. In this note Fiala and Kleban 
were also able to calculate values of expectation for certain configurations of 
spin chains. In [18] an approach which considers the Farey map directly is 
considered. The limiting free energy is considered in further detail in [33]. 
Of particular interest for the current work is the use of a dynamical systems 
interpretation of the Farey fraction spin chain to obtain a so-called cluster 
approximation. This approximation is obtained by replacing the smooth dy­
namical system yielded by the Farey map with a piecewise linear map which 
preserves the essential features of the original dynamical system. Recall the 
definition of the inverse Farey map branches and $ 2, described on page 12, 
then this version of the Farey map is constructed by linearising between its 
inverse images (^). Since this sequence tends to zero, the fixed point of the 
Farey map which lies at zero is preserved. For an illustration of this new map, 
see Figure 2, page 461 of [33].
Th® Wiyl SocpMno®
F ig u r e  1.8. Example behaviour of a Weyl sequence
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6.3. The W eyl Sequences. Define the oft-named Weyl sequences in the 
following way. Let 6 6  [0,1) be an irrational number, and n =  1 , . . . ,  m. Con­
struct the sequence of sets Wm(6) =  {®i,. . . ,  xm} by taking xn — {n$}, where 
{•} denotes the fractional part. This is also often seen as xn =  n9 mod 1. 
Figure 1.8 illustrates an example for n =  1 , . . . ,  50 and 9 =  £.
In [42] an interesting analogy between these sequences, the Farey Series, and 
the continued fraction algorithm yielded by the Gauss map is made. Assume 
yo,m =  0, ym+i,m =  1 and, for k =  1 , . . . ,  m, that yk,m are the points of Wm(9) 
in ascending order. Use the set {yk,m}^=o to partition the unit interval [0,1), 
into subintervals Ik,m =  [y*,m> y*+i,m] and furthermore denote the following:
Sm(0) =  min xn =  yhm
Amlfl =  1 -  max xn =  1 -  ym,m
Om(0) =  min |4 ,m| =  min (£m(0), Am(0)},
= max {<5m(0),A m(0)},
U O ) = M O )'
In [38] it is shown that the interval lengths may take only one of two 
or three values: <5m(0), Am(0) and perhaps Sm(0) +  Am(0). Moreover, let {qO} 
and {q'9} be the smallest and largest elements of Wm(0), and let p =  \<q0\ and 
p/ =  1  — \t/0\ • Again, a particular result of the work of [38] shows that:
v- < e < t
9 <f
where J and ^ are consecutive fraction in the Farey Series of order n, Tn. 
Furthermore:
Sm(0) =  q O -p
A m(0) =  p' -  q'9
=> otm(Q) =  min \q6-p\.
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An elegant analogy with the continued fraction expansion is also discussed in 
[42]. Let the irrational number 9 be expressed as [ai, 0 2 ,...], then using the 
Gauss map with T0 =  9 and Tm =  Tm(9) =  j , one sees that the role of 
Tm(6) is played by
C m  m in{|^  — p|, \</Q — pt\} 
max{\q0 -  pHtfB -  j/\} '
Similarly, uniform partitions are discussed in fuller detail Drobot: [1 1 ]. Con­
sider, for the Weyl sequence, Wr(6) =  { x \ , . . .  ,xr} placed in monotone in­
creasing order and the normalised sum of interval lengths
i4(P)(r ) =  (r  -I-1)1-* ^  W*r’
' j= o
where U j >r = X j + i , r  — X j >r. It is shown in [11] that, for p >  1, 
lim inf A ^ \r)  < 0 0  and lim supA^(r) < 0 0 ,
r —*oo ».—► 00
where the latter holds if and only if the partial quotients of 9 =  [0 1 , a2, ...] are 
bounded.
CHAPTER 2
The Functions p  and pi
1. The M etrics
Consider again the set of Farey Tree points FTn. These form an ordered set of 
rational points such that £o,n = y, xN(n),n =  y are the parent vertices at level 
1 of the TYee, and
(11) FTn :— 3^?0,nj ^ l.n • • • j
where N(n) =  2n_1. For this set we have a number of related definitions. 
Consider a subinterval of the unit interval given by /< := [xi,n,£»+i,n)- Each /* 
is known as a ‘Farey Cell’ which has length
(12) Pi,n :=  S'i+l.n — x i,n =
since pfq — pq1 =  1 , often referred to as self-modvlarity (see for example, page 
335 of [37]). Moreover, the Farey Partition Vn on [0,1) is defined
N(n)
T>„ : [0,1) — (J  Ii.
i=1
Consider the distance functions p and pf defined:
P (x j FTn) := pn (x )  =  nun
f€FTn
 ^ p x ----
q
p' (x, FT„) := p'n(x) =  min q
*€FTn
^ PX ------
q
Define also the /^-distance, for e > 0 in the following fashion:
P(e) (x, FT„) := t i \ x )  =  qi+t x —p
For Farey points x\,n =  0 and X2,n =  £ it is easy to see that
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In particular, since this value is monotone increasing as n increases, one sees
1.1. The Properties of p and p'. The behaviour of the functions p and 
pf on partition Vn is illustrated in figures 2.1 and 2.2. such that both have an
This quantity is illustrated in figure 2.3, and for the Euclidean metric pn this 
value is
For the quantity pfn we have, by elementary calculations
Thus given the set of Farey points FTn whose origins are at levels at most 
n, one may form the the set of ‘child’ fractions Qn+i by calculating the //- 
mediants of successive element neighbours of FTn. Moreover, the metric takes 
its maximum value, or height at the mediant point of that Farey Cell. We 
define this quantity to be h '^\ where
2. C onstructing M easures for P n ( x )  and p'n(x)
2.1. The Farey Cells. Consider a Farey Cell in partition Vn such as that 
illustrated in Figure 2.3, with endpoints x^n and x<+1>n. Let the variable r be 
such that
that p ?  is not well-behaved as a distance function.
associated mediant; these are the points m ,m' G - the Farey Cell - such
that:
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FIG URE 2.1. The Behaviour of p on Vn, n =  2,5, 7,10
Pn{y) =  r, where y 6
p p
5 /
L<? ? J
For r  <  hi n this yields two possible distinct values of y , which will be labelled 
y,(1)(r) and y ^ \ r ) ,  and are given by:
(14) t =  y \X\ r )  — ^  and r  =  ^ - y f )(r).
Define, for the cell Ip.
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F i g u r e  2.2. The Behaviour of p' on Vn, n =  2,5,7,10
rrieas { x  e  I, :Pn(x) > t} := |y*2>(r) -  y,(1>(r)| =  - r j  -
q<f 2t 
-  * ( ¥ - ' )
Note that if r >  hi<n the measure in cell /* is 0. This describes an analogous 
construction to Lemma 2.1 of [25], for measure p n defined in this case for the 
points pitTl given by the Farey Tree, order n. Furthermore, define the measure 
\&»(t) for the metric p'n in an analogous sense:
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»,n
T -  -
»,n
F i g u r e  2.3. Constructing the measure
¥ n(t) := meas{:r € [0,1]; p'n(x) <  t) .
The inverses on this cell where p'n(x ) =  r , similarly to (14), are
y 'V )  =  J  +  f  a „ d ^ ( r )  =  ^ - i
and thus:
m eas{i 6 /< : p'„(x) >  r}  =  |y!2)(r) -  y,(1>M | =  ~ t  Q  +  "?) =  j f r iK .n - t ) -  
This is nonzero only for h'i n >  r.
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2.2. H istory of the Problem . Recall the results of [25] which constructs 
measures for p(x, Tn), the Euclidean metric on the partition generated by the 
Farey Series 2Fn. Here, the measure pn is defined by assigning mass 1 to each 
of the points i =  1, . . . ,  N(n):
N(n)
M n =  ^   ^ — Pi,n))
i=1
where 6(-) denotes the Dirac delta function. Analogously one may assign, for 
two numerical sequences of normalisation constants Fn and Gn, the normalised 
measures Pn(Fn,G n) by giving equal masses Gn to the points Fnpin, over 
i =  1, . . . ,  N(n). Doing so gives
N(n)
M n ( F „ ,  G„) =  £  G " <5( < -
i=l
Note that fin =  Pn (Fn, Gf„)|Fn==Gw=i. The aim here will be to construct a 
similar result to [25] concerning the moments of the metric pfn for the Farey 
Tree points.
2.3. Construction. Define c p!n to assign the quantities
(15) Pi,n =
ni,n
to each of the points h' n, which may be written in the following form:
N(n)
(16) =  2 2  Pi,nS(t -  /»',„).
t= l
For two sequences of positive elements {Fn} and {Gn} the normalised measures 
which assign masses GnPi)n to the points Fnh'i n is written
N[n)
(17) n’J F n, G„) =  2 2  GnPi,J(t -  F„Kt„).
*= 1
One should note that the prim e notation adopted here does not 
denote the derivative.
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Lemma  2.1. The measure d^n is absolutely continuous with respect to the 
Lebesgue measure. Moreover one may also define the density function p'n(T) =
such that
P n ( T ) =
' £  P ,„  r e  [0,1]
i:hi,n>T
0  otherwise.
The quantity h'i n is defined in (13) and P^n in (15). 
P r o o f . For any n € N and r  >  0:
1 -  ^„(t) =  m eas{x G [0,1] : p'n(x) > t }  
Pi,
KE
-  £  / ' T ‘
i:hi,n>T
=  f E  
Jr
= j
This implies that d ^ n ( t )  is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue 
measure. □
C orollary  2.2. Analogously to Corollary 2.1 of [25], one has, for two se­
quences of positive elements {Fn} and {£?„}
Pn (  p^ \ Gn — Tt,nGn,
'  n '  i : h,i nFn>T
for any r > 0 .
Lemma 2.3. For the partitions Vn, the sequences {F„} and {(?„} chosen so 
that the measures p!n defined in (16) *-weak converge to some Borel measure 
p! for A, a given point of continuity on that measure. Then the measures 
p'n Gndr *-weak converge to an absolutely continuous measure p'(r)dT 
(with respect to the Lebesgue measure on (0 ,oo)), where
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f o r  a n y  r  >  0 a  p o in t  o f  c o n t in u i ty  o f  th e  m e a su re  p .
P r o o f . The original result is discussed as Lemma 2.2 of [25], and in fact 
works analogously for the quantities of the present lemma. This is obvious since 
the density p^(r) is monotone decreasing - the quantities Pyn are independent 
of the selection of r (for tii n >  r). Note also that
Lem ma 2.4. L e t p f { r )  =  p '{[t , o o ) )  o s  d e f in e d  a b o v e  ( f o r r  >  0) ,  a n d
T h e n  th e  m o m e n ts  o f  p ' ( r )  m a y  be e x p r e s s e d  a s  a  M e l l in  tr a n s fo r m  w ith  r e s p e c t  
to  th e  m e a s u r e  d p ( t )  a n d
d * n (T )  =  ^  P *.nrfT =  Pn(T)dT-
□
Recall the definition of the Mellin transform of function /:
roo
M(/) (s) := / *a-1 / ( x) dx, 
Jo
and analogously, for every Borel measure p:
M (/i)(s):= f t8 dp(t). 
Jo
f ta+1dp'(t)
oo, */ a  <  —1,
P r o o f . The proof follows similarly to Lemma 2.3 of [25]:
Tadr dp'(t) by Fubini’s Theorem
(19) [  ta+1dp'(t), 
Jo
fora >  —1.
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Note that for a < — 1 the integral / 0* T°dT is divergent and hence the above 
imposition on the value of this constant. □
Define the normalised pfn as follows:
(20) m =
»
, 0  < 0 < n, 
otherwise.
For any natural n, Lemma 2.1 implies that the distribution of pfn is p'n (j)  dr. 
Therefore, as is the case in Theorem 3.1 of [25], the *-weak convergence of the 
measure sequence {j/n (”) ^T}n is equivalent to the asymptotic distribution 
yielded by the function f/n. These measures are related to the sequence of 
y!n =  n'n(n, 1 ) which assign the normalised mass P^n to the points nh!in for 
i =  1, . . . ,  N(n), written
i= l
We can therefore express the moments of the distance function pfn in terms of 
the Mellin transform with respect to the measure dpfn(t) as follows. Set the
N(n)
value of r to be greater than zero, a > 1  (noting that the value of the metric 
is zero outside of the interval (0 , 1 )), one has
letting x =  —n
by Lemma 2 . 1
which implies
N(n)
i=l
This is calculated from formula (24), on page 47.
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2.4. Figures. The normalised metric pfn, defined
pfn(6) = ° - 0 - bn’
0^ , otherwise,
is associated with the analogous measure d^n(r) such that
1  -  C (r ) := meas |ar G [0 , &„] : p'n{x) > — |
i:anhi<n>t
This follows from the previous construction of Lemma 2.1. For illustrative 
purposes, figures 2.4 and 2.5 are included to highlight the behaviour of the 
normalised relationship bn — with On =  n +  1 and bn — n. These fix
the interval of r to be [0 , 1 ] and give the value of the measure in the interval 
[0 ,n].
(b) Value of n — ^ ( r / ( n  +  1))
(c) pg(0) (d) Value of n -  ^ 5(r/(n  +  1))
F ig u r e  2.4. Normalised distributions, with p', for n =  2,5
2. CONSTRUCTING MEASURES FOR p„(x) AND p'n(x)
(b) Value of n — * £ 9 ( t / ( t i  4 - 1 ))
(d) Value of n — 'I'1 3 (r /(n  4-1))
F ig u r e  2 .5 . Normalised d istributions, w ith p', for n  =  9 ,13
CHAPTER 3
The M om ents o f  pn(x) and pfn{x)
1. The M om ents of p n ( x )
The aim of this this chapter will be a proof that for the pf metric, one has
I  A V r * *  = o  ( ^ r )  •
This will use many of the techniques made familiar in both [31] and [12], and 
as an introductory note, a brief overview of this previous work on the p metric 
follows.
1 .1 . Formulation. Consider first the metric pn(x) and specifically its in­
tegral. Let the the pair be consecutive elements from FTn, mean­
ing that the interval Jyj is a Farey Cell and that is the sum over
{?■£}
each Farey cell. Moreover, under pn(x), this Farey Cell has midpoint m —
1 ( p  t/ \ Therefore with constant S > 0, one has:
2 \Q
f « p n ( x ) S d x  =
I 9  V  J
£+l"l y
1 9  V  /
6 + 1
45
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The sum from (21) is evidently equal to the characteristic of interest in [31] 
and [12], and thus for brevity, let (3 > 1 and the function a^(FTn) be defined 
as in the previous notes:
(22) ^(FT„) =
(9,90 J
The methods used to determine asymptotic formulae for (22) shall form a basis 
for this chapter.
1.2. Asym ptotic Formula for the pn{x) M oments. An asymptotic 
formula for <7,9 (FTn) is derived in [31], and later improved upon by Anna 
Dushistova in [12]. These are Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. We have
THEOREM 3.1. Moshchevitin and Zhigljavsky, [31]: For any f3 > 1, and as 
n —► oo,
. , r T 1 _ V '  1 _  2 C(2ff ~  1) , n (  log(n) \
and
T h eo r e m  3.2. Anna Dusistova, [12]: For any (3 > 1, and as n —► 0 0
/FT x 2  C(2 /? - 1 ) c k y "  c k . 0
^ ( n ) ^  ^ (2 0 )  +  2 ^  n P + k  +  2 ^  n 2fi+k  +  0  I n 3(3-
SV l< k < 2 0 —2 O<k<0—2 '
where Ck and are positive constants depending on (3 > 1  also.
In the notation of [25] and the previous chapter, the function up may be 
written:
N(n)
^(FT„) =  £ p f „ ,
1=1
where the quantity pitn is defined in (12) and N(n) = 2n-1 for the Farey 
Tree. Note that the order of decrease of op is different to that described in 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 for when (3 < 1; in particular it is very easy to see that
(23) (70 (FTn) =  2 n _ 1  =  N(n) and <n(FTn) = 1,
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where the latter is true as the sum of all the possible cell lengths partitioning 
the unit interval is 1 .
2. The M om ents of pn(x)
2.1. Formulation. Let us first set the scene of the construction. Consider 
the integral of p'n(x) in a similar fashion, whence:
/ Pn(x)adx = f Pn(x)adx = f 9 Pn(x)adx-
“ { ? £ }
This implies, where m! =  is the p’ mediant on cell , that the integral 
takes the form
i ! p,'{xrdx = dx+L q,a{i~xy dx]
l ? V  J
^  ~  a + l (^ ) 99/(9 +  9/)a ‘
The fact that p'q — ptf =  1 ensures that mnnerators p and pf do not appear 
in the final formulation. Therefore the change of sum condition to pairs of de­
nominators from consecutive Farey elements (denoted (q, g7)) is used without 
loss of any information.
Calculation of this quantity has been performed using the C programming 
language, which is indeed the case for all following relevant figures. They 
have been plotted using the Maple computer algebra system. For illustra­
tive purposes, we apply a — log scaling; indeed as an initial example, raw
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behaviour of — log(7 a(FTn)) for a =  2 is shown in figure 3.1.
Moment Sum Behaviour, alphas
7-
F igure  3 .1 . The pf Moments for a =  2
3. The M ain Theorems
3.1. Statem ent. There will be two main theorems constructed in this 
chapter. The first is a result on the sum involving the single denominator q", 
while the second is the main result on the p' metric. Let
(25) 7«(FT„) =  E
where q 4 - o' =  q", is itself a denominator characterised by the previous be­
haviour of q and q' in the fraction = 2 ±e1 e  Qn+i» defined in (1 ) on page 1 1 . 
Now, due to the fact that
n + l
f t „ + 1  =  u a.
i=l
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an ordered triple (g, g", g7) corresponds to consecutive elements J, ^ where 
jpr € Qn-f i • This fraction has denominator continuant g" = g"(a) =  (ai, 0 2 , . . . ,  ar>, 
where
fl 6  ^ 4 / /  *=  ^  ( f l l )  ®2» • • • j ® r) • ^  2 ,  fl* — n  “1“ 1 =  N
For brevity in notation adopt the convention n + 1 =  N; though naturally as 
n —► 0 0 , N =  O(n). Now, a simple rearrangement gives
%(FTn) =  ( , £ )  ( r t F F *  +  W F " ) '
We take, without loss of any generality, the denominator q to have origin at 
level n; and therefore fix the denominator g7(a) to be the smallest of this triple, 
originating from G Qn+i-j, j  > 1. For continuity of notation with [31] and
[1 2 ], let q =  g+, and g7 =  g_.
In summary, this implies that the continuant (0 1 , . .  .dr) representing the de­
nominator q"(a) has associated ‘parent’ denominators q~(a) and g+(a) from 
its neighbouring Farey numbers such that (see for example Lemma 1 of [31])
g_ = g_(a) =  (au . . . ,  o^ i) g+ =  g+(a) =  (au . . . ,  ar -  1 ).
Moreover, Lemma 2 of [31] states that the following is true:
q" < Nq_ «=>■ q+ +  g_ < JVg_ <=> g+ < ng_.
We may assume, without any loss of generality that the vectors (0 1 , . . . ,  ar-i)  
and (ai, . . . ,  ar—1 ) upon which these continuants have basis, are elements from 
A n- c* A n- \  respectively. In the cases where it is known that Or =  2, then 
one will calculate that the larger ‘parent’ has
g+ = ifll') ^ 2 » • • •» ®r—lj l)j 
to which we may apply the well-known identity
[d l ,a 2 ,  . . • , Or—1, 1] — [a i,a 2 j  • • • j ^ r - l  +  !]•
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This implies that the resultant ‘final’ partial quotient is at least 2 also.
Define to be the set of all r—dimensional integer vectors whose sum of 
partial quotients is N >  0. This set carries similar definition to A n  minus the 
restriction on the value of ar, and has cardinality 2 Ar_1 (this is again easily 
proven via a combinatorial argument). Moreover A n  C N’jy. Now, consider a 
vector a =  (ai, . . . ,  ax) € A n ] the remaining items in are thus of the form 
(ai, . . . ,  ax — 1 ,1 ) for all possible a. Therefore
(26) |P T „ | =  2 \A n \ ,
with consequence |.Ajv| =  2N~2, an observation required in the proofs of Lem­
mas 3.16, 3.17 and onward. In these calculations, when confronted with a 
summation whose range of action is over integer vectors (a1}. . . ,  ax) € NrN, 
then when restricting the value of the final partial quotient (where necessary), 
one must multiply the sum by factor 2. This compensates for the change in 
cardinality of the set upon which the sum has action.
Using these arguments it is also easily seen that
(27) \An \ =  2\An\.
The main theorems presented in this chapter are 
T h e o r e m  3.3. A s  n  —► oo,
v  1 C'0 _ / lo g £ 3 (iv A
9(a)a+2 N °+2 V Na+3~ & )
w h e re  C'0 =  C'0 ( a )  i s  d e f in e d
, _  O o +  l) , 9 / C ( a  +  l ) y
0 C ( °  +  2 )  ^ ( 0  +  2 ) , /
As a point of note, Theorem 3.3 is a reformulation of that which leads to 
Lemma 9 in [12] and indeed this result may also be seen to be of self-standing 
interest. The main result is Theorem 3.5, which includes main terms of orders 
n-(o+i) £ 0  n- 2a depen(iing Qn the size of a > 1  chosen. However, as a precur­
sor, it is also required to show that 7 a(FTn) is of order n~^ a+1) without the
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additional terms in order to obtain the improved result. This is Theorem 3.4.
T h e o r e m  3.4. For a > 1 , and as n oo 
T h e o r e m  3.5. For a > 1 and as n —► oo,
V n2 o + 1  ) ’
where Da, Gk,a, Gk,a are constant for fixed k, a. These are defined by (1 0 2 ), 
(103) and (104) respectively on page 130.
Remark: Definitions (102), (103) and (104) arise from the result of several 
Taylor expansions and associated convergent remainders. As a result they are 
notationally very large and are referred to here for compactness.
3.2. A Lower Bound for 7 a(FTn). We may deduce a lower bound for 
the quantity 7 Q(FTn); this is Lemma 3.6 below. This can be viewed as a 
precursor to the main result since it is shown that this lower bound is of order 
0(n~(a+1)). The proof of Lemma 3.6 requires the following formula of Dirichlet 
concerning the product and convolution of series: suppose h = f  * g, let:
H (x) =  Y l h (n )' =  ^ n>’ g m  =
n<x n<  x n<*
Then we have:
(28) H(x) =  £  f(n)G  ®  “  E  ^  ©  •
n <x n<x
L e m m a  3.6. The moment sum 7 a(FTn) has the following lower bound:
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PROOF. The proof requires the following formula, proved as an exercise in 
[1]. For x > 2, c > 1 (c ^ 2), we have
(29) y * ^ ( n ) -  1 | C ( c - l )  c (  1 \
( ) ^  «c 2 -c C (2 )+  ((c) +
Note the following familiar identity:
fj,(d)n
, d  ’ d |n
where n(d) is the Mobius function of d. Therefore 
nc nc_1 dn<x n<x  d|n
/ i ( d )
. nc~l “  ^  dn< *  d e
de=n
W  -
d<x e < |
using the Dirichlet product/convolution formula, (28). 
We employ Euler’s summation formula to show:
M  E ^ r  -  +  +
*—3
yielding the evaluation below:
E «  -  f ^ E ^ - ' i E ^ + o ^ E j ) -
n < i  d<x d<z \  d<* /
Note also that
n = l  *  « C) ’
meaning that:
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for the given restrictions on c. Moreover, using this and Euler’s identity, (31) 
gives
+
Our assumptions dictate that q+ (a) > q~(a), and thus since there are 2(f)(1) 
Farey cells with q~(a) = I < n as an endpoint (see, for example [31]) one sees 
that:
7«(FT„) >
(n (n  + l)“+1 (n +  l)“+1) f,a+2
oEAn
n ■+-1 ^  1
n(n + l)a+1 g“+2aeAf/:g~<N *
—  ^ A  <f>(q~)
n(n +1)° qr“+2
Therefore, formula (31) imphes that:
*(FTJ 5  ; ^ ( t ' ®  + § t | +0( ^ ) )
= — 2— *>(<* + 1) -i- o  ( — —
n (n  4- 1)Q C(a  + 2) \ n a+1 na J \n a+1na+1J
(32) = 2 « Q + 1> i o f  M
{ } n(n + 1)“ C(« + 2) V ^ 1)  '
□
The proof of Theorem 3.5 will show that the limit of 7 a(FTn) is asymptotically 
equal to its lower bound, i.e. that
liminf 7 a(FTn) =  lim 7 a(FTn) = o ( - ^ \
n—► oo n—► oo Vfl + /
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Figure 3.2 highlights this supposition by plotting the quantities na+17 a(FTn).
Values of /i® + 1 Ya( ^ )  tor o»2
03-
203 10 IS 25 30m
F ig u r e  3 .2 . The behaviour of n372
3.3. Layout o f this Proof. The proof of Theorem 3.5 is split into sec­
tions and lemmas, one of which comprises the proof of Theorem 3.3. The 
lemmas making up the main proof will be based upon the sums resulting from 
the following partitioning of the set A n '
(33)
A (1)(N ,l)
A {1)(N,2)
aV)
(N ,l)
A™(N,2)
A * ) 1)
J(3) 
(N j<r—1)
j ( 4) 
(N j=r—1)
a (4)
(N,j=r)
a G An ’• (q>1i • • • j r^) < N 3}
a, G An ’■ (fli> • • •»°r) ^ N 3}
a G .Aii! • max a,- > N  — tu}
a € .Ail! : max a, < N — w}
(N,i) j= i, .. .,r  J J
a G Ayl ^ : max a* = a,j G {ar_ i ,o r }, aj > N — w}
a G A ^  n  : max a* =  a.j G { a i , . . . ,  ar_2}, a,j > N — w }
a G *^(^j> r-i) • aJ ~  ^  ~  w}
a G •A(w>j> r- i)  : Oj = Or > N  — t/;}.
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These axe all mutually exclusive sets and axe constructed such that
j  — jt1) m aW m .4 I3) u I I
A N  — ^ ( N , 2 )  U  ( N , 2 )  U  ( N  j ' < r — 1 )  U  ^ ( N J = r - 1 )  U
where U denotes the disjoint set union. For basis of comparison with previous 
work, the new notation presented in this thesis is such that, for the sets  ^
and -4(^2) °f I**1! and [12]
A (3) — A (4)(^N, 1) — * ^(NJ=r)
J 0 )  j(3) u  j(4)
^ ( N ,  2 )  —  (N J < r —l) (N J = r —l)
This ‘new’ breakdown of A n is illustrated in Figure 3.3.
F ig u r e  3 .3 . The hierarchy of denominator sets
The quantities w and s axe parametexs whose properties and possible selections 
axe considered in at each stage of the proof. Their final values will determine 
the optimal expression for the final error term upon the reconstruction of the 
main theorems. As an initial observation, w can take values in the interval 
[1,7V), which will be fairly obvious to the reader since at, for example level L 
of the Tree, the partial quotients a* sum to L. The effect of these parameters 
is discussed in subsection 3.4.1.
For brevity, let:
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where j  =  1 ,2,3 or 4, and i represents one of the items '1', '2 ','j  <  r — 1', 'j =  
r — V or j  =  r. Hence, using (27), one will see that
7o(FT„) =  -  +  E(N,2) +  S (Nj<r-l) +  S (NJ=r-1) + E(Nj=r)) •
In addition, the sums E$ j= r )  " e split according to  whether
each contains the '+ ' or denominator, for example
y>(4)______ y>(4)+ - yi(4)—
*Wj=r) “  ^ (N J = r)  +  ^ (N J = r)'
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 (where s  — ^  and s =  2s±I respectively; the latter rep­
resents the final choice made for this parameter in the main proof) illustrate 
how each of these sums behaves within the partition and include the points 
of 7 .(F T „) for comparison. Clearly, the sums E $ ‘ =r) and are the
greatest contributors; indeed it will be seen that these form the largest terms 
in the asymptotic and are of order n~^a+1\
A number of figures which further explain the reasons behind introducing the 
new partition are presented in Appendix B.
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Each of the sums yielded by hierarchy (33) is considered individually and thus 
the main proof is organised as follows:
•  Theorem 3.3, which is indeed an auxiliary result required by Theo­
rem 3.5 is proved in section 4 on page 67, figure 3.6 highlights the 
order of magnitude of the sum in question;
• Lemma 3.14 on page 76 will show that the sum has upper bound 
N -m.
•  Lemma 3.15 on page 78 discusses the quantity which is of lesser 
order than the main term;
• Lemmas 3.16 and 3.17 on pages 84 and 92 respectively, discuss the 
behaviour of the sums with continuant whose ‘final’ partial quotient 
is large. The most significant is the latter, where it is shown that 
£ $ ~ =r) =  O (jfbfi) (figures 3.7(a) and 3.7(b) respectively);
•  Lemmas 3.18 and 3.19 on pages 101 and 108 respectively, explore 
contribution to 7 a(FT„) from previous levels of the Farey Tree as per 
the construction of set It is shown that the component 
S (N j=r-i) = O  (t^ tt), (figures 3.8(a) and 3.8(b) respectively);
•  Lemma 3.21 on page 119 uses the fact that the largest partial quotient 
is present in both of the denominators in the pairs q"q- and q"q+ to 
show that s (2^<r—!) = O > 866 3.9
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F ig u r e  3.6 . Values of n ° + 2 £ o6Al a  =  2
This information will combine to show that
K~ +
7o(F T „ ) =  ° " + « ° +2) + C(«+2)n0 + 1 no +2 +
+ 0 ( ±  +  M n )
\n *a n2a+1
log(n) n2 log'2a+3 (n)
w2a+3 +
_ L _ )
na+3wa~2 J ’
where ATa)„ = +i(r**n as defined in Lemmas 3.16,3.17,3.18,3.19
and 3.21. It should be noted that these are not constant and contain terms of 
orders n~^ a+2  ^ to n~^ 2a\  and this in part dictates the choice of parameter s in 
the final proof.
3.4. Preliminary Discussions.
3.4.1. The Effect of the Parameters w and s. One will notice that, due to 
the hierarchical structure of the sets making up A n described above, that the 
choice of parameters s and w can have a profound effect on the behaviour of 
these constituent parts, and therefore on the sums based upon them.
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(b) Values of a = 2
F i g u r e  3.8.
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F igure 3 .9 . Values of na+2'E(^ j<r), a =  2
The existence of lower bound s > 1 requires an important observation. The 
choice of s < 1 renders the set .4 ^   ^ empty, as it is easily seen that that the 
sum of two consecutive denominators q and q' at level n has q + q' > n (this is 
also true of the Farey Series, where Tn C FTn, see for example [23]). Hence 
it is impossible for q" to be less than N. Moreover, it is easily seen that the 
largest denominator present in any level L of the Tree is equal to the (L -I- l)th 
Fibonacci number F(L + 1) and thus the choice
log(F(L + l)) 
log (L)
renders empty. Figure 3.10 highlights the effect of increasing the value 
of s (in — log(-) scale) on the sum The assertion that w must he in the
interval [1, N) is obvious since at, for example level N  of the Farey Tree, the 
partial quotients a* sum to N. Moreover, note that the choice w < y  in any 
of the sets (33) where a partial quotient has a,j > N — w, guarantees that it is 
the only such partial quotient.
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3.4.2. Lemmas From [31] and [12]. Some related lemmas are presented in 
this subsection. The major results in this chapter require their use and are 
thus included and explained here for com pletion.
Lem m a 3.7. For all vectors a =  (a i, a2 , . . . ,  a,.) €  W^ 1 N  > 3 ,  the value
of the last index is such that
r <  C log(iV ), where C  =  s /  log V s + i '
N
COROLLARY 3.8. For the vectors a of Lemma 3.7, max a» > _ . /mrx<=l,...,r ~  Clog(iV)
P roof. The following inequality holds for a 6 -4(^,1):
( V^ 2+ 1 j  -  (°i»a2»-*-ar) < N *’
where the left hand side occurs by construction of the Farey numbers and 
their relation to the Fibonacci sequence (see for example [37]). Therefore, the
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statement of Lemma 3.7 follows immediately. The proceeding Corollary 3.8 
then follows since
Edi = N  < r  max a,”  j = 1,-r 3t=l
.AT N  =» max a, > — >
^  r ^  c  iog(iv) *
□
Lemma 3.9. F o r  a ll  v e c to r s  a  =  (a i, 0 2 , . . . ,  ar) €  -4 (S,2) — * (^n,i)> ^ erie ex*s t  
a t  le a s t  tw o  in d ic e s  1 <  k  <  I <  r  c o r r e s p o n d in g  to  p a r t ia l  q u o tie n ts  w ith  th e  
p r o p e r ty :
w  w
ak > ---7777 And flj >C\og{N) ‘ - C T o g W
P r o o f .  Consider an integer vector a  G o^r which we have maxo  ^<
N — w .  As a convention let the index j  correspond to the partial quotient with 
property aj =  max{ai,. . . ,  a,.}, where
This implies
(34) Oi =  N — a j > w,
Denote the next largest partial quotient as ak =  m ax^ a* (which is not nec­
essarily unique). Using (34) we have
7  a,i < rmaxa, = ra* => N — aj < ra*,
N — aj N — N +  w w
s o  a t  >  —  =*• a t  >  c l o g ( N j -  c  log(TV)'
Hence there must exist at least two indices 1 < k < I < r corresponding to
partial quotients with the prescribed property. □
L emma  3.10. Define the sets := {a G An\^J ' Q>j > N — w}, and
P(u, u, X ) := {a G .A|a = (ai,. . . ,  ax, X, a [ , . . . ,  a!x/), with u =  ai +  . . .  +
a*, v =  aj +
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Then, when w <% , we have
N
n * =  U U p(“> *'-*)-
X = N - w  u + v = N - X
where the symbol |J again denotes a disjoint set union.
PROOF. Let the parameter w be less than §  and first consider the case 
where a G Qn - This imphes that there exists some index j  with 1 < j  < x to 
a partial quotient Oj = Y  > N — w > y . Therefore
=£■ a G P{ai +  . . .  +  fljj Oj + . . .  -J- a!x/, Y).
n
Conversely, let the vector a belong to U U P(u,v,X).
X = N - w  u + v = N - X
This automatically means that the vector belongs to the set A n , and as a 
condition there exists a partial quotient with a* > N — w. What remains to 
prove is that such an a 6 Qn belongs uniquely to P(u,v,X). This is shown 
by the following contradiction: let a G fIn  such that:
a € P(u,v,X)  and a G P(tt*,v*,X*).
which imphes:
a — (<ii, • • •, fl»—i, X , &t+i,. . . ,  flx)» 
with u =  a\ +  . . .  +  Oi-i and v =  a*+ 1 +  . . .  +  ax =$■ u + v =  N  — X\ 
and
a — (flj,. . . ,  Oj_j, X  , aj+j , . . . ,  ax),
with it* =  a\ +  . . .  +  a*j_x and v* =  a*i+l +  . . .  +  a* => u* +  v* =  N — X*. 
Moreover, suppose that i ±  j ,
=> 3 two partial quotients in the vector a such that:
N NOi> N - w  > —, a j>  N - w >
^  ak > N  =>• a Qn ,
k= l
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(since w < y ). This contradicts the original assumption, and thus indices i 
and j  are indeed equal. Furthermore,
X  = X \  (u,v) =  (u*,v*), and P(u,v,X) = P (u*,v',X ;).
□
4. On the Sum with the Single Denom inator
The aim in this section is to prove Theorem 3.3. This result is obtained by 
similar partitioning of the sum using (33), where
The behaviour of the individual sums in (35) is considered in each of Lem­
mas 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13.
4.1. Lemmas.
L e m m a  3.11. For s > 1, a  >  1,
P r o o f . From (23) and [31] one has that
(35)
and
q(a)a+2
(36)
It is shown in [31] that
and thus:
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f;(i) _  V   -^(n,2) “  2L,
1
o€ (^N,2)a) (9(a)9(o))SJ3
E^ d )
'(N.2)
E«e^,2) 9(a)g-(a)
o€‘^ (N,2)
m8X '.(a))**2- 1 ^  ( q ( a ) q - ( a ) +  q ( a ) q + ( a ) }°€^n.2) (?(ah
i  m
a€-^ (JV,2)
max
"  « « )< /-(* ))*  
using the fact that q <  N q _, which completes the proof. □
Lemma 3.12. A s  N  —> oo, a n d  f o r  w  <  y
- (2) „  N * l o g 2^ ( N )
(N»2) ^  K;2(a+2)
P r o o f .  By Lemma 3.9, there exists for each a  €  A ^  C ^ at least 
two partial quotients a*, aj with l < f c < / < r i n  the continuant ( a i , . . . ,  O r), 
such that
w
C  log(AT) 
Hence
V<2) < V  1
W ) -  (al> • • • i<*r)“+2a€A\
(ai,...,ar)<N»
3*,Z:afe,aJ>z?1^ y
Using the following identity (see for example, [21]):
(fll, . . . , flr) ^  Q’kQ>l(p>l j  • • • j Q>k—l)(&fc+l> • • • > Q>1—l)(&Z+l> • • • > ®r)»
for which we set
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u — a\ 4 - . . .  +  ajk-i
v =  a*+i + . . .  +  at- 1  => u +  v +  p = N  — ak — a{.
P  =  Oj+l +  • • • +  Or,
one may deduce that
t (2) < V  V _ -_____________________
(N,2) ak+ Z < N  o tf»  (a ka l ) a + 2 i a  1> • • > a * - l)a+2(a*+l, • • • , a |- i ) 0+2(ai+1, . . . , d r ) a+2
ak,ai>& g"(a)<N•
~  a ^ < N  (a‘a')“+2 ^  " ’ a*-l>"+2 ^  <“*+!> • • • - «i-l>“+2
a* ’QI -  C log(Af) = N - a k-a i
* Ep (a i+ 1 , . . . , O r ) a + 2 J  ‘
For notational ease, denote
s* := E  «“d
ak+ai<N  V * U
S/ ' J h ,  <a‘- - - a*-i>a+2= . J £ . - * 1_1 <“*+>’• ••.°i-i>°+2X
= N - a k—ai
^  (n/+i,.. •, flr)a+2p=aj+i+...+Or x 1+1 ’
Or >2
First consider the internal sum Si, for which we have
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Si <  t - J L *  «=x^.+», <*>• • • ■>xf)a+2 -%>“+2
x/>2
(37)
E
V®>2
X
1
* / >  2
1
E
/i+----
y»>2
x
E
P = Z l + . . . + Z f c
Z h > 2
1
1
< t+ S so o  - » £ +x, < * > • - ’ I 7>“+2 V ^ t'+ v, ^ )“+2
E
1
p=zi+...+zh
Zh > 2
(z1, . . . , z h)a+2
E
<=o <*>■ -  >X'>“+2 " ^ >“+2 {ZU ■ ■ ■ ’2,,>0+2
zh>2x/> 2 
/
= 4
Vg>2
\ 3
X l + . . . + X / < 0 0  
\  * /> 2 /
< 4 / v - m V 1/ rC ( g  + i)VV«,a+a/ vc(«+2)/ •
The factor 4 at line (37) appears as a result of setting the restriction a*_i, aj_i > 
2 (which are then replaced by generic partial quotients Xi and 2/<). This process 
recalls use of the identity
| ( a i , . . .  ,ax) : a* > 1, Vi =  1,. ..  ,x and = 2 \ M
The discussion of this combinatorial identity is seen on page 11 and is easy to 
prove. Furthermore, consider the external sum Se - effectively a double sum 
over the variables a* and a/. When one of these is fixed, the length of the 
corresponding sum is N — ^  , and hence
o 1 (  at 2w \ 2
( *  y & \  ciqk(N ))  '
\C * lo t? (N )J
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2wFor N  > 3, the value of N  — — — 7—  never exceeds N. ThereforeClog(JV)
- (2) „  N2 log^a+2\ N )
(^N,2) ^  w2(a+2) ’
as required. □
L e m m a  3.13. For w < % and as N —► 00,
£M -  C° 1 o (  w | 1 1 1 ^
(N ,l) ^ a + 2  y  7V"a+ 3  W a N a + 2 N f  C2*- !) J '
PROOF. One may recalculate the result of Lemma 7 of [12] for the analo­
gous quantity 91' as
(3 8 )  * =  5  ( « , .  • • ; > h - l ) a *a{<h*U . . . .  Or)“ +2 = C ’0 +  O  ( 5 = )  ’a€An 
3 j:a j> N —w
where
, c(q-h) , 9 ( C(<*+ 1)\ 2 
C°' C(a +  2) U («  +  2)J '
Let us continue by rearranging the sum j) as follows:
e (2> -  V  1
oe^  (a,,. . .  ,ar ) “ + 2
q"(a)<N»
3i:ai>N—w
= E  1 -  1
aeA N ^  ‘ ’ ° r ) a+ 2  a€ A „  ^  ’ ' * ’ ’
3»:Oi>N—1» g"(a)>N*
3i:ai>N —w
3&:<H>N—w
Moreover, let a< = TV — v for v = 1,. . .  |tuj• Using the continuant identity
9 (a) — (Oi -f- [fl*_ 1 , . . . ,  ®i] ■+■ [u»+i) • • • j &r])(ai, • • • > u»—1) (ttj+i,. . . ,  ar)
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one may ascertain that
q(a) =  N  ^1 -  +  j j ' j  (ai, . . .  ^ - iX o j+ i , . . .  ,Or),
where A =  [a»_i,. . . ,  dj + [aj+i, ...,Or] = 0 ( 1 )  for brevity. Expansion into a 
Taylor series according to of the function
1 _  _ 1  1 1
q(a)a+2 Na+2 (oi,. . . ,  0 j_i)o+2(ai+i,. . . ,  Or)a+2 (l -  #  + $ ) a+2
yields:
g (a )-+2 N «+2 ( o i , . . . ,  a i - J o + H a M , . . . ,
n{=i(«+ < + 1) (v -  A f
* N k
1
JV°+2 (oi, . . . , 0 i_ i)a+2 (04+i, . . . , Or)a+2 
(where 1*^1 < 1 by construction). As a result of Lemma 3.10, and (38) one
has
^  ^ f N N * * (a 1, . . . , a i- 1)°+*(ai+1, . . . , a r)°+i  ( 1 + ° ( a t ) )  +
3i:ai>N —w
+ 2 + 0  (jya+a) +  0  ^aJSfa+2^ +  0  (^ §(2*-!)) ’
+
Q
jya 2
since v =  0(w). □
Remark: One will note that the error term j^+s, yielded by the term in the 
Taylor expansion
M  ki Nk
is essentially of same order of magnitude as the main term for w <  f  How­
ever in the final proof of Theorem 3.3 the selection of this parameter yields a 
quantity of lesser order of magnitude, which is also true of Lemma 9 of [12] 
(from which this Lemma was derived).
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4.2. Proof of Theorem 3.3. The quantity (35) can be reassembled as
y ,  1 C0 I w 1 1 N2 log2<“+2'(JV) \
2 -/ 9(a)“+3 ~~ Na+2 (jV°+3 + vPN0*2 jvS(2»—i) + ^ 2(0 +2) J •
With the necessary conditions that s > 1 and w < % it is seen that
3(a + 2)s =  — ---- -2a
and
q + 5  2q + 4
w =  N 2a+B log 2o+8(iV) 
will give the stated error term. This is a consequence of the dominance of the 
first and fourth items in the error term. Note that this is not the best possible 
solution, and an improvement based on the original work of Dushistova is 
proposed in Appendix A. □
4.3. Numerical Evidence. Figures 3.11(a), 3.11(b) and 3.12(a) high­
light the behaviour of the sums at each Lemma in the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
Figures 3.12(b) highlights the order of magnitude of the sum in Lemma 3.13. 
One should note that, where appropriate, upper bounds appear below the char­
acteristic of interest in the following figures. This is due to the use of — log(-) 
scaling.
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l j ^ 2) and Upper Bound,a = 2, 5 = -g  +  2
0 *  ■ ’ ■ I 1 1 1 ■ I ................... | 1 | ,
5 10 15 20 25 30
| . y >  : - Ui) y i + 3
(a) Sum 2  ^ and its upper bound
2 J 2, and Upper Bound.a = 2, s=i a + 2 
 ^ a
• 1• •• •• •• •• •
• . • •
* * ( * 2) * Upper Bound
(b) Sum £ (^  2) and its upper bound
F ig u r e  3 .1 1 .
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X |* , ,  and Estim ate,a- 2 ,
jV°"
(a) Sura and its estimate
Values of /7a + 2 z]J j1)
2.5
1.5
0.5 rT—
5 10 15 20  25 30
H
(b) Normalised sura the main term in Theorem 3.3
F igure  3 .12 .
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5. Lemmas Leading to  th e P roo f o f Theorem  3.5
This section is divided into subsections, each discussing the result of each sum 
based on the hierarchy illustrated by figure 3.3, and for ease of reading, each 
is colour coded according to that diagram. Note also, that where applicable 
the suppressions q"(a) =  q", q+(a) =  q+ and q~(a) =  q- have been made in 
order to maintain brevity.
5.1. On the Sum
5.1.1. Statement and Proof.
Lemma 3.14. For a  >  1, s > 1, we have
e ! I L  <  1J(JV, 2) —  j y SQ -
PROOF. We can again utilise formula (36) from Lemma 3.11 to show that
1 1
S (N,2) X  ( rfVOcH-In. +{q")a+1q+ (q")a+1q_
<
<
V  1 (  1 1
“  (Q")a W q+ + q"q-
a^ (N,2)
1 V - /  1 _1
J s \ a  \  n " n  n " r(N*)a “  \q"q+ q"q-
l
W*
□
This fact appears at length in the remaining proof, where it shall be stated as:
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Main Lemma Ona, a « 2 and<«
2 2 -  
20 -  
18- 
16-
! “ ■ 
f  12-
1 0 -
8 -
6 -
4 -
10 IS 20 23-------- a.----
'(**)
(a) XljJJ 2j and upper bound, for s =  ^
Sum and Upper Bound of Lemma One. a  = 2 and s=  2 g +  1
•  e e e •  *
20
• 2(>)( * 2 )
(b) £ (^  2) anc* upper bound, for s =
25
_  2q -H
30
F i g u r e  3 .13 .
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5.1.2. Numerical Results and Explanation. Figures 3.13(a) and 3.13(b) il­
lustrate the behaviour of this sum and its upper bound for s =  and 
s =  2s±l with a  =  2. Since — log(-) scale is used, one can clearly see that 
is an upper bound.
One may note the curious manner in which the points representing the sum 
£ $ 2) are arranged. This is especially prevalent in the latter case whereby 
the smallest values of N  correspond to zero values of the sum. This is due 
to the distribution of the denominators within the Farey tree sequence itself; 
as the value of s increases, fewer denominators of Farey points at level N  are 
of sufficient size to be permissible in The ‘tick-like’ shape of this line
thus appears as a result, where the value of then decreases at a far quicker 
rate than that of the appearance of more suitably-large denominators as N  
increases.
5.2 .  O n  t h e  S u m  SSL
Lemma 3.15. For a  >  1 and w <  y ,  one has that
ym o f — lo^ 2°+3(n) 1(^N,2)~ [  u,2o+3
as N  —► oo.
P r o o f . One sees in Lemma 3.9 that there exists at least two partial quo­
tients (say a*, a*) from vector a =  (oi, a2, . . . ,  ar) € *4(5v2) suc^ ^ a t
w w
(Ik > 771 TTTT and 0.1 > —  rrrr.C  log(iV) C  log(iV)
When there are exactly two such partial quotients, the number of possible
combinations of them is at its maximum. Therefore
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y;(2) <
(39)
(40)
£
g"(a)<N*
3l<*</<r:ofcloj>7T^ 77y
+(q")a+lq- (q")a+1q+
= £
a€Atr 
q"(a)<N» 
3 * < r - l : o fc,O r  >  z r t ^ N J
+lq")a+1q- (q")a+1Q+. +
+ £
a€As 
q"(a)<N‘
1 + 2  £
+
{q")<*+iq_ (g")a+1g+_
aeA N ( « " ) ° + 1 9 -  a i + . X = N  ( 9 " ) “ + 1 ? -
g / / ( a ) < N *  q"(a)<Na
3 * < r - l : o fc, o r > z?1J e n 7 y  3 ^ , i < r - l : a fc, a t >  ^
=  2(Si +  S2 ), for brevity.
Where line (39) is an equality since we only separate out into sub-sums the 
possibilities where one of the prescribed partial quotients is the final entry, 
and where this is not the case. Line (40) follows by use of the assumption that
Q- < q+-
Prom for example [21], it follows that
q  ( ® )  =  ( ® 1 >  • • • > ® r )  ^  O j f e ® r ( ® l ,  • • • ,  0>k—l )  ( O f c + l ,  • • • » O r — l )
a n d  ( f l j , . . . ,  f l j . )  ^  0 ^ ( 2/ ( u j , . . . ,  . . . ,  u ^ — i )  ( f l ^ i , . . . ,  O x )
< / _ ( f l )  =  ( f l i ,  . .  . ,  O r — l )  ^  O f c ( f l j ,  .  .  .  ,  f l f c — i ) ( f l f c + i ,  . .  .  ,  f l r — l )
a n d  ( a i , . . .  >  a ^ a ^ a i , . . .  , a f c _ i ) ( a f c + i , . . .  , a i _ i ) ( a i + i , . . .  , 0 ^ 1 )
Thus
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c  <  \  __________________________________________
1 ”  ^  aj+2a“+1(a i,. . . ,  afc_i)a+2(afc+i , . . . ,  ar_ i )a+2o€^n
q"(a)<N• 
3 k < r-l:a kAr >  £n5*fWy
ak+ar<N  aeAs ^  ' ' ’ ’ ak - l ) a+2{ak+i, . . . , O r-i)Q+2
°*>°r-CT^ i?KT 9#/(°)<JV*
and
S2 < (iogAn x(«ifcai)a+2<Oi) • • • > a*_i)a+2(a*+i , . . . ,  at_i)a+2
g " ( a ) < N *
3*<r-l:afc,ar>£lo£w
«»^<N (a*a,)°+2 « + S = N  ^ <ai’ ’ a‘ -l)°+2(a*+l> • “l-l>“+2
O fc ,o t > g i ^ )  f " ( o ) < i V
* (a/+i
 1____________'j
, Or—i^aj+i, flr)a+ /
First study the inequality on Si. To this end, let u =  ai +  . . .  +  a*_i, v 
dic+i +  . . .  +  Or-i, such that u + v = N  — a.k — ar. Thus
^ I f J  /( i .  n , ,W + 2
ak+ ar< N  k r u+v=N —ak—ar \t i= a i+ ...+ a * _ i ’ * ’
afc,«r>glo|(-ji7y
(41) " r (a*;+i,. . .  ,ar_i)a+2
t> = afc+ i + . . . + a r - i  '  K + 1 ’ A/
The internal part of this sum is bounded above in the following manner; let
Sl)/ S  H  \a+2 5Z
t t + t ^ A T - O f c - O r  y u ^ + . - . + a * . !  < a l ’ • • • ’ a * - l > a + 2  v = a f c + i  + . . . + a r _ 1 ^ f c + 1 ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ^
for which we have the following:
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Sw < 4 i ^ * „ « I ? . +*,  i />“+ 2 <*»>■ • • -%>“+2
* / >  2  V9 > 2
~  \ E J L ,  <i i > • • • - x/>“ +2 «=»? .+ * <»*> • ■ • - »»>°+2
* /> 2  yff>2
/  \ s
(42) < 4 E ( x i , . . .  , X / ) a + 2
* l + . . . + I / < 0 0  '  ’ / /
- j t o + v y
U (a  + 2 );
\  /
The vectors x =  (xi, x2, . . . ,  x/) and y — (yi, j/2 > • • •, yg) have arbitrary element- 
sums u and v respectively. Moreover, the restriction x/, yg >  2 is made, which 
necessitates the introduction of the factor 4. The external sum of (41),
s .,£ = E  a^ « + 2fla + 1 
afc+Or<N * r
is a double sum for variables a* and Or over elements < a* < N. Hence
, . ^  1 x  1 /  2w \
a?+2a?+1 ~ (  «, \ 2a+3 V C\og(N ))  '
Ofc*°r-0Uj|W
We perform a similar procedure on the second sum S2 . Let u' =  a\ + . . . +a*_ 1 , 
1/  =  ajk+i + . . .+a/_i and// =  a/+i +  . . .+Or, such that u'+tZ+p' =  N — a* — a/ 
(it is assumed without any loss of generality, that I > k). Thus
So <
(a‘o,)“+2 t ' + - S - 1=«'<ai’ - ’a*-i>o+2
0*>°^CT5gIWJ = N -a k- a t
1
X E
x E
<n+i+ ...+O r=y' ^a ,+ 1 ’ • • • ’ < ^ - l ) ( “ H I .  • • • .  “ r> ° +1
As with (43), one has
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2
V  1 1 ( n  2w \
~ (A )2(°+2) V Clog(N)J
for the outer part of the summation. The inner part is considered similarly to 
the preceding calculation; let
u'+v'+p' \u '= a i+ ...+ a fc_ i 0^ l ’ ' ' ‘ ’ ^  t /= o fc+1+ ...+oI_ 1 a^fc+1’ • ' ' ’ a * ^
—N—ait —oj
\
x__________ I____________
. , , ( a Z+l> • • • > ^ r - l )  (a /+ l)  • • • ) a r ) a+1K=®I+1+—+«r
Or >2 /
for which one has
S2,f < 4 <*> ^/)a+2 {y"-- •
(44)
X f > 2
s 4 E  E
u/+v/+p'<oo u'=*l +...+JC/ 
* /> 2
X ✓=J r L »  <2‘- • • • > • • • - **->>
* h > 2
1 ^  1
(xu . . , X / ) “ + 2  + > s  < 3 /1  > - - - > % > “ + 2
i/®> 2
< 4
p / = Z l  +  . . . + Z fc
zh>2 
\  2
* l + . . . + Z / < 0 0  
\  */>2
(Xi,...,X/>a+2
/
zi+ ...+z/,<oo  
* h >  2
Since (zi,...z&) > (zi , . . we see that the sums are each bounded
above by the constant , hence the inner sum has constant upper bound
4 ( )  (these calculations are explained in both [31], [12]). Again the fac­
tor 4 is introduced at (44) following the imposition of X f ,  y g > 2. Combining 
these results yields
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v(2)
(N,2) ^
iV l^og (AT)
w2a+3
(as N  —* oo). □
Remark: One may replace N  with n in the final error terms since the differ* 
ence between the result of this substitution and the original term is of lesser 
order than the replacement (essentially N  =  0(n)).
5.2.1. Numerical Results and Explanation. The quantity and this
upper bound with w =  y  is plotted in figure 3.14. It is clear from this figure 
that Lemma 3.15 does not produce the tightest bound. However the result 
suffices in the context of overall proof of Thoerem 3.5, since the bound in 
question is of lesser order of magnitude than the main term.
16 - 
14- 
1 2 -  
10 -
?
S’ »1i
6 -
4-
2 -
Sum and Bound lor if , where N>3, a - 2 and 5- —° + -a
• •
• •
• •
• • • •
• • 
• •
“T“ 
20
T
3010
•  Bounding
F ig u r e  3.14. The sum £ $ )2)
The shape of this graph is curious and worthy of some explanation. Consider 
a continuant (ai,. . . ,  a,.) G i.e. such that a? > N  — w. Under Farey
TVee arithmetic, this denominator has a ‘child’ vertex at level N  +1 defined as
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(fll, . . . , CLr 1,2).
This clearly does not satisfy the conditions required to be denominator with 
origin Moreover if ar =  N —w then the ‘child’ continuant described
above now becomes a member of the denominator set 2y  The resultant
affect on the cardinality of this set explains the non-monotonic behaviour of 
sum S ® 2).
5.3. On the Sum Recall the definition of the sum of interest:
(45) £ $ , =r) =  £
1
+q"(a)a+1q-(a) q"(a)a+1q+(a) _
where := {a 6 *4(jvJ>r_i) • % =  ar > N  — w }. This section discusses
proof of an asymptotic formula for (45). We consider the sub-sum yielded by 
each of the terms with denominator q+ and g_ in turn; these are the calcula­
tions of Lemmas 3.16 and 3.17 respectively.
5.3.1. For
For the sub-sum 2 $ ^ ,  =  ,_r) V M  ’ we have the folIowing
asymptotic result.
Lemma 3.16. When w <  y ,  and for s >  1, a  > 1:
(4)+ 2 ( « a ± l) K+ V c  /  1 log(n) 1 \
<JV'j=r) n(n + 1)°+* VC(« +  2) ° nV"’“ «2o+3 ’
u Ts+ _  (v — A)k 0j(a )
where K a n — 2 2 / 2  a2  (a a _i)a+2 ^ 2  n R n + l V ’
l<fc<a+l v=l oi+...+or-i=« ' r ' j+l=k
O r - 1 > 2
1 J
with Oj(a) =  — IKq +  i) and A =  [ar_ i , . . . ,  ai] which lies in the interval
(0, 4).
P r o o f . We follow a scheme of working similar to  Lemma 14 of [12]. By 
definition of -4 ^  J=r) the imposition of w <  y  ensures ar > N  — w\
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£<4>+ , =  ^  1(Nj-r) qn(d)a+1q+(a)
o€An; Or> n - w *  K J *+v '
4 /#(o ) < N *
^  I o//(a)a+1o+(a)o€An ; ar> N —w a€A N ; O r>N -w  I *  '  '  H +\ J
q"(a)>N» 
1
° ( i ) ’+ C? ( -rr— ) , by Lemma 3.14.
Now, let a =  (oi, . . . ,  Or) € -4^ and set ar =  JV — v for v =  1 , . . . ,  [iu] in the 
continuants q" =  a^q- + (?-)- and q+ = (ar — l)q~ +  (<?-)-• Since (<?-)_ =  
(oi,. . . ,  flr—2 ) then
(q-)- =  g_[or_i, . . . ,ai] ,
which yields
(46) q"(a) =  JVg- ( a ) ( l - - l + [‘V- 1’aT- 2’- - ai1)
9+(°) =  »«-(«) ( l - ^  + lQr- 1’arf  —\  n n J
(where N  =  n +  1). The continued fraction in these equalities will, under the
restriction Or_i > 2 to be introduced shortly, lie in the interval (0, |) .  It will
be denoted by A for brevity.
(47)
vw+ _  1 y *  v '   I______________ 1___________ + o f —
(JVj‘=r) n N a + i  ^ ai+  2 ^  i=u 9 - ( o ) " +2 ( j  _  ( j  _  < ^ )
o€An
Let X  =  and Y  = for these we have
v — A v it; 1 < — < — <
N N ~ N  ~ 2 ’
and
v — >1 t; iu fn + 1)
—  < n ^ N i  S r < 1 ’
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(using the restriction n > 2  introduced in Lemma 3.15). This means that both 
\X\ < 1 and \Y\ < 1 by construction. Now, recall the Taylor expansions of 
Lemma 1.3; one may now expand the main term in 47 using the following:
____________1__________  = (,  . y *  1 nj=i(Q + »)(«
( l  _  ( i  -  1S=4») I  h i -  N1 n
0j(a)(v — AY(v — A)1
-
k = l j+ l= k
where Oj(a) — jf n<=i(Q + *)• Moreover,
1 + n ‘N i  
9 [w] 1=  2 y  v  1 i
( N j - r )  n(n + l)a+i —  (oi, . . .  ,ar_i)a+2
V '  U=1 Ol+...+Or_l=t; ' 11 ’ r A/
O r - l > 2
oo N
^  + r)fr, J . 1 W +l X. X/n(n + l)a+1 “  "  ' (oi, . . . ,  ar_i)a+2 nlNiv ’ t = l  w=l o i + . . . + o r - i = t )  '  15 j+i=fc
O r - l > 2
+ o f — )\N*« J
To continue, we apply the main result of Theorem 3.3: that there exists some 
constant C[ (not necessarily related to the value C'0 which appears in the 
original main term) such that
(49)
~£x (oi> • • • t Oj.)“+2 — X “+2
(as X  —► oo). Further discussion on the constants in the result of Theorem 3.3 
is made in Appendix A. Despite being a somewhat weaker variant of the The­
orem, inequality (49) is indeed sufficient to calculate the asymptotic behaviour 
of the sums in (48). The inequality is indeed utilised at length throughout the 
remaining proofs also.
One will again notice that a factor 2 has been introduced coincidentally with 
the restriction on the partial quotient Or_i > 2. Recall that doing so requires 
the use of the following identity
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(50) | | (o i , . . . ,a«)  : a* > 1, Vi = 1 , . . . ,x and ^ a* =  v j| = 2 |A |,
which was introduced earlier in (26) and is also utilised in Lemmas 3.12 
and 3.15.
Let us next consider the value of the first of the two sums given as the right 
hand side of identity (48), which may be expressed as :
[w]
E  E  9_(o)“+2 ( E  E  ) E  ( a i , . . .  ,a r- i ) ° +2
w=l a i+ ...+ O r_i= t; ^  ' \w = l  v= [w ]/ a i+ ...+ O r-i= v  '  ’ '
flr—1 >2 flr— 1 >2
OO
/ci\ _  C(q +  i)________________ ______ _______
C(<* + 2) ^  (a!,..., ar_1)a+2’
v = [ti> ]  a i + . . . + a r _ i = t >  '  '
O r - l > 2
Moreover, Theorem 3.3 states that V   -------- ----- -—— <C , so
^  (Oi, . . . ,Or-i)a+2 va+2 
o i + - . . + O r - i = w  » “ r  1 /
O r - X > 2
the second entity of (51) is 0(tu~(a+O). We thus have
2 y *  1 _  2 C(q + ! )  ■ G (  i
n(n + 1)°+1 “ J0i+ 9 _(a)a+2 n(n +  l)a+1 Q(<ot + 2) \ N a+2wa+1
O r - l > 2
Let us next investigate the properties of the second series where the ‘inner 
sum’ S£ is defined:
5* = E - E  E-  —  ' —  (v -  A ) k  j p  0 j { a )
,.=a «=[„]/ (ai’ • • • ’ ar- l)a+2 ^  n‘Ni
Or—1^ 2 
=
Consider at first, the case where a  is not integer valued. Now for fixed a and k, 
J2j<k &j(a ) 1S constant. Moreover we see that Sjj is convergent for k < a +1, 
since:
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c+ Y '  V '  (t; -  A)* ^  8j(a)
’’ ^  («i........^ ’ " n WW = 1 O i + . . . + O r _ i = V  '  '  J + l = k
O r - l > 2
V —  V  1
/ / j .  r t \ a + 2
V = 1  n  O x + . . . + O r —X=W V * 1 ’ • • • ’ ^ - 1 /
O r _ X > 2
<  ^eE ^ ’ (from (49)).
V = 1
Since CJ is a constant, this justifies the use of the Vinogradov symbol above. 
Furthermore, the series Skw displays a similar property, whereby
o+ =  Y ' v  (” ~  ^)* Y '
, ,  . ( o i , . . . )ar.i)*+2 . ^ n W
v = [ti> ] o x + —+ O r - i = v  j + l = k
O r - x > 2
o o
«  E uV «
V=H
=  ° ( = = M -
What remains is to investigate the behaviour of Sk for the remaining k, which 
we will see has same order of magnitude as the main term. We have an upper 
bound for Sk given by:
S t
(52)
(53)
(fli,. . . , ar_i)Q!+2  ^
V — l  a x + . . . + O r _ x = V  '  /  j < k
E w « )
 ^ l ( E w ) E ^\j<k J v=l
o r - x > 2
\  H kA  
o +2
-  u ,o + l - l
dv
a+2—k
Therefore
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2  q+ <  2 Q  Y '  1  1  /  X
n(n +1)°+1 k ~ nQ+2 , n*iua+1_* "  jv ' fc>a+l fc>a+l j<k
k=1 j<fc
2c;
“  na+2wa+1 U - 5 )
1 - i  +a + 2 ^ - 1
The sum at (54) is a hypergeometric series, for which we use Lemma 1.4 to 
obtain the stated upper bound. This is valid since ~ < § for the values
n > 2 required by Lemma 3.15. Moreover, this now implies that
n(n + l)a+1 fc>a+l
In the particular case where a  G N \  {1}, (52) imphes that S£ = O 
for a =  k — 1. Therefore, in this case:
n(n + 1)“+1 kf^+l * V n2o+3 J 
This yields the final result stated.
Remark: the result shown is that with a chosen to be integer valued. This 
represents the largest error term possible. □
5.3.2. Numerical Results. The values to be plotted depend on the chosen 
value of parameter s. For example, when s =  Lemma 3.16 becomes:
y.(4)+ _  2 £(q + l)
(NJ=r) n(n+l)a+l£(a + 2)
The main term of this, along with the actual value of E ^ t=rj is plotted in 
figure 3.15(a). Conversely, with s =  one has the full main term seen in 
the Lemma, and for a = 2 this is:
(  C(3) + K t
n(n+  l)3 VC(4)
Figure 3.15(b) plots the quantity, along with the true value of E^*_rj using 
the main term from the estimate:
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£  (n + l  X ) (a1, . . . , a r_1)«+2
fc<a+l '  W=1 O l + . . . + O r _ l = V  '  j < k
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Actual Sum and Main Term of Estimate, o  » 2 and s  ■ a  +  3
1 2 -
JS
4 -
10 IS 2S5 20 30
» •  Estimate
(a) £ [ ^ =r) with Main Term, s =  2^3
Actual Sum and Man Ttrm of Eslimus. a « 2 a n d * >
(b) with Main Term, =
F i g u r e  3.15.
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5.3.3. for
For the sub-sum £$j= r) =  ,./(o)„ li,_ (a), we have the following(^ >j r)
asymptotic result.
Lemma 3.17. When w <  y ,  and for a  >  1, s >  1,
(4)- 2 f  <(q +  1) + J r - \  C)/ ' J _  +  lo |(n ) _1___
(lVJ=r) ( „  +  1 )0 + 1  +  2 )  T  “ .u y  T  ^  ^ n » o  T  „ 2 o + 2 T  „ « + V t l
1 00 1
where K - n =  £  ( ^ j j E  E
l<A<a+l ' u=l oi+...+flr-i=v ' A’ ’ r
O r —l  ^ 2
with Ok(ot) =  t t  J J (a  +  «) and A =  [ar_ i , . . . ,  a j  which lies in the range (0, | ) .
’ i=l
P roof. Using the opening comments of the proof to Lemma 3.16, one has
E<«>- = V  1
(N j-r) Z-t q"(a)a+1q-(a) \ N l
aeAN; ar>N-w H v ' * v ’ x
We again take a =  (a i , . . . ,  ar) e  .Aw and set ar =  N —v for v =  1 , . . . ,  [tu] in the 
continuant identity of q", giving (46) where q-(a)  again denotes (a i , . . . ,  ar_i). 
This gives
(55) S T O = r )  = ivS+T E  E  ,  /  +  (  AT^)
v=l ai+...+ar_i=u q_[a)a+I ( 1 — JV )
Let Y  =  then \Y\ < 1 and we can use the Taylor expansion of the function
1
*00 = ( l _ y ) a + l ’
from Lemma 1.3 to determine the expansion of the entity —------------ — ry.
( i - ^ )
Thus
) “+1 ’
again 9k(a) =  nf=i
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Inserting this information into (55) yields
93
-  j h t £  e  .........
U=1 Ol+...+Or-l=V ' ' \  k - 1 /
(*=)
N°+l ,V=1 Ol+...+Or-l=W 
Or_i>2
(fll,.. . ,ar_ i)«+2
1
(ai,.. . ,ar_ i)°+2
V
+  o
0 NZ r - 's  l
In* n.~
(56) + ^ E ^ E  E  { a u . . . \ r_ ^ M ^ - ^ +
k=l V=1 Oi+...+Or-i=t) ' 15 l/
O r - 1>2
+ n l —o f\N*'N»<*)  ’
The constraint ar_i > 2 is again introduced at (56), as is seen in Lemma 3.16. 
Now, let us consider the value of the first of the two sums given as the right 
hand side of identity (56), which may be expressed as :
E  E  7 7 ^  = ( E - E )  E<7_(a)a+2 I (o>i, • • •, ur- i)a+2v=l ai+...+Or-i=w V t/=l v=[w]J oi+...+ar-i=w
Or_j>2 Or—l >2
( r 7 \  C(<* + 1) _   I______
1 ' C(« + 2) V i  (a!,. . . ,  ar_1)a+2’u=[tu] ai+...+ar_i=t) 
or-i>2
By Theorem 3.3
(ai,. . . ,  ar_i)a+2 va+2’
O i+ ...+O r-i=u  ' ’ r A/
Or-! >2
and thus the second entity of (57) is (9(u;-(a+1)). Therefore,
2 V '  V '  1 _  2 C(<* +1 ) . q  (  1 \
Z-* Z-f 0 _(a)o+2 jVa+1 C(o: +  2) \ N a+1wa+1)N a+ 1
V—1 Oj +...+Or—l  = v  
Or-! >2
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Let us next investigate the properties of the second series. For this, we again 
define the ‘inner sum’ Sk as follows
OO OO
E - E l  E
^V=l v=
&k,l “  Sk,t
k tfa}) oi+..^Or-1=u ^  * ‘ • >ar-l)°+2
O r - l > 2
( v - A ) kek(a)
Consider at first the case where a  > 1 is non-integer in value. For these fixed 
a, k we see that Skl converges for k < a  +  1 since:
OO
5m = E  E  (ai. . . ,
v = l o i+ ...+ flr_ i= t; '  ’ 1 '
&r-1>2
OO
< E v‘ E  1(ai, . . . , ar_i)a+2
v — 1 o i + . . . + O r _ i = t ;  '  '
Or—1 >2
OO J
<  E ^ iT 5 b ’ “Sing (49).1 V  V = 1
Sk displays similar characteristics, whereby
= E  E
V=[tl>] O i + . . . + O r _ i = V  
O r —1 > 2
(v -  A)k0k(a)
(58)
«  E ^
w=H
=  ° ( ^ ) -
What remains is to determine how Sk behaves for the remaining k. We again 
look for an upper bound:
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M 1
v = l a i+ ...+ a r -i= v  ' 0 l » ' • • ’ a r - 1/
O r —1 ^ 2
M *
< using (49)
* J s = s -
(59) < C'M a) 1wa+1—k ‘
Therefore
E s k < <?' ^ ( a ) 1f f lk + a + l — 1 Z - f  ^ ik + a + l w a + l - k
* > a + l * > a + l
oo i
<“ » £  •
*=1
The series in (60) is again of hypergeometric type - we treat this in a similar 
manner to that performed in Lemma 3.16. That is, Lemma 1.2 with z = % < 1 
gives
00 ru\k
a —
Hence it follows that
1 1 lv -
E * w « ) ‘ = T i r i r r - 1
*=1 V1 N /
< 2a+1 -  1,
since w is at most y . We see therefore that, for a non-integer valued
(61) E  =  °  •
*>0+1 '  7
Should a  be chosen such that a € N \  {1}, then from (59) one sees that, when
a =  k — 1,
Sk =  0(log(w)).
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Hence E  A r& fi = ° ( t ^ t )  which 1188 uniform upper bound lySST *>0+1 ' /
since w < y . This gives the stated result, with the entity K~n defined as 
K <*, n =  H  jy*]C  £  (ai, . . . ,  ar_i)Q+2 ^  ”  A^ $k^ '1<*<0+1 V=1 Ol+...+Or-l=t> ' > r 1/
Or—1>2
Remark: The final error term given in the statement of the lemma is the 
worst-possible case. One has, when a  ^N \  {1} and improvement in the error 
term to
o ( —  1 \\n ao xvQ+1na+1 J
The stated result is the error term of greatest possible magnitude. □
5.3.4. Numerical Results. Consider again the effect of the chosen value of 
parameter s. When s =  Lemma 3.17 becomes:
_ 2 C(a+1) , 0  (  1 \
(Nj=r) _|_ l)a+l £(a _|_ 2) \ n a+2 J
The main term of this, along with the actual value of E^*=r) is plotted in 
figure 3.16(a). Conversely, with s =  one has the full main term seen in 
the Lemma, and for a = 2 this is:
f a 3) + K. !,n^  ’(n + 1)3 VC(4) ’
Figure 3.16(b) plots the quantity, along with the true value of Ejj£j_r) using 
the main term of the following estimate:
-  E  ( „ + l ) * E u * E  (0 l  . . .  , a r _ 1) “ + 2 ^ * ^1<*<0+1 ' 1 V=1 Ol+...+Or_l=V
O r —i  > 2
v  0k(a) A  C'0 ( log% 8(v)\ \
i< S + i V ^ 2 yt)“+3_S ^  J J
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Actual Sum and Main Term of Estimate, a .  2 and 5 -
' I ■ ■ i ■ I 1 1 ’ ' I ■ ■ ■ 1 I 
10 1J 20 25
(a) j _ r) with Main Term, s =  ^£2
Actual Sum and Main Tamn of Estimate. a » 2 a n d # > -
• •
10 IS 25 30
E (<>-W')o  i  O Estimste
(b) j _ rj with Main Term, s =  2 2 ± 2
F i g u r e  3.16.
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5.4. On the Sum 5D^ jJ=:r_1). This section will calculate the asymptotic 
behaviour of
(62) S iJ U -D  =  E +qr'/(fl)a+19-(a) q"(a)a+1q+(a)
where := {a 6 -^(J/j>r-i) : a5 =  ar-i > N -  w}. Sum (62) will
again will be considered as two separate sub-sums according to the presence of 
the respective ‘+* and ’ denominators. The first subsection of these proofs 
is a preface which discusses the behavioural patterns of the continuants whose 
entries are elements of this information is used in the final proof.
5.4.1. Preface for the Following Lemmas. The nature of continuant arith­
metic is such that it is not easy to immediately perform calculations on the 
partial quotient Or-i in the continuant (oi, . . . ,  ar_i, ar) in a way analogous to 
what has been seen already. Some work will be required in order to achieve 
this. Let us refer again to the algorithm which generates the elements of FTn+i 
using the points in FT„. Continuant q"(a) is a denominator from a fraction in 
the former. Observe that if a G A n denoted a =  (ai, . . . ,  Or), then
a == (fli,. . . ,  Of 1) £ A n—ij
where |w4tv| =  2\An- i \- So, given that the denominator q"{a) at level N  has 
the said representation, then the denominator q"{a) from fraction has the 
following properties:
 ^(fll, • • • j ®r—1
- l ) = q +(a), ifar > 2
r - i  + 1 )=:q"(a'), ifar =  2.
Elementary arithmetic dictates that these possibilities both have similarly- 
constructed ‘parents’ in the Farey TVee, though their appearances differ in the 
final entries of the continuant. It it easy to see that
and
q"(a) has associated q+ (a) =  (<*i,. . . ,  Or — 2)
and<7_(a) =  (ai, . . .  , O r - i )
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g"(o') has associated q + ( a ' )  — ( a i , . . . ,  d r - i )  =  q ~ ( a )  
and q - ( a )  =  (al5. . . ,  ar_2> =  (q -)-(a ) .
As an example to highlight this logic, an entity ( o i , . . . ,  ar_i,  2) at level N , has 
associated q~ parent denoted by the continuant ( a i , . . .  ,Or-i). Clearly this 
item is the denominator of a fraction from set Q n - 2  and forms the ‘new’ q + ( a )  
in this counting back process (see [37] for further illustration). It is due to
this phenomenon that the roles of the equivalent sums denoted with +  and — 
in this section appear to swap with their analogues in Lemmas 3.16 and 3.17 
in calculation.
We proceed by setting d r - i  =  N —1 — v  for v  =  1 , . . . ,  [w] and use the following 
identity on the continuants:
(63)
( l , =  { X i , . . . , X i - i  )(x<+1, . . . , X / )(xj +  +  [xj+i , . . .X / ] ) ,
seen, for example in [21], to show that for a r =  2
9,/(®/) =  (fll» • • * »flr-aHflr-l +  1 +  [flr-2? - - - j a l])
at/ \ A  v  -  [ar - 2 , . . . ,  a i ] \
=  iV<Oi,...,€^_2> I I ------------------ ----------  1
q + ( a ' )  =  ( a u . . . , a r - 1) = n ( a u . . . , a r - 2 ) ( l - ~ — " ’0l ^
q - ( a ' )  =  ( a i , . . . , a r_2),
where N  =  n  +  1 as usual. For the case a r >  2  one has that
g"(a) =  ( o i , . . . ,  Or^Xar-i +  [ar_2, . . . ,  ai] +  [a,. -  1]) =
=  n(Or  -  ! ) < „ , . .  . ( l - V ~  ([a- 2’ • • ; ai1 +  la- ~ 1]))
q + ( a )  =  ( o i , . . . ,  flf—2)(flr—i +  [or_2, . . . ,  ai] +  [or -  1])
/ v ( A v - ( [ o r _ 2 , . . . , a i ]  + [ 0 , - 2 ] ) ^
=  n(ar - 2 ) ( o i , . . . , a r_2) I 1 ------------- -------------------------------- I
! - \  ATI \ ( 1  V [^r—2j • • • > ®l] ^q . ( a )  =  N ( a u . . . , a r - 2) I 1 -------------- ^ ------------ )•
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For brevity, let the following quantities be denoted as:
A\ — [ar_2,. . . ,  fli]
A2 =  [Or_2, . . . , ai] +  [Or — 1]
A3 = [ar_2,...,ai] +  [ar -2 ] .
Under restriction ar_2, then Ai G (0, |) ,  and both A2,v43 G (0,1). For ar — 2 
this gives:
(64)
^"(oO^g+faO nAT"*1 (ai, • • • ,Or-2)a+2 ^  _  fr-Ai)^a+1 ^  _  (t>-At)  ^’
(65)
g"(a')a+V (a ') N a+1 («i, • • •, ar-2>a+2 ^  _  Ihz4l1^
and for ^  > 2;
a + 1  ’
(66)
g"(a)°+1g+(a) na+2(ai, . . . ,  or_2)a+2(ar -  l)a+1(ar -  2)
1
1
g"(a)°+1g_(a) na+2(ai,. . . ,  ar_2)a+2(ar -  l )a+1
X
(67) X
(1 -  ^ ) “+1 (1 -  * & ) '
To continue with full calculation of split the sum into its constituent
*+’ and ’ parts:
y>(4)
O i + . . . + O r = N  
Or_i >N—tc; Or >2
g"(a)<N* 
■«(4)+
+g"(a)a+1<ji+(a) g"(a)a+1g_(a)
_  _ i _  y ( 4) -— ^(NJ^-1) (N,j=r-1) ’
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for which we have:
y(4 )+
( N j= r —1) E  -  E
a i - f . . .+ O r = N  a i + . . . + a r = N
O r ~ l > N — W  O r - l > N —w,ar>2 
\  Or > 2  g " ( a ) > N *  /
E  -1- - - +<?
aeAtr 
ar-i>N—w,aT >2
1
g//(a)a+1g+(a)
q " (a )a+1q+(a) N 3a
and similarly for the E |^ j=r_^ version
5.4.2. For
For the sub-sum =  J l a€Ai‘> a»(o)«+V(<0’ we have tlie following
(^ » j—r —1)
asym ptotic result.
Lem m a 3.18. W h en  w  <  % and  fo r  a  >  1, s  >  1,
'(4)+ _  Z I C(Q +  1) . 7>  \  , K an + 1_________________   1 — 1 _i_ ______ ut,Ti-r± |
W j= r - 1 )  ( „  +  2 ) o + l ^ f ( Q  +  2 ) ^  n « .n + iy  t -  ( n  +  1 )a+ 2  f
+ o(^  - + — V
\  n2a+l na+2tuQ-1 naa)  ’
where
1 00 1 1 
* £  = r.+ E  ^ E E (a _ 1)a+, fa E  ^ ( v - A i Y i v - A j ,
l<fc<a-l v=l si„ X1 \ O i , . . . , a r_2/
Ta is a constant, 0 j ( a )  retains its definition from Lemma 3 .1 6  and
fly — — (fli , . . . , Oj.—2j dr) • 1^ d” . . .  “f" Of.—2 d- dj» V, ^  3}.
PROOF. As is described earlier, the denom inator q''{a) calculated by mov­
ing backward a level in the Farey sequence (i.e. th is supposedly ‘older’ denom­
inator belongs to a parent vertex of the originally-considered quantity) itself 
has parent denominators, one of which in the case ar =  2 becomes the parent
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at the nearest level N — 2, despite being the original ‘furthest away’ denomina­
tor. This effectively reverses the roles of the of plus and minus from a level to 
its set of predecessors. Hence we require the identities of (65) and (67) which 
yield
>(4)- _  1 Y '  (Or -  1 ) (qH~X)_________________ 1______________
\ N - l J = r - l )  n a+2 , a r_ 2) a+ 2  ^  _  t>-A2 ^a+1 ^  _  v - A x^
°r >3, Or-1 —N —1 —t;
(f*Q\ ■ 1 (fll, . . . , ^ - 2 ) (Qt+2) n  (  1 \
n ° «  U “ ) ‘
Or =2, Or—i —N —1—V
As a note of caution, one should interpret the sum conditions a € A n- u (h > 3 
or a 6 AN-  i; a,. =  2 as the criteria that one will attain such values of ar when 
performing the appropriate algorithm on the the members of A n- i to derive 
set A n -
Let us first concentrate on the series in (68), for which one has 
l  ^  l l
In. n _\tt+2 / a \\OH-lN«+i
Or=:2,O r-i= iV -l-v  V '
A
<®> = 7 ^ E  E
t i  a,+ J t - ,= v  ^  (1 -  !S&1)
v /
a+1N«+1
V = 1  o i  -
Or-a>2
Using Lemma 3.17 one will see that the characteristic at line (69) takes value:
ZC(a + l) \  /  1 log(n) 1 \
\C(a + 2) a'n)  \n*“ n2“+2 n«+1to“+1)(n + 1)“+1 “
Now let us turn our attention to the summation with coefficient -4+*. This is
M
* - E E ar-2>“+2(a>- -  D“+1 (1 -  ^ ) “+1 (1 -  *=*)
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Using Lemma 1.3 we can expand the latter quantities into Taylor series as:
(i -  ^ r 1 (i -  *5*)
* § ( ^ y
°o 1
1+ E  =s E  (v  -  A *y <v -  ■rrk=1 j+l=k
Therefore, one sees that
oo oo
(70) Bi ( §  ^ - - i )“+ i +
oo J  M ^
+ S  "* S  <'°1’ • • • ’ ar-2>Q+2(ar -  1)“+1 X
x £  01(a) ( v - A 2y  ( v - A , ) 1.
j+l=k
The sum of (70) is finite and has been expressed in this manner in order
to explain its estimation. Recall that the definition of requires ar > 3.
Therefore ( x + 1) for x > 1 displays the same behaviour as (or — 1) for Or > 3, 
and the first component of the series has the property that:
1
E E
t , = l  a ,  < a i ’ • • • » ° r - 2 > 0 l + 2 ( a r  -  l ) a + 1
oc i
(71) ~  ^  ( i  +  l)“+l (O!, . . . , Or_2)“+2v=  1 x + y= v  v  '  y = o i + . . . + O r _2  '  ’
flr-2^ 2
—  ^ 2  x a + l y a + 2
v=2 x + y - v  y
(72) < 2C {f:^ = 2C j(C (a) - l ) l
v=2
i c*since Theorem 3.3 shows that J2aeAx ^ L i k e w i s e  the second 
component series of (70) has asymptotic value 0(w~^a~^) since:
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E E ( a i , . . . ,  ar_2)a+2(ar — 1)°+1 ^  ^  ^  x a+1 y a+2
vs[ti;] dv  v=[tu] x+ y= v
w) «  E
«=[«,]
using the inequality which leads to (72). Now, let us consider the latter sum­
mation of 2?i, which will be represented as
°° b ;
<74> E ^ .
k = l
where
*  -  ( e  -  E  )  E  (ai,..., _ 1}.+1 E  *(«) o -  V  c  -  x f
\ v = l  V = [ w ] /  i l v  V ’ »"»■ 2 /  ^  7 j + i = f c
= ^*,1 “
Now, for fixed k and a, one sees that the quantity B^x converges for a — k >
1 ^  k < a — 1, since:
B*A *  •-“r-2)“+2( a r - l ) “+1
«  £ y  E  ( l + i ) . t i  E
v = l x+ y= v  '  '  y=ai+...+ar _ 2  '  ’ ’
oo« y y -iZ-rf va
)a+2  
Or—2^2
With these A;, the second component w has the property that
oo 2
B*’” ^  ^  IT <ai> • • • ' ar-2>C<+2(a'' _  1)“+1
00^  V
2_j similarly to above,
w=H
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What remains is to investigate the behaviour of the sum in (74) for the re­
maining k. Since Ai,A2 € (0,1), then
Bk ~ S ” ^  <O i,...,ar- 2)»+2(ar -  1)«+1 
H
-  2 £ U* £  (1 +  1)“+' ^  (a1, . . . , a r. 2) « + ^ ej(-a)v=l X+y=V ' ' V=ai+...+ar_2 ' i t */ J^ k
Of—1>2
< 2 c ; x y  £
V=1 x+y=v j<jfe
(75) < 2C['£8j ( a ) f  £ r k
j<* 1
< 2 C ;^ 0 i (a)ur(° -fc- 1),
j< k
using the formula ^2n>x £  = O (jrn-), (n —► oo) (see for example, [1]). 
Therefore, when a  is not integer-valued one has, for the remaining values 
of k (reintroducing the factor n- (°t+2) omitted for brevity earlier):
f V  Bk 2 C[ ^  1 1 ( \
n a + 2 2 s  n k — ^ o + 2  2 s  n k y ja —k—1 2 s  J 
k> a —1 k > a —1 j< k
oo
*=1 j<fc
Now one may apply Lemma 1.4 since — < \  to see that
_ L  y  —  < 2C;__ I _____-______ 1 +yjO+2 Z—/ na+2wa-l I /i _  u»\Q!+2
* > o - l  \ \  n) "  /
or"
<   — — (2Q+2 -  2).-  no+2^-1^
Hence it follows that — V  — O ( — ---- r | .  In the case where
n o + 2  I s  n k \  ^ + 2 ^ 0 - 1  J
*>0—1 x 
a  € N \  {1}, then (75) impUes that, in the case k =  a  — 1
t£ _ J
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Thus giving the larger error term ~ t  =  ® Siye t i^e
stated result, define the constant Ta (which occurs in the limit as n —» oo) as
oo
T« = £ £
t,= l O , <a l ^ ' - > a r - 2 ) Q+2( « r - l ) a + 1 ’ 
and step forward the coefficients in n to return to level N  of the Farey IVee. □
5.4.3. Numerical Results. Consider again the effect of the chosen value of 
parameter s. When s =  Lemma 3.18 becomes:
v(4)+ = 2 C(q+i) , 0  (  1 A
( N j= r —1) (n  +  2)a+l £ ( Q +  2 )  V ^ + 2 )  *
The main term of this, along with the actual value of £ (# j=r_i) is plotted in 
figure 3.17(a). Conversely, with s =  2s±l one has the full main term seen in 
the Lemma, and for a  =  2 this is:
2 C(3) + T2
(n + 2)3C(4) (n +  l)4'
Figure 3.17(b) plots the quantity, along with the true value of £ ^ =r_1) 
using the inequality (71) and the main term of Theorem 3.3 on the sum
£     •
df—s>2
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Actual Sum and M ainTarm ot Eltimats, a - 2 a n d « > -
* •
(a) with Main Term, s =  ^
Actual Sum and Main Term of Estimate, a  = 2 and s*> 2 n  +  *
_  g + 2
.........................................................
i ■ ■ ■ '—r- 
15 20JL____
* n *
(b) E $ J =r_ 1} with Main Term, s =  ^
F i g u r e  3 .1 7 .
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5.4.4. For
For the sub-sum E $,j=r-i) =  j r i )  , - (a)o liq, (a). we have the following
asymptotic result.
Lemma 3.19. When w <  y  and for a  >  1, s > 1,
y>(4 ) -  
(NJ=j 1)
where
+
(n +  l)(n  +  2)“+' VC(« +  2) a'n+1J (n +  1)“+2
log(n) 1 1
n 2 a + 2  n a + 3 y j a —1 n s a
i■/*+ — jt sr*  ^ i Ylj+i=k &j(a )(v A2y{v  A3)1
a ( a , , . . . ,  ar_2)a+2
and f/a zs a constant.
P roof. Recall from Lemma 3.18, the process of counting back a level of 
the Tree effectively reverses the roles of plus and minus. Hence we require the 
identities of (64) and (66) which yield
1 v -  1y(4)+ _  + \ T -
(N —l j = r —1) ]\Ta+2( N - U = r - 1 )  N a+ 2  /fl ar_2)a+2(ar -  1 )a+1(ar -  2 )a€Ajv_i 
ar> 3, ar-i=N — l—v 
v=l,...,[w]
1
X
i7fii j- 1 V ' _____ (ai, . . .  ,a r-2) ("+2)________ n  /  1 \
n N ° +1 J h , ( i  -  i ^ ) Q+1 ( i  - 1 ^ ) “+1 W - T
a r = 2 ,a r_ i = N —1—u '  '  '  '
w=l,...,[tu]
Once again, the sum conditions a 6  A /v-i; ar >  3 or a 6 A /v-i; ar =  2 should 
be interpreted as the criteria that one will attain such values of ar when per­
forming the appropriate algorithm on the the members of A n - i to derive set 
A n .
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Let us first concentrate on the series in (76), for which one has
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(77)
1 E  1
nNa+i <“ *•••• ■ ° ' - 2>a+2 f i  -  ^ r 1 f i  -  ^ r 1
O r=2,O r-l=N —1—1> '  '
V=1 H
2 & 1 ^  1 1
n N ° +1 i t  ai+. . i t - ,= v  <“ >....... a- 2 > “+2 ( l  -  ^ ) “+1 ( l  -  ^ ) “+1
Or-2>2 '  '  '  n /
In similar fashion to that proved at line (69) - one may deduce from Lemma 3.16 
that the quantity at (77) is simply
n(n + 1)°+1
/ C(a +  1) , K + \ + 0 ( J _ ,  los(" ) 1 \
V c(a +  2) “» )  \ n*a n^+3 T  n“+2w“+1)  '
Now let us turn our attention to the summation with coefficient Nl+$. This is
B * ^  ’ • ’ a T~2) a + 2 {0'T ~  l ) “ + 1 ( a r  ~  2 )  ( l  -  i ^ ) a+ 1  ( l  -  ^ i )
Using Lemma 1.3 we may expand the latter quantities into Taylor series as:
1 00 1 
Therefore, one sees that
( 7 8 )  5 2  ( §  | J  S  <“ • • • -  < ^ > “ + 2 K  -  1 ) “ + 1 ( « r  -  2 )  +
OO  ^ H  ^
+  S  i *  S  ftT  <“ >’ • • ’ a r - 2 ) » + 2 ( a r -  l ) “ + 1 (Or -  2 )  X
X Y ,  W )  -  A * Y  ("  -  * ) '  •
j+l=k
The sum of (78) is finite and has been expressed in this manner in order 
to explain its estimation. Recall that the definition of requires ar > 3. 
Therefore x(x + 1)°+1 for x > 1 displays the same behaviour as (a,. — 2 )(or — 
1)Q+1 for dr > 3, and the first component of the series has the property that:
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E  Et,=l iK (ai>' * * ’ °r-2>a+2(ar “  l)°+1(ar “  2)
(TO) < 2 E i E t)I(x + i)»+i ^ E ^  ( a , , . . . .a ^ ) ^ 2
flf—2>2
 ^ 2^ E  E  ^ k p - 2
v=2 x+y=v y
^  2 C ; £ - l I =  2(ri(C(a + l ) - l ) .
v=2
Likewise the second component series of (78) has asymptotic value 0(w  °) 
since:
00 1 00 1 1 
E E  In , „\<*+Vn„  _  n a + l ( „ _  - 9 ^  ^ E E  x '(oi, . . . ,  ar_2)a+2(ar -  l)°+1(ar -  2) “  “  Xa+2 y“+2v=[tw] I*w v=[tu] x+y=v
oo 1
(») «  E  *sr
w=H
Now, let us consider the latter summation of B2, which will be represented as
oo o+
(8 i) e S - .
where
R+ = Y .,+l=M a ) ( v - A 2y ( v - A 3)‘
k ' \ h  i ] j t ' < a*- - ’ a^ > “ +2( ^ - l )a+1( ^ - 2)
= Bw-BtV
Now, for fixed A; and a, one sees that the quantity converges for a 4-1—k >
1 => k < a, since:
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° °  1 
B*’’ <  S  V ^  (0l’ • • • ’ ar-2)“+2(Or -  l)a+1 (Or ~  2)
(82) «  f y  5 3  5 3  (a,, . . .  ,ar_j)°+2
v = l  x+y=v  v 7 y = a i - h . . . + O r - 2  '  '
df—2>2
<»> « x > ‘ i -
V = 1
The asymptotic at line (83) arises since the internal sums at line (82) have 
value O (^tfs) and O respectively. Now, with the stated k, the second
component B£w has the property that
B*’“ ^  „ 5 , "* ? < “*- • • • . ^ ) ° +2(<V -  l)a+‘(Or -  2)
oo ie
•C ^ 2  —— similarly to above,
V=M ^
\w a~k )
What remains is to investigate the behaviour of the sum in (81) for the re­
maining k. Since A2,Az € (0,1), then
M ,
B* ~  i t  ^  5  (ai.---.«r-2>«+2(O r - 1)“+I(Or-2) E  ^
 ^ 2E * ‘ E  E  (a, ... , ^ E w
v = l  x+ y= v  '  '  y = a i + . . . + O r _2  > r  /
ar-a>2
M
< 2 c ;5 3 « k 5 3  _ _ 5 3 f l i(«)
v = l  x+y=v j< k
(84) < 2 C ;5 3 % (a )^ -k
j< k
<  2C ;53^ (a)W- (“- fc).
i<*
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Therefore, when a  is not integer-valued one has, for the remaining values of k 
(reintroducing the factor n- a^+2l):
1 2 C[ ^  1 1 / \
w o + 2  2s  nk — fi<*+2 2 s  nk yja-k 2 s  J v**/
k>a k>a j<k
; f ( 3 ‘ E w
2 Ci
na+2w" *—* \nJfc=l j<k
Now one may apply Lemma 1.4 since J < \  to see that
1 ^ 2 C[_
va
(2a+2 -  2).
w
<  - 1 I_____ -______ 1 +  — 2-nk na+2w  \ (-[ _  t£'\a+2 —k> a \v  nJ n
.  2CJ
n a+ 2w a
1 jg+ /  i  \
Hence it follows that —— V  —J- = O ( —-z—  ). In the case where a En a+2 L s  n k \ na+2wa )
k> a '  /
N \  {1}, then (84) imphes that, in the case k =  a
B t  =  0(log(u/)).
Thus giving the larger error term ~fc" =  ® ( ^ 2^ +2 1 S^ ve t i^e
fc>a '  '
stated result, define constant Ua (which occurs in the limit as n —* 0 0 ) as
Ua 5  5  f a ’ -  • ^ a+2^  -  i )a+i(a- - 2) ’
and step forward the coefficients in n to return to level N  of the Farey Tree.
□
5.4.5. Numerical Results. Consider again the effect of the chosen value of 
parameter s. When s = Lemma 3.19 becomes:
E«>- =  2 C(a + 1 )  , Ua . o  f  M
(jvj-r-i) („ + !)(„ + 2 )«+i f  (a + 2) (n +  1)“+2 \n°+3 )  '
The main term of this, along with the actual value of is plotted in
figure 3.18(a). Conversely, with s =  — one has the full main term seen in 
the Lemma, and for a =  2 this is:
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(cjij+ *^n+1) + + K^ '(n + l)(n + 2)3
Figure 3.18(b) plots the quantity, along with the true value of using
the main term from the estimate:
 - r - ^ ( a r  ~ l)°+1(ar -  2)3<k
oo
*  E  i E ^ E e‘(“) E  a + i ^ i  E
1
_*(x +  l)a+1 (ai, . . . ,  ar_2)a+2
l < i f c < a  v = l  j< J f c  x+ y= v  '  '  y = a i + . . . + O r _2  '  '
l < f c < a  v = 2  j < *  x + y = v  \ y  \ y  /  /
One should note that these figures are accompanied with the caveat of having 
to estimate the more complicated items in the formula: Ua and . They 
do still however provide useful guidelines as to the performance of the overall 
estimate.
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Actual Sum and Mam Term of Estimate, a -  2 and J<
I
•  •  •  •
•  ••  •
•  •  
•  •
•  E, u  •  Estimate Calculated
 I 'V V .-  *J_______________________
(a) ]=r_1) with Main Term, s =  ^
Actual Sum and Main Term of Estimate, a  = 2 and 5= 2 a  + 2
1 0 -
(4) -
\N J - r -  1) Estimate Calculated
< b >  SW=r-l) with Main Term, s =
F i g u r e  3 .18 .
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5.5. On the Sum
Recall the definition of the sum of interest
(85) '(3) J(N,j<r -D =  £
aeA(3){ N , j<  r - 1 ) +q"(a)a+1q^(a) q"(a)a+1q+(a)
where := {a 6 - 4 ^  : maxi=i a *  =  aj € { a i , . . . ,  ar_2}, aj >
N  — w}. This, and an abridged form of the main proof are considered in the 
following subsections.
5.5.1. The Order of Magnitude 
To proceed to the full calculation of asymptotic behaviour of j<r-i) requires 
proof of its order of magnitude first. This will enable a calculation of the 
asymptotic of 7Q(FTn) in its n~^a+1) terms, which is then used to improve 
those calculated of and in turn give the smaller terms intended to
form the main term of Theorem 3.5. We begin this process with Lemma 3.20.
L em m a  3.20. For a >  1 and as n —> oo
= O(3) - t 1
PROOF. The sum in question may be written:
3 !j: a,j>N—w 
for j< r —2
y (3 )+  i y (3 )~
“  (NJ<t—1) ^  (N,j<i  1) ’
q''(a)a+lq+(a) +  q"(a)a+1q-(a )
for which we have:
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(
y»(3)+ 
( N j < r — 1 )
\
E  -  E
a€Ajv,
3 ! j : o j > N - t t »  3 \j :a j> N -w
\  f o r j< r —2 f o r j< r —2
1
9//(a)°+19+(a)
?  9"MQ+19+(a) + ^  (w **) ’o€An 
3! j : aj > N —w 
fo r j< r —2
and similarly for using Lemma 3.14 to give the above error term.
We proceed in a familiar fashion, setting dj =  N  — v for v =  1 , . . . ,  [ty] and use 
identity (63) on the continuants. For ease of notation let
E \  =  [flj—1) • • • j &l] [flj+lj • • • » &r]
Ej2 — • • • 1 &l] “1“ \p>j+1) • • • > ®r—l]
E $  =  \p>j—1» • • • , fll] +  [ f l j+ lj  • • • j &r l ] j
meaning that
1 _   1______________________
q"(a)Q+1q -(a )  N a+2(au . . . ,  a j - i ) a+2(aj+ i , . . . ,  ar)a+1(aj + u . . . ,  ar_ 1)
1
(86)
g"(a)°+1g+(a) Na+2(au . . . ,  aj - 1)ct+2{aj+ 1 , . . . ,  ar)“+1(ai+i , . . . ,  Or -  1)
(87) x
The familiar Taylor expansions about and are yielded, and once 
again Oj(a) =  . An identical result is generated when considered with
present in the characteristic with the ‘plus’ denominator. Due to this, 
calculation on both items is very similar and we shall discuss both concurrently. 
For ease of notation in what follows, let 0 W denote the following set:
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0« := <5  — ( u i , . . . , flj j . . . , O f) ,  Or ^  2  : ^  ^ 0>i — V
i= l
Now, for the *—* item one has, for fixed k and a > 1 
M
y(3)~
(Nj<r—1) 5  . 5 .  9"W“+19-(a) + ° \ N « - )v = l a e A s
ai+...+aj-i-H*j+i+---K»r= v
H ^
^  1 +
1 M 1 
N a + ‘* ^  ( ^ l j  • • • j a j ' - l ) a + 2 (a j+ l»  • • • > a r ) a + 1 (a j+ l>  • • • j  ^ r - l )
oo - H
l\Ta+2+k  E E
(88)
^  # a + 2+fc ^  ^  ? a i_ i)a+2(aj+i, . . . , Or)a+1(aj+i, . . . , Or_i)
X  Y ,  * » ( « ) ( «  -  -  £ 3 ) '  +  o  .
<1 _1_ 1 — 1. \  /j+ l= k
The first summation in this expansion is finite and hence has order at most 
O (jjs+s)- Again, fix k and a. The summation in v at (88) is finite and 
therefore:
E EN°+2+k ^ ^  (au aj - i>“+a(oJ+1, . . . , ar)“+1(aj+1, ...,»,_!>
x y  e‘(a ^v -  E^ ‘(v -  E*y
X
i+/=fc
M
w
<
^  1 V \ ,* : v - __________________ Z)j<fc^(a )_________________
N a+2+k 2 ^  ^  ( a i j  .  ? f l j _ i ) « + 2 ( a i + i , . . . ,  a ^ + ^ a j + i , . . . ,  a r _ i )
k
t fa + 2 + k '
This means that the series takes asymptotic value O (Na+&) • Moreover, the 
analogous quantity E |^ <r_1) produces a similar approximation since its ex-
/Q\
pansion into a Taylor series is asymptotically identical to that of 
Recall that w < y  which implies that, at most
y>(3)
( N j < r — 1 ) °  +  Na+2J '
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The prescribed value of s gives the required result.
5.5.2. Proof of Theorem 3.4■ Recall the partition of interest
□
fpvTl \ — 1 ( yC1) i y*(2) y(3) I y(4)+ il n) — 2 +  ^(N,2) +  ^(NjKr-l) +  ^ (Nj=r)+
4- 4- y ^ +  4 . y(4)-  ^
+  L ( N j = r )  +  ( N J = r —l )  +  ^ ( N ^ r - 1 ) )  '
It is intended that this partition is rebuilt using the terms of order n~^ a+1^
only, with all those of lesser magnitude considered as error. To that end, the
constituents are:
y(l) _
2) o f — ) ;\ n aa J
E »  r  ^ 2l°82a+3(n)\
^ (N ,t)  I m 2a+3 I >
y (3) — O  (   ^ ^  •^ ( N j K r - 1) -  U  y n a+2 J  ’
y (4)+ — O  ( —L - ^  •2j(NJ=r) - U ^ na+2 J ’
y(4)-  — O  (  ^ ^  *
( N j= r —1) -  U  \^n a + 2 J ’
y(4)~ _   ^ C(a + 1) q  (  1 1 log(n) 1 \
(Nj=r) (n + l)a+1 £(a + 2) \n a+2 naa n2a+2 na+1wa+1)  ’
(4)+ = 2 C(<» + 1) + 0 ( J _  , J _  , lQg(^) , 1 ^
(Nj-r-i) (n + 2)a+1 C(« + 2) \n Q+2 naa n2®*1 na+1wa+1)
Thus 7 q(FT„) reforms as
7 ( f t )  =  (  1 , 1 y ( « + i > ila \p ±n) V(n + l ) “+i (n + 2)«+V C(<* +  2)
+ 0 ( J _  +  J _  +  !2 lM  +  I +  n M o g ^ (n )\
\n a+2 n80t n2a+1 na+1u;a+1 y;2a43 y
Clearly, the largest item of error independent of the parameter w is 
Therefore, setting
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1 M 1(3)+ =  1 y  y _____________________________ i _____________________________ x
(NJ<r-l) Na+2 Z j Z , (fll>. . . ? ai _i)0,+2(aj+i , . . ., ^ ^ (a j+ i, . . . , Or ~ 1)
oo) x f i + f ; ^  y . « , ( « ) ( « - £ . ) > - f t ) ' ) + o ( ^ )
\  k=l j+l=k J ' 'j l
M
t f “+2 i f  ?  K  • • • . « j - i ) Q+2<a;+l, • • •, Or>“+1<«j+1- • • • - Or -  1> +u=l 0„
00 M y^—(fc+a+2)
^  (a l> • • • > a j - l ) a + 2 (a j+ l»  • • • ) a r ) a + 1 (a j+ l>  • • • > a r  1)
x £ « , ( « ) ( »  -  -  B3)‘ +  O ( J ^ j  .
The first series in (90) is finite, and will be written as
oo oo
\ S  W^]/ ?  (ah " - i aj - l )a+2(aj+ lT " iar)a+1{aj+U---,ar 1)
in order to calculate its estimate. The first of these has the property that
OO j
^  {alt • • • »aj—l)a+2{aj+li • • • > ar)Ct+l{aj+l^ • • • » °rr ~  1)
^ 2 f l  1 2  ]C  (al5. . . ,  aj_i)a+2 X
« = 1  i + y = e  i = a i + . . . + o ^ _ i  '  ’ J  /
O j - i > 2
x y ' _________________ 1_____________ .
» = o j + 1 + . . . + o ,  (' a J + 1 ’ • • • ’ a r>“ + 1 <a J + l .  • • • > ° r  -  1) 
O r > 2
1 C'Again, Theorem 3.3 implies V   ---------------------< a| 2 for constant
x = o 1 + . . . + o j _ i  X
O j _ i > 2
CJ and since
(oi, .. . ,ar -  1) < (oi, . . .  ,ar)
1 ^ 1 then -------------- :—rr—.----------------- -r- <
(®J+1> • • • »®r)a"*"*(®7+l» • • • > ®r 1) (®j+1j • • • > l)0-^
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Now, let a'r =  Or — 1 and make the constraint a!r > 2, yielding
2 £  £  £
1 {{aj+lr  •■ A  1))-1
V=1 *+y=t>»=ai+...+O j-i ( f l l ’ * • ' ’ a i - 1)° '+2 y=aj+ 1+...+ar ^ + 1 ’ * * * >
Oj_i >2 ar >2
o o
W S  E  1 E  7^— h o -
w=l *+V=t»*=«i+...+Oj_i ' ’ ’ 3 ' y= aj+i+...+o{. J+  ’ ’ r'
oj-i>2 a; >2
l l
< 4Cf E  E  ^ ^ 5
t>=2 *+y=w
*  4 C ? E ^ = 4 C ? ( « a  +  l ) - l ) .
Likewise the second component series of (91) has asymptotic value 0(w  °) 
since:
y  y  1------ y  1Z-f Z-f //I, ,\o+2 Z-/
«=M e„ (0l’ • • • ’ °i-*)a+2 y = o l + l + . . . + a r  ( a i + 1 ’ ■ ■ ■ ’ <^ ) “ + 1 (a j+ i>  • • ■ ’ J )
« £ £  £
Or >2
1 ^  1
(ai, . . . .  a,-_i)a+2 (fli+ij • • •»a')°+2v=[ti;] x+ y= v  x = a i+ . . .+ a j_ i  '  J '  y=aj+ i+ ...+a'r '  J  r
^ j«+2 ytt+2
u=[tu] x+y=v
Oj_x>2 <>2
1 1
oo - 
«  £ ^ +.
v = M
Now let us turn our attention to the summation at (90) for k =  1,. . . ,  oo. This 
will be denoted
00 r>+
(93) £ # -
k=1
where
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O O  0 0
* < 5 ] /  ?  (a u ' • • >°J-1)a+* (° i+ 1>’ • • >°r)“+1(°3+li • • • >°r *)
x £  e » ( « - B , ) i ( « - B 3)1
j+t=k
Now fix a natural k and a > 1. It has been established that
 *>“"<*> ° ( ^ +2) ’
be>2
and thus the quantity converges for A; < a since
Dh  «  £ » * £w=i e„ ‘ ‘ ‘ ’ . . . ,  flr . . . ,  dr 1)
«  f > ‘  E  E  ( a ,  . . .  I - , , ) - * *
v = l *+ y = t> * = o i+ ...+ O j_ i '  ’ 1 J f
O j_ i> 2
x y  _____________-____________
»=oj+ i+ . . .+ o ,  W n >  • • • > a r ) “ +1 ( a j+ l>  • • ■ . O r -  1> 
Or >2
^  k 1 1
^  ^  j^a+ 2  ya + 2
v = l x+y=v
E V" yft+1
r = l
With these k and a still fixed, the second component D^w has the property 
that
D*'W <  5 ]  ^  ?  (ai' ' • ' ’ , <>r -  1)«+1 {a1+u •. ■, ar -  1)
00 »,k
<  ^  -^-1 similarly to above, 
W=H v°
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What remains is to investigate the behaviour of the sum in (93) for the re­
maining k. Since E\, E3 G (0,1), then
D+ < y v v __________________’E J<k9i(a)_________________
zri ^  (a i>■ ■ • i aj - i ) “+2(aj+i>■ ■ • ><v -  i ) “+1{«j+ii• • • .«r - 1>w=l 9 V
M
< £  £ /a, a iW 2 X j< k  v= l z+ y= v  x= a i+ ...+ a .j- i '  ’ ■**’ 3 /
O j _ i > 2
x  1_____________
y=aj+i+...+or ^ +1’ * • • ’ a*-)a+1(°j+l> • • • , -  1)
Or > 2
M 1 1< 2 C ? £ > (a )5 > ‘ £
j< J fc  V = 1  I + | / = V
(94) < 2 C ? J > (a )  f  J ^ _ k
j< k  J1
< 2 C ? Y e>(a)wH°‘~k)-
j<k
Therefore, for a not taking integer value one has, for the remaining values of 
k (reintroducing the factor N~ a^+2^  omitted for brevity earlier):
1_____ ^k_ <• 1 1 / \
a+2 2^  jV* — jya+2 2^  ]Sfk w<*-k 2L/ j ' 01' 
k>a k>a j<k
fc=1 j<fc
Now one may apply Lemma 1.4 since ^ |  to see that
1 2 C? /  I f
ra+2Z^ I . i_r‘7VQ+2 N k -  pfot+2w a I /- _  \«+2 £  -  1 /
k>a  \ \ 1 N J n  /
2 Cj2 +2 _  ^
-  pja+2>yya ' '
Hence it follows that V = O (  . .  -  j . In the case where a €Afa+ 2  jv* V N a+2wa J
ka x
N \  {1}, then (94) implies that, in the case k — a
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D+ =  O(log(w)).
Thus giving the larger error term ^  =  O  (^ jp ^ y )
k>a ' 7
Now consider the sum with minus denominator. This gives
M
(3)_ -  1 W
( N J < r - 1) ATa+2 Z ~ t Z - f( J< r 1) Na+2 Z-s Z-s ^  ? aj - 1)a+2(aj+li . . . , ar)a+1{aj+U . . . , Or-i)
(95) * ( l  +  £ ^ E  -  EiYi” -  b A  + ° ( i )
\  *=1 j+ l= k  /  v 7
1 [W] 1
N a+2 S  ( f l l >. . . } aj- i)a+2(aj+i, . . . , a r ^ + ' i d j + i ,  . . . , flr_i>
^  H  ^ y —(fc+a+2)
^  0 ^  ( f l l ’ ' ‘ ’ ’ a i - l ) a + 2 ( a J+ l»  * • * > a r ) ° !+1(a j+ l»  • • • > ° r - l )
x 5 3  «,(a)(« -  £ , ) >  -  £*)' +  o  ( J L )  .
j+l=k '  7
The first series in (95) is finite, and will be written as
oo oo
^  5  ( ° 1» • • • » ° J - l > a + 2 (a j+ l»  • • • 1 a r ) a + 1(® j+ l5 • • • , a r _ i )  ’
in order to calculate its estimate. The first of these has has the property that
£  £
1
oo
y=aj+1+...+ar ' * * ’ f l r ) ° + 1 (0 i + 1» * ’ ' ’ ^ - l )
Or >2
We have by Lemma 3.17 and Theorem 3.4 that
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(as X  -* oo). Therefore, this means that there exists another constant C'2 
such that
E  ^ a
y=aj+i +...+Or ^ +1* “  ‘ ’ a r)a+1 a^J+1’ * • ' » ar~ ^  y a+1
Or >2
Therefore:
(97)
2 V  V  y -   J  y  ((qj+i , . . .  ^ - i ) ) -1
(ai,. . . ,  a,-_i)a+2 (aJ+i , . . .  ,ar)a+1w=l *+ y= v*= ai+ ...+ O j_ i '  3 ! y=aj+ i+ ...+O r J
flj-i >2 Or >2
oo
< aCJCJE E  J5S3T
v=2 x+y=v
< 2C[C'2 £ ) -L = 2C[C'(C(a) -  1)
v°v=2
(and for fixed a > 1, this upper bound is finite). Likewise the second compo­
nent series of (96) has asymptotic value 0(w~^a~^) since:
oo
E
v=H
Y 1 V 1
•’ai- l)a+2^ai+T i..+ar
Or >2
• J a r ) a + l  {a j + Is • • • 5 Ar—l)
<
oo
E  E
v=(u>] x+y=v
1 1
xa+2 2/°+1
<
oo -
E - -^  Vav=M
The summation at (95) for A: = 1 , . . . ,  oo will be denoted
oc n -
os) e : ■N k’
k= 1
where
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oo oo
t5 ) /  ?  ^a i ’ ”  ' ’ a J - 1 ^a + 2 ^ ' + 1 ’ ' • • ’ a **)a + 1( a j + l 5 • • • ’ a r - l )
x E  ej ( a ) ( v - E 1)j ( v - E 2)1
i+i=fc
= Dk>i — Dkw.
Now fix a natural k and a > 1. It has been established that
(99) ^  (ci, • • • , Ce)a"^  (Cl) • • • j Ce—l)y=ci+...+Ce 
C g> 2
and thus the quantity Dk l converges for k < a  — 1 since
1
V=1 @v (ai>• • • >aj - i ) a+2(aj+i> - -- A  l ) a+1(aj+ij • • • j®r—l)
«  X>‘ E  E  fa— x
v=l *+y=vx=oi+...+Oj_i ' ’ » J 1/
Oj_i>2
^  1
X
y=ra
ar>2
Y2' * 1 1
^  E V  E  x a + 2 y a + l
v = l x+y=v  
00
j+1+...+Or • * * ’ a r ) a + 1( a j+ l>  • • • > a r - l )
E V
v=l
With these A; and a  still fixed, the second component Dk w has the property 
that
°o j
D k 'W ^  v^ j V 5  <a l > - * - i a j - l ) a + 2 <a J + l > - ' - > a r -  l> a,+1(« j+ l»  • * - , O f - l )
0 0  . .f c
«  E ^  similarly to above,v'
v=[w]
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What remains is to investigate the behaviour of the sum in (98) for the re­
maining k. Since 2?i, i ?2 € (0,1), then
D -  <  y '  k y ' ________________________ T , j < k di ( a )________________________
* ~ v A 0  ^(fll’ • ’ • ’ aJ-l)a+2(ai+l> • • • > ®r -  l>a+1(aj+l» • • • > ®r—l)
M
J < f c  u = l i + y = w * = o i + . . . + O j _ i  i )
Oj_x>2
x  1____________
y=aj+ i +...+or ( ° J + 1 » “  * ’ a »')a + 1(a i+ l»  • • • » ^ - l )  
ar >2
N
(ioo) <  2 c ; c ' 5 > ( a ) j r y  $ 3 jO+2 ytt+1
j<Jb w=l x+y=v
(101) < 2C & Y t W a ) [  £ : k
j<k Jl “
< 2 C (C ^ e j(a)u)- (“- k- ,)1
3<t
where line (100) follows by line (99). Therefore, for a not taking integer value 
one has, for the remaining values of k (reintroducing the factor i\T- (a+2) omitted 
for brevity earlier):
1 y '  £k_ < 2CiC2 1 1 Y f l
tfa+2 jL s flfk — flfa+2 Z-f ^ n j a - k - l Z  
k>a—1 k>a—1 j<fc
^  ™ , w k^
fc=l j<fc
Now one may apply Lemma 1.4 since  ^ to see that
1 y  D~k < 2cjCj  /  1 n  »
TVQ+2 TV* -  Na+2wa~1 ^ (i _  ™)a+2 f  -  1 y
2 c;c ' 2
-  jya+2^0-1^
Hence it Mows that ~  £  = O ( ^ J ^ ) . Where a  6 N \  {1},
k>a—1 ' '
then (101) implies that, in the case k =  a — 1
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Dk =  0(log(u;)).
Thus giving the larger error term ^  =
k>a- 1 ' '
To give the stated result, define constant Va (which occurs in the limit as 
n —► oo) as
oo
= 2- 2- (fll> • • • j °>j—l ) a + 2 (U j+l> l ) a + 1 (a j+ l»  • • • j a r  1)
oo ,
W=1 0„ (fli,. . . ,  aj-i)a+2{aj+i,. . . ,  ar)a+1(aj+i,. . . ,  dr—i)
and define K**a as in the statement of the Lemma. One should note that the 
extra term given by the sum £(jvj<r_i) must be absorbed by the error term 
since it is of smaller magnitude than the error. □
5.5.4. Numerical Results. Consider once again, the effect of the chosen 
value of parameter s on the result. With s — sJS, Lemma 3.21 becomes:
y»(3)    I
' ( N J < r - l )  +  y a + 2
One may again use the main term of Theorem 3.3 to estimate the value of Va 
using inequalities (92) on page 121 and (97) on page 125. However the com­
bined effect of estimating both sub-sums of Va is somewhat problematic for the 
illustration due to the combined result being a great overestimate. Thus, fig­
ure 3.19 plots actual values of E |^ .<r_1) along with the term for a =  2. 
This illustrates the trend of the characteristic of interest, with respect to its 
order of magnitude.
Remark: should the choice s =  be made, one will observe the full maina 7
term seen in the Lemma, though with a =  2, the quantity K**n is undefined.
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AshatSumand'nwidUm, a»2aid«> a+ 3
i
I
4 -
2 -
20 25 3010 13S
E(,)\ K J < r - 1)
F i g u r e  3.19. with trend j jh v s  for s =
6. Final Proof of Theorem 3.5
6.1. Reconstruction. Recall the partition
7 a (F T n) =  -  (E(jv>2) +  £ ( ^ 2) +  £(//j-<r_i) +  ^ (V j= r)+
I y(4)~ I y(4)+ I y(4)-  \
+  N J = r ) +  r - 1 ))  '
Collecting together terms from each of Lemmas 3.14, 3.15, 3.16, 3.17,3.18, 3.19 
and 3.21 one observes an error term of:
/  _1 n2log2°+3(n) log(rt) 1 \
\n 3a w2a+3 n2a+1 na+3wa~2)
The reformation process therefore leaves items in the main term of lesser order
than the error; these arise in the entities K~n, K+n, AT+* and K**n. Letting
the terms of lesser order of magnitude than form part of the error term
allows us to reconstruct as
where
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(102) Da = Ta + Ua +  Va +  ^ ± * 1 ,
(103) K~n =  E  E  " A M ( a )
l < f e < 0  I  V = 1  O l + . . . + O r _ l = V  '  /\ O r - l> 2  J
and K ajn is the sum K+n + K+*n +  K~*n +  K**n,
% 2_ / V V  E J+i=jb %(<*)(*> ~  E i)j (v ~  E zY___________
l<k<a—l n* \ ^ 1  ^  ‘ ’ fli - l ) a+2(aJ+1» • ^ ar ~  1>“+1(aj+ li • • • , Or -  1)
y .  E J4Wb **(«)(« -+ 0  ^(fll’ • ' • ’ °i-l)°+2(aJ+l> • • • » ar)a+l(a3+1» • • • 1 ^-l)
OO /  j  \  j).
(104) + E  E  <ai J . ^ E ^ )
.= 1  < . ,+ „ + « .- ,= »  1 °1 . • • • . “ r - l l  J<k
Or_l>2
i  E i+I=> ^  V f r - A ) 1
^  (°r -  1)“+1 <Ol, • • • , Or-2>“+2
_______ i________ Ej+i=k 6Aa )(v -  -  A3y \
^ - ^ ( a r - l ) " +1(« r -2 )  (ol , . . . , a r_2>“+J j"
We shall write Qk,a and Qk,a as the large terms within parentheses in (103) and
(104); that is
*«.» = E - nr
r > -  _
, n  -  n k
1 < k< a
Qk,a
l< k < a - l
The expressing of the quantity K+n to have denominator £  yields an error 
term of lesser order that the result of the calculation which gives the final error 
in this theorem. It is thus omitted for brevity. With the simplification of the 
additional terms of orders greater than or equal to n~2a the remaining task is 
to deduce appropriate values for the parameters s and w in the error term:
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( I  n2log (n) log(w) 1 \
\ n aa w 2a+3 n2a+1 n°+3u;ot~2 /
The entity of least magnitude in the main term has order and largest in 
the error term (independent of w) is . Hence it is obvious that one can 
fix an appropriate value of s to be:
2a + 1  s = ---------.a
However setting w to a value such that the term n2 is of equal order
to the other dominant term in the error is unsatisfactory, since the result will 
be of magnitude greater than n. With w =  § one sees that the error term 
takes form
/ log2a+3(n)\
V n2a+1 )  '
This gives, as n —► oo and for Da =  Ta +  Ua +  Va +  >
% (F T n) =  ^ ( g a ± |  +  i f - n) + - l 5 (z)a +  ^ , „ )  +
+  0 / l o | ^ ( n ) \
V n2a+1 )
Remark: In the case where w =  log^+3 (n) is the lesser quantity, then
this improves to
M  “ I - ® ) -
6.2. N um erical Evidence. Due to the presence of the infinite sum in v 
within K~n, this quantity is not easy to calculate directly. However, using the 
main term of Theorem 3.3 obtains the following familiar estimate:
(106) K -„ ~  d  £  { [ ( a  +  0 .
l$ Jb < a71 K ' »= 1
The behaviour of this upper bound is illustrated in figure 3.20.
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V^UM of awUppw Bound tor r \ 0 tor a - » to 5
• •
....................................
 ....................
•  •
. f
• •
I •  a - 2  * a - 3  •  g - 4  * a - s ]
F igure  3 .20 . The behaviour of the upper bound for the entity K ~n 
Now, in the case where a  =  2 the entity K a>n is zero and one has that
H071 1 ITT i 2 +  I k -  I p ° I r  /"lQg (w) ^(107) 7a(F „) n<1+1  +  Kanj  +  na+2 +  O  ^ n2o+1 J .
•  An estimate of quantity (107) (using estimate (106)) is plotted, along with 
7q(FT„) and the lower bound of Lemma 3.6 in figure 3.21.
•  Figure 3.22 illustrates the normalised differences between the main term 
of (107) and the actual value of 7a(FTn) for a  =  2. The normalisation used 
is that of the improved error term suggested in (105).
With specific reference to figure 3.21, one should note that estimates have been 
used to calculate the values of such terms as Da. However, despite this one 
may clearly see a strong pattern of convergence to the desired quantity in the 
illustration
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F igure  3.21. Behaviour of the estimates from Lemma 3.6 and Theorem 3.5
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CHAPTER 4
On Previous R esults Concerning the p~Metric
1. Introduction
The aim of the following is to apply the algorithm of Chapter 3 to the original
results compiled in [31] and [12]. This will act both as a form of verification 
of the proposed method, and will introduce terms to the main term that are 
thus far unseen.
Recall the hierarchy (33) whose notation we shall retain and the resultant par­
tition applied to 0/3(FT„) for the p- metric. This means that similar operations 
are performed on the sum ap(FTn) as on 7Q(FTn), whereby
Let this sum be represented
'(JVJ<r-l)
where N  =  n +  1 and := YlaeAU) (q(a)q'(a))# • Note now that this no­
tation is retained for consistency with the previous work of [31] and [12] and 
that these sums are not the same as those used in Chapter 3.
The sums S $ 2), S $ ,2) and E j^.=r) are discussed in [31] and [12]; the new 
methodology proposed yields the following Lemmas.
135
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Lemma 4.1. F o r  f3 >  1, w  <  |  a n d  s  >  1: 
as n —► oo.
Lemma 4.2. For /? >  1 and as n —► oo,
= & < ^ >  =  o ( j s ) .
as n —► oo.
The behaviour of sum is illustrated in figures 4.1(a) and 4.1(b) over­
leaf. As in the previous chapter, these serve to illustrate a behaviour similar 
to that of £j^J==r) which contains a term of of order
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(b) Normalised sum for/3 =  2
F ig ure  4 .1 .
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2. On th e Sum
Recall the shorthand q =  q(a), q- =  q~(a) and q+ =  q+(a). The sum 
may be expressed as follows:
'(4)
\ N J = r - l )
O i + . . . + O r = N
Or>l ,q(a)<N*  
O t-1 > N —W
_  y ( 4)+
“  r-1)
+
.(qq+Y (q q -Y .
+ '(4)—'(JVJ=r—1)*
For the sub-sum with *+’ denominator we have
y (4 )+
(109)
E - E
o i+ —+Or=N a i+ ...+ a r= N
Or >1 Or>l,g>n*
\  O r _ i > N —w ar- i > N —w J
Ox+...+Or=iV 
Or >1 
ar- i > N —w
(qq+Y
+  o
where the latter term first appearing at (109) is the result of Lemma 11 of [12]. 
An obvious analogue holds for the version containing the ’ denominator. 
Let us consider the ‘plus’ and ‘minus’ sums above in turn and proceed as 
Lemmas 3.18 and 3.19. Take q(a)  as the denominator of an element from Q N 
such that a =  ( a i , . . . ,  ar), then the denominator q(a) from the ‘previous’ level 
N — 1 (where a =  (oi , . . . ,  ar — 1)) yields
q(a') =  (oi , . . . ,  ar_i, 1) =  (ui, . • •, Or-i +  1)
?+(a') =  (ai , . . . ,  ar_i)
q-(a') =  (oi , . . .  ,ar- 2>
if Or =  2, and
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q (a )  =  ( a u . .  . , a r -  1)
9+(<l) (&1> • • • , Or 2)
q - ( a )  =  ( a i , . . . , a r_i>
for Or >  2. Set Or_i =  JV — 1 — v  for v  =  1 , . . . ,  [tu] (where one would have 
w < ^ )  and recall the identity (63). Using this, for Or >  2 one has
( 9 ( “ ) « + ( « ) ) fl <“ 1> • • • . O r -  1 ) ^ ( ° 1 >  • • • , <*r ~  2 ) 0
(ar - l ) - ' > ( a r - 2 ) - ' > 1
(110)
( t t l ,  - - - , Qr - 2 ) 2^  ( a r -L  +  ^ 2 ) ^  (Q r-1  +  ^ 3 ! 
1 (Or -  l ) - ff(Or -  2)~f  1 1
n2^  ( a i , . . . , a r_2)2'3 (j  _  ( i  _
The shorthand
Ai =  [ar_2, . . .  , Oi] 
i42 =  [flr — 1] +  [Or_2, . . . , Oi]
A3 =  [ar — 2] +  [ar_2,. . . ,  «i]
(where Ai € (0, |)  4^2 € (0,1), A$ €  (0, | )  under conditions ar,Or_2 > 2) has 
been reintroduced for brevity. Furthermore, we have for ar =  2,
1 _   1______________
{q (a ')q + (a '))P  (ax, . . . ,  Or_i +  l)0 (o i , . . . ,  Or_i)0
1 1 1
(fll, . . . , Or—2) ^  (« r - l  +  1 +  (or- l  +  A \Y
(H I) =   -________ -____________-__________   .
N W  (a i , . . . ,  ar_2)2/3 (1 _  (1 -
For the quantity involving the denominator <?_, and for Or > 2, one also has
that
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(q(a)q-(a))P (ol f . . . ,  ar -  l )0(ai , . . . ,  ar- X)P
(ar - 1)-/3 1 1
(112)
(oi, • . . ,  d r - 2)2^  (ar- i  +  A \ Y  (ar_i +  A2)  ^
1 (ar - l ) ~ 0  1 1
n2? (a i , . . . ,  ar_2)2/3 (1 _  ( l -
Now let us consider the last possibility, that is the quantity involving denom­
inator <7_, with dr =  2;
(g(a/)g-(a,))/3 (dU . . . ,  a ^ i  +  l)^(a1?. . . ,  ar_2)^
1 1
(a i , . . . ,  ar_2)2^3 (ar_i +  1 +  A{)P
(U 3) =  W ( a u . . . , a r- t ) W ( i _ ! t f . y
The quantities H=^ i are all less that one in modulus by construction:
v  -  Ai v  1 . n
 <  — <  since w <  —.n ~ n ~  2’ ~ 2
As in Lemma 1.3, where \X\ < 1, one has
1 00 y k  J*
and likewise, for \Y\ < 1 letting r)k(P) for brevity:
x ( i + g j n w + < - « )
OO
(114) =  1 +  EE
fe=l j+ l= k
It follows that by taking a Taylor expansion of (110),(111) and (112) with re­
spect to these ll=Ai- that each of the items at (110),(111) and (112) are 0(N ~2&).
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We shall consider each of these terms in turn, however performing a similar 
calculation on (113) yields
N»(ai, . . . ,ar- 2)2ff ( l -
i  i  ( , .  v  (* -  * 1 ?  n t i O * + ‘ "  1)'
jV0<Ol, . . . , a r_2)W \ Z -fc=l N k k\
Let us discuss the sum (the predecessor of Ej^~=r_1^ ) first, split-
ting into components yielded by the values ar =  2 and ar > 2 as below. One 
should interpret the conditions a € A n - u  Or >  3 or a 6 A n - i , aT — 2 as the 
criteria that one will attain such values of ar when performing the appropriate 
algorithm on the the members of A n - i to derive set A n '
'(4)—
y(4)+
(115)
tl= l
(
+
o€^at- i a€^ AT-i
\ a r > Z , a T- \ —N —1—■t; a r —2, a r - i = N —1—v j
(q(a)q.(a)Y
n2P aeAs 
ar >3, O r - i = N —l —v
+  a75 E
(a i , . . . ,  ar_2)2/3(ar -  I)0 ( l  -  ( l  -  !^ ) /3
+
N t  {a" ■ ■ ■• a^ )W ( i  -
Or =2, ar- i = N —1— v
+
The sum at (115) represents the component which is of order O  ( ^ ) :  this is 
discussed in Lemma 15 of [12]. Let us derive an approximation of the term 
above of order O (jpp)-  Recalling definition of Qv from Lemma 3.18, this sum
is
M
* := E £
h  i c <ai>- • • <ar - * W a'  -  w  ( i  -  ( i  -  V- = ^ Y '
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From (114), with X  =  Y  =  this gives
(U 6 ) J l  ( §  +
oo  ^ H  ^
+ S  ^  S  ^  (°1’ * ‘ • ’ ar-2)20(ar ~ l)fi X
x ^  ^  vAP) (v -  M ) 1.
j+i=fc
The finite sinn for v =  1,. . . ,  [w] at (116) is expressed in this way to explain 
its estimation. Its first component has constant upper bound since:
( a i , . . . ,a r_2)2^ (ar -  I)0v—i riv
- 2X X (T X
„=, I+V=v (*  +  ^  a^-2>2'5
ar _2>2
< 4C „(/3)f: £  ^
u=l x+y=v y
< 4C„(/9)f;^ = 4Co(/?)C(/3),
using Lemma 9 of [12J and where Cq((3) is the original quantity defined Co(j3) =  
+  2 • Notice again the introduction of the factor 2, which
compensates for the imposition dr- 2  >  2. The second factor 2 arises from the 
same Lemma from [12]. Similarly
^  ^ __________ 1____________  _ J _
*  < ° l , - - - , “ r - 2 > 2 ^ -  i y >
The second component of J\ will be expressed
oo
L ; fj
k=l
where
Z ^ n2^+fc’
fc=i
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oo oo
Fk~ : \ §
x ^ 2  ~  )■7 w (p) (v -  A*y
j+i=k
~  F k i  — F k w
For fixed k  and /3 > 1, r]k{(3) is constant and since A i , A 2 € (0,1), then
f m  «  5 > ‘ £„ = i  ^  { a 1 ) . . . , o r _ 2 > ^ ( o r - l ) ' 3
<  £ « *  £  ^  £  (0l>. . . jar_2)j?
v = l x+y=v y= ai+ ...+ O r_2 '  '
Or—2^ 2
oo n
v= l
This is convergent for k < (3 — 2, and similarly
«  £  ^  =  °  •v=[tt>]
What remains is to investigate the behaviour of for the remaining k. We 
have the following inequahty:
s  2 S ^ . £ < ^ ......................<•.......
Or—2 ^ 2
M
< £  %(/3)^(/3)
v = l x+y=v y  j+ l= k
(117) < 4Co £  «bC9}*»G9> f
.■ i l — i .  « / l
^  - i - f c
j+J=fc
- ( f i - k - 2 )4Q> ^  Vj(P)Vi(P)u> ^
j+ l= k
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In the case where 0  is integer valued, specifically where fc =  /3 — 2, then (117) 
implies that =  C?(log(u;)). Furthermore, for /3 > 1, (3 £ N
i  E ^  E E
k>/3—2 k > 0 -2 j+J=fc
S ^ £ © ‘ ! > » > < «
k=1 J+i=*
<  4C° 1 
~  _  h )
Therefore, in this case
y  j S L  =  o (  *____^
n 20+k I N 2pw 0 -2  )  ’
k>0—2 v 7
and when /3 e  N \  {1}, specifically /3 =  A; +  2,
V  _ 5 L  =  o  f  J 2 I W , )
^  n 2/3+i y  N ^ W ? " 2 J '
Now to complete this section of the calculation, set Wp as the entity
M ^
Let us now discuss the value of e S1!+ ,x, which as convention in notation has
S(7vIiJ=sr_i) as predecessor. Once again, the sum conditions a € An-i',Ot >  
3 or a € An-i]Ot =  2 should be interpreted as the criteria that one will 
attain such values of Or when performing the appropriate algorithm on the the 
members of A n - i to derive set A n -
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M
E (4)- _  V '
(N —l j '= r —1) “
(118)
(119)
V=1
2 -  +  2 -
a € A s-i a Z A s-i
\ o r =2,or - i = N —1— w or >3, a r_ i= N —1—w /
+  ^  ( n ( /3 - l ) ( 2 * - l ) )
(g(a)g+(a))0
1 ^  1 1 
^  . i b . ,  <°i> • • • > ° ’- 2>2/i A  -  f i  -  fc^ u V
= 2 ,« . - ,= N - l - v  V N  )  V »  /
A W
ar—
+
+
v=l,...,[ti»]
1 v -  (a, -  I )” (^Of. -  2)-*E
nV {a" ■ ■ ■ ’ “- * > *  (! -  (!  -  *&■)'
ar>3,Or- l=N—l —V 
+
Let’s deal with the term at (118) first. This calculation is very similar to that 
of Lemma 3.16; let X  =  and Y  =  in (114), which gives
( 1 - X ) 0 ( 1 - Y ) »  N lrt
i i Y V u  1 )k
jt=i j+i=fc
Therefore, the sum at (118) is
E E
(120)
N&nP ^  («i» • • •»«r-2>2^U=1 Ol+...+<*!—2=v 
Or—2^ 2
2 A M  y ,  (v -  At)* v p  ru(0)Vj{0) 
N&nP 2_. 2 ^  _  < a i , . . . ,a r_2)2'3 i^ t A W
fe=l v = l a i+ ...+ a r - 2= f
Or-2>2
for which the first sum has property
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oo oo
v  -  V  1 V  1 =  C (2 f t -1) , Co_((3)
hi  hzJa, +. i h - , - v < ( 2& in v',20=v >-x, v=[w] .
flr-2 2^
C(2/3- l)
c m
The second sum of (120) will now be denoted
OO 771+
E  k,n
N W 'k= 1
where
+
oo oo
771+ =  I V  I (v ~ ^  V
k , n  I Z ^  Z ^ l  Z ^  ( a  n  \ 2 0  W n l
y v = l  V =[ttf]J  O l + . . . + O r _ 2 = V — 1  '  '  j + l = k
Or-a>2
_  17’+___ 771+
*,n ,l k,n,w‘
The quantity l is convergent for k  <  2/3  — 1 since (noting for fixed k  and 
(3 >  1, »?*(/?) is constant),
r+ =  V  (u -  A)fc VjW vijP)
k,n, 1 Z -7  , f l r - a ) 2/3 ^  n W
w=l Oi+...+Or_2=W-l '  ' j+ l= k
O f —^^2
~  1
Z .jv *  2 -  (ol , . . . , o r_2p
v = l o i+ ...+ a r _2=w '
O r - 2 > 2
1 ^  1
^  j y k  2 ^ t  v 2 0 - k  • 
v = l
Similarly, the remainder F£n w may be estimated as
00 k 1
F + ^  -  —
k,n,w ^  Z -7  ]\Tk v 20
v=[w]
^  ^Nkw2^ ~k~^}
What remains is to determine the behaviour of F^n for the remaining k. An 
upper bound may be calculated as
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1 [W] 1 
K n  <  E  7 T— E
"  »=1 a1+...-H^_J= » - I  \ a u - - - , O r - 2 )  j + ,=k
O r —2 > 2
\j+l=k /  v=l
(■2D <
5 ( E  » » • ( « )
In particular, when 2/3 is integer-valued and k  =  2/3 — 1, then we see that 
When this is not the case, one sees that
A ^ E  Fk.» -  ^ E ^ - l  Y l j l i i P M P )
k>  2 / 9 - 1  k > 2 0 - l  j+ l= k
4Cq ~00 t
i E ©  E * < 0 » ( 0NPnPw2P~l ' V n
i b = i  j + / = / f e
< 4C0 1
“  NPnPw2P~l ^
Since w <  § by construction,
2
^  ( N2/3W20-1 )  ‘ 
> 2 / 3 - 1  V  7f c 2 /3
When 2/? is integer-valued and k  =  2/3 — I  then
2
A W k>  2 / 3 — 1
Therefore the sum at (118) has form 
2 /  C(2/? — 1)
» v « 2 «
4 -  F +  ^  +  O  4 -  1  ^
+  * > n , i  I [  N 4!3- 1 N 2Pw W - i  I ’
l<ib<2/3—1 /  x 7
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Finally, let us consider the sum at (119). From (114), with X  =  Y  =
this gives (omitting coefficient n ~ 2/3 for brevity)
oo oo
(122) „5 j 5 (a 1, . . . , a r _2w l - i n a r - 2)^ +
OO - M
+EiEEk=l ar_2)^ (ar -  l)P(ar -  2 f
* Y2 (v ~ A<zf Vj(P) (v -  A )1.
j+l=k
The finite sum at (122) is again expressed as this difference of sums with 
upper limit infinity to determine an appropriate estimated value. The first 
component has the upper bound determined by:
EEV=1 nv (O i, • • • ,  O r -2 )20(a r  -  1 ) p { a r  -  2 )0
<
^  x P ( x  +  1)P  ( t t i ,  . . . ,O r_ 2 )2^u = l x+ y= v  v 1 y= a i+ ...+ o r _2 '
Or—2^2
< 40,0*) £  52
u = l x+y=t»
°c 1
< 4 C „ ( /? )^ ^ rT = 4CoC(2/3-l).
y 2 0
U=1
Similarly
o° i  i
£  E (fll,..., a r_2 >2(5(ar -  1)0(0, -  2)0 <<C ^U=[tu] S«i;
The second component of J2 will be expressed
00 ZT+E  k
y2(3+k ’
*=1
where
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oo oo
x  5 Z  (v  -  A 2 )3 V i ( P )  ( v  -  A s ) 1
j+l=k
  I ? +  _  JP +
— r k, 1 ^fc.uT
The first term is convergent for k <  2(3 — 2 since A2, As e  (0,1) and for 
each fixed h, rj&(/?) is constant - this means that:
Fk+'1 <  § ^  <“ i. • • • ><V-2 -  1)^(ar -  2)0
< 51*'* E 53 (o1,...,or_2>s*9
v = l x+y=v y = o i+ ...+ a r _a '  > r  2 /
Or-2^ 2
* V '  1 1
^  Z-r x ^ v 2!3
u = l x+y=t;
<  5 > ‘ i -
t/= l
This is convergent for k  <  2/3 — 2 , and similarly with these k:
F k,w <  ^ 2  y k  v 2(3-l =  O  ( W 2 0 - 2 - k )  • 
v=[w) V 7
The final task is to demonstrate the behaviour of F f  for the remaining values 
of k. The following upper bound follows;
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|J *’* E <a„. . . ,  ar_2)^ (a r -  1)4(0, -  2)4 .E
H j  1
 ^ 2i y  E xl>{x+1)i> E (aii.,„ar_2)^  E %(«»(«
v = l x+ y= v  v ' i/= o i+ ...+ o r _2 '  A’ ’ r  *' j+ l= k
O r - 2 >2
M
< E E *(0»(0
V=1 x+l/=u j+i=Jfc
(123) < 4C„ $ 3  m V t o W  r
j+ l= k
< 4C0 nj(P)m(P)w~i20~k~2),
j+ l= k
In the case where 2/9 is integer-valued, specifically k =  2/9 — 2, then (123) 
implies that F£ =  0(log(u;)). Furthermore, for (3 >  1, /9 ^ N
Ft
JL^ n 20+k
k> 2/3-2 "  k > 2 0 -2  "  j+ i= *
S * § » £ ( ! ) ■ £ • » < « » < »
fc=l j+ l= k
4C0 1
oo *
n20w 20-2 ^  _  w^ 2/3
Therefore, in this case (since w <  f ),
y '  =Z_> -2/J+* ^  I ^[2Pw2P-2 j  ’
SO/Q-O \  /fc>2/3—2
and when j 3 e N \  {1}, specifically where A: =  2/3 — 2,
fl2/3+k ^  I TV4/3"2 7 ’
S 0 /9 _ 0  \  /*>2/3-2
Now to complete this final part of the calculation, set Up as the entity
C ( 2 / 3 - l )
^  =  y 7 7 ^ r  +  E E^  <«i, ■ ■ ■, ar_2)^ (ar -  1)4(0, -  2)4’
which we may place inside the reconstructed quantity
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E$ -ij= r-D  -  ~ ^ v \ ui>+ i f £ +  J 2  f m )  +
\  l<fc<2/3—2 l< k < 2 0 -2  /
+ g  r iQs (^ ) | 1 ^
\  N 4P~2 7^ 2/3+1^ 20-3 )  '
as n —*■ oo.
3. Lemma 4.2
We recall the statement and proof of Lemma 13 from [12]. This is the estimate
s <3) B k /  1 , 1 .
(N,2) Z s  M20+k ^  ^  V N i P - W * - 1) Af2pw /3-2 N 3P~2 I  ’
O<fc<0-2 V 7
where the Bk are some constants. Note that, the framework proposed in this 
thesis implies that the set -4 ^ .=r_i) is contained within the original 
and it thus proposed that the previous lemma of Dushistova now describes 
the behaviour of the sum £ (2 j<r_i) only. The reasoning for this is reasonably 
simple and arises from the discussion of Lemma 4.1. Since the restriction 
a,j > n — w now applies to any of the first r — 2 partial quotients in the 
expansion
q (a )  =  ( a i , .. . ar),
we have that the characteristic is present in both of the denominators q + (a )  
and q ~ (a ) .
4. Reconstruction
Recall the partition (108). Using Lemmas 11, 12, 14 and 15 of [12] and Lem­
mas 4.1 and 4.2 of this chapter, one sees that
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s i *E I)h < 2 B -l /
1 /  C (2 /3  -  1 )  E *
(n +  l ) ^  <(2/3) + 1< ^ _ 1 (» +  l)*
J; ^ — 1) y ^  Dk y
h l) 2^  I C(2/?) "  (n +  l) fc “;  \  HJ l<k<2/3—l  V '  0<k<8—2
Bk
+ i ( ^ +  E f  E S
\  \< k < 2 p -2  \< k < p -2  /
■ 1 f C(2ft- 1) y^ „+ \
n^(n +  l ) ^  « 2 «  ^ _ 2 fe,n,7
4-n  f  1 , n2 log3/3(n) log(n) log(n) 1 \
\n(P~1)(2a—1) n?P~2 n2^ w^~2 J
Let us first consider the error term. The largest items are the same as those 
that appear in the original result of [12] and thus select parameters in a similar
manner: s =  ^fzfy +  § and w =  | .
Consider also the term
p+  V" V* (u -  A j ) k  y ^  rjj(P)r}i(p)
r k,n , l -  Z -, /a a  )2/3 ’
v = l ai+ ...+ O r-2= v—1 J+l=k
ar-2>2
and define analogously
e  , e  »<»»<«•
v= l o i+ ...+or _ 2= w -l '  3+l=k
O r _ 2 > 2
The difference between these quantities is of lesser magnitude than the largest 
error term, and thus the overall result rearranges as:
^ FT-> = i ( % r + £  % ) +M ui + £  3
y  S V ^ ;  l<k<2/3—2 /  \  0 < f c < / ? - 2
/lo g  3/3 (n ) \.i /n
where
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C(2/?~ 1) . „ ,
U» "  C(2/3) +  Ut> +  W»'
Bl — B t +  Fkl +  Fkl +  Fkt +  Dk 
as n —♦ oo. The original sum X,i<*<2/?-2 is of lesser magnitude than the 
error term, its latter 2/? terms are thus placed in the error term.
The algorithm produces a result similar to the original formulation. Of lesser 
importance is that the error term of Dushistova is unchanged; this is due to 
the dominance of the large error whose origin is the sum . However, 
the new method proposed here suggests an improvement in the constants with 
coefficient The constants Up and Wp are present for (3 >  2 along with the 
terms
Fk,i +  Fk,i +  A ,i;
these are the new items yielded by the suggested algorithm. When (3 =  2 one 
has that
which is evidently identical to the result of Dushistova with the same (3.
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5. C onclusion
During the course of this work, we have observed and discussed a formulation of 
the integral of the //-metric over the unit interval partitioned by the Farey Tree 
points. Partitioning the sum yielded by this integral according to the scheme 
suggested by figure 3.3 yielded a number of Lemmas, which were each con­
sidered in term, contributing to the final proof of Theorem 3.5. These results 
aggregated to form a final term of order O  which matches the original
estimate (as a lower bound) for the quantity 7a(FT„) suggested by Lemma 3.6.
Furthermore, the figures supplied in Chapter Three (and furthermore in Ap­
pendix B) confirm numerically (within the bounds of running the appropriate 
calculations in a timely manner) that the suggested approximations to the 
sums of the partition, and indeed the aggregate value 7Q(FTn) behave in a 
manner which is of the same order of magnitude. Moreover, we have seen that 
the proposed method produces a similar, though improved (in terms of intro­
ducing further constants into the main term) result for the p-metric, which 
was first considered in [31] and [12].
APPENDIX A
More on the Sum  w ith  Single Denom inator
In Theorem 3.3, it was proved that
iW * 5 =  °  ( * = s )  •
However, one can easily see that the given error in that result may be improved. 
It is in this appendix that such an improvement is offered. We work to a scheme 
very similar to that presented by Dushistova in her Theorem 1 of [12].
Lemma A .I. F o r  a  >  1, a n d  a s  N  —* oo,
1 1 ( ^  \ , V -  Lk,a\  n  / log2Q+4(iV)\
^  q (a ) a + 2 N Q+ 2 I 0 W  ^  N k I V N 20+2 )  ’ieAff ' \  l<fc<a /  x 'a
w h ere
£*,« = EE E
v = l x+ y= v x = a i+ ...+ a j- i
y=aj+ i+ . . .+ O r ,  O f> 2
( v  — ([Qj-1, . . . ,  oi] +  [d j+ 1, •. •, Qr] ) )k n t i ( o  +  » +  1) 
( a i , . . . ,  O j - i ) Q+2(a j + 1, . . . ,  O r)a + 2 k \
P ro o f . Recall that, from Lemma 3.13 that
yW  =  S T  — _________________ _______________
a7ZN N<X+2 <fl1’ • • • ’ ^ - l> a+2<ai+ l’ * * -  ar)a+2
d j= N —v 
for  w=l,...,H
x + f  n y ^ ± i ± i )  + 0  f _ L _ )
l /:! JV* /  VJV*(a*-lV  ’
where A =  +  [a,+i,. . . ,0 , ] .  Let K*(a) =  ne»l(“+,+1), x — Oj +
.. .+aj_i and j/ =  aJ+i +  . . .+ar. Then the following rearrangement is possible:
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M * n
y p )  =  V - _ L _  Y -  Y "   - _________  +
(N,1) Z ^ N a+2 Z-s Z -, (a! , . . . ,  aj_1)“+2(aJ+i , . . . ,  ar)°+2
v = l x+ y= v  x = a i+ ...+ a J_ i '  7 7 J ' ' •'TA7 7 7'
y = a j+ i+ ...+ a r , or >2
00 H 1 Kk(a )(v -A )kw 1   __^ X % ^ V >
+  2 ^ 2 ^  Mk+a+2 2L*ii V W r t i i .  (o1, . . . , o J- i ) “+2(oi+1, . . . , a r>«+2k—l v = l  x+ y= v  x = a i+ ...+ a j- i  '  7 7 J ' '  JT  7 7 '
I / = a j + i + . . . + O r ,  O r > 2
/  1 \
+ o (iV K 2* -!))  ■ 
The first of these terms gives
- S .  +  o f - i — ViVa+2 VNa+2wa )jya+2
Now let us investigate the properties of the remaining series:
00 RkE Xlfc
Nk ’
fc=i
where
d  _  | y  _  y  I y '  y ______ ____________Kk(<*){v ~  ^ )fc________
* I 2^ 2^ ) 2L, 2^  ( m , . . . ,  aJ_ 1>a+2(aJ+i , . . . ,  a r )a+2 ’
v = l w=[to]y x+y=v z= a i+ ...+ O j_ i '  J / \  J+
l/=Oj+i+...+Or> Or>2
The first of these infinite series gives
oo 1
E E  E 7 Z  a . i ) a + 2 (o ~ I i  O ^ 2
v= l *+y=t, ® =oi+...+0^ - 1. \ a l» * * * \ a j + l » - - - > a r ;
y=Oj+i + ...+Or, or>2
OP 1
^  ( o i , . . . , a j _ i ) a + 2 ( o j + i , . . . , a r> 0+2
u= l x+ y= v x = a i+ ...+ a j- i
y = O j + i + . . . + O r ,  O r > 2
1 v -  1« Eu‘ E E ( a i , . . . ,  a ,_ i)a+2 “  (dj+1 , . . . ,  0r)0+2’v = l x+ y= v  z = a i+ ...+ O j_ i '  i/=Oj+i+...+or
O j - l > 2  O r  ^ 2
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Moreover, since it is already established that V   -------------- -— - =
and similarly for the sum in y  where one has that
E r  ________ Kk(a)(v -  A)_________ V  —(a l)  • • • > a i - l ) a + 2 (a i + l i  • • • j a r ) ° + 2  2 —< v a + lv = l x+ y= v  x=aj+ ...+O j- 1 ^ ’ T' v = l
y=aj+i+...+ar, ar >2
This is a convergent sum for all those k such that a  + 1  — k >  1 <=> A; < a , and 
so with these k let us estimate the remaining terms in the summation, whence
E E Kk(a)(v -  A)1
x+ y= v  x = o i + . . . + o j - !  ^0 l ’ • • • ’ a i - l ) ° + 2 (° J + l>  • • • » a r ) a+2
y=Oj+ l+...+O r, O r > 2
« X>‘ E E /„. I.. .Na+2 E
v=(w] *+V=tIX=Ol+...+Oj_l ’ ' * ’ VsOj+1+...+Or ^ j+ 1’ * * * ’ a
O j_i> 2  Or >2
»  yk  f ° °  d v  (  1 \
V=[to]
To summarise at this point one has, for k  <  a
where L k,a  =  f )  V  V  7 ^  is a
(“ l , • • •, a j- i> “+2<a3+ i , . . . ,  ar )“+2
l/=Oj+l+.-.+Or, Or>2
fixed quantity for each fc. Thus
Rk
jL*/ M k+a+2  
l< k < a  l< fc<a
y -  J ± £ _  +  0 ( ------ 1 V
Z - /  M k+ a+ 2  ^  V Q+3w a - l  J
Now, let’s investigate the behaviour of the sum for the remaining k. Using the 
fact that, for constant C[ Theorem 3.3 implies that
<
one may derive the following upper bound for Rk:
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*  s  « ...........
V=Oj+ i+ ...+ o r , Or>2
/
<  2K *(a )]T V  ^ 2
v = l x+y=v
E
x = a 1+...+oi _ 1 ^f l l » • ' * ’ a J - l ) ° t+2
 ^ Oj-1>2
l
X E
V=aJ+1+ ...+ or  ^ + 1 ’ • • • ’ f l r ) a+ 2
<  W ) £ - *  £  ; = S n
w=l x+y=v
(124) < 2Kk(a)C '12 £  <  2 Kk(a)C[2wk a,
which follows by the integral test. Therefore, one will see that:
E » & i  sf lfk+a+2  — 1 KK '  J\fk+a+2
k>a k> a
2 C*i ^  . / w \ k
~ N a+2w<* ^  ViV/
_ 2 c '2 T _ i _ y + >  =  0 ( _ 1 _ \
V1 -  f  y V w a+2W
The final equality above holds since the quantity does not exceed 2. The 
particular case where a  is integer valued, from (124) and for fixed a =  k, gives
Rk =  <9(log(u;)).
Therefore, one would have
Y '  Rk = n  ( lQg W ^ 
2 ^  ?vfc+Q+2 v jv2(q+1) /  ‘fc>a V 7
~  ( 2 )Thus, reassembling the original quantity E ^  ^, we now see that
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a ( 3 )  , 1 Y '  « * ( < * )  Y '  ( p  ~  A)k{aj+1. • • ■ > < v )  (a + 2 )  ,
W ) N °+i N “+* ^  N k Z-i t-?  a ,_i)“+2
1 < lc < 'n  1 1 = 1  n t z A * ,  \  » Jl< fc<a w=l a€Aj\r
o+..+Oj_x+Oj+i+"+ar=w
o f — * -VJVK2*-1
+  p i __________+ __ 1____  log(JV).\
1 *"0 /0 -^ l)  ^  ] \fa + 3 w a - l  ^  jV 2(a+ l) y  ’
taking into account that this is the larger of the two possible error terms 
(yielded when a  is an integer). We can therefore reassemble the main sum, 
using the previous proof of Theorem 3.3 in the following manner:
^  q(a) a + 2 =  N a+2 ( C° +  ^  ~N* )  +<i€An v ’ \  l<fc<a /
+  C l I - ; log(JV) { iV^log«°+2\N )
j y f ( 2 « - l )  t f a + 3 w a - l  JSf2(a+l) w 2(a+2)
Recall the definition of L*>a: here we see that the entity of least order of 
magnitude in the main term is 0(N ~ (2a+l )^. Therefore one should select s 
such that
§ ( 2 s  -  1) =  2a +  2
5a +  4
s  =  — -----.
2 a
Let us now consider an appropriate value for the parameter w. It is easy to
/ lo g  2a+i(N ) \
see that with w =  y  the final error is O  ( —ppa+2—  J » then gives the
stated result of the Lemma.
□
Remark: Fixing the parameter such that the terms N lo^ (a+2) ^  and 
are equal yields w of order greater than N. One may obtain a satisfactory 
result by setting
{
N  2a+7/2 2a±3,-n 'l
— , N  2a+4 log2a+4 (N ) > , 
which gives final error O  •
APPENDIX B
Further D ata P lo ts R elatin g to  th e M ain Theorem
In this appendix some illustrations supporting the statements and calculations 
of the main sections are presented. It is arranged so that there are several 
sections of explanatory text, followed by a cache of referenced figures.
1. Histograms
The histograms of figures B .l, B.2 and B.3 (on page 164) add further illus­
tration as to the behaviour of the metric p'(x) on the Farey partition. The 
end points along the width of each bar are the Farey neighbours |  J, jp J. This 
means that the bar widths are the values p^n =  these are plotted against 
the heights h'i n =  ^ 7  yielded by the p'-metric.
2. Scatterplots
The scatterplots provided aim to illustrate the correlations between the main 
entities of interest as n increases - in essence these figures were produced as a 
form of sense checking. To aid readability a — log transform is again made of 
the data on both x and y axes. The first plot, figure B.4 on page 167, shows 
the relationship between the sums of largest contribution - the major sums - 
and shows that their contribution is indeed of similar magnitude. The sec­
ond scatterplot, figure B.5, illustrates the relationship between the aggregated 
‘large’ and ‘small’ sums. That is, the relationship between (for a  =  2)
C _ y (4 )+  _j_ y (4 )—
^ 9  ^ ( n j s s r - l )  ( n j —r)
and
C   y (4 )+  1 y  W —
Osmall ~  ( „ J = r )  +  ^ ( n j ^ r - l ) *
The third, figure B.6 shows a similar relationship between a2(FTn) and 72(FTn).
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3. P ie Graphs
Figures B.7 (see page 169), and B.8 illustrate perhaps more intuitively the be­
haviour of the items within the partition. These are pie graphs whose sections 
represent the proportion yielded by each sum from that partition for a  =  2, and 
with parameter s =  ^ 1 .  These figures are designed to supplement the —log 
plots provided earlier in this thesis (figures 3.4 and 3.5 on pages 57 and 58) 
and are based on true values (not log-scaled) as a proportion of the total value 
72(FTn). Moreover, the same colouring convention as is utilised throughout 
this thesis is retained when mapping the pie-slice sections. A key is included 
in figure B.8, which serves as a reminder to the reader of this convention.
The figures serve to highlight the dominance of the terms E^~=r) and S ^ t=r_1j 
over the others: for only the small n illustrated here the contribution of the 
other sums becomes of little relative significance very early in the sequence. 
This message is repeated in figure B.9, the analogous illustrations for a  =  5; 
the dominance of the terms of largest order is established very early in the 
sequence; the figures for small n are thus of most observable interest.
4. Evidence Supporting the Introduction of the New Method
Original consideration of the quantity 7a(FT„) involved a grouping derived 
from the original work of [31]. In particular the analogous quantity of Lemma 
5 in [31],
y ( 2 )  , y i ( 3 )
(N,2) “»■ (N,2) ’
was considered. Figure B.10 (on page 172) illustrates the behaviour of this 
within the original hierarchy. Clearly the figure shows that these sums rep­
resent a major contribution to the overall result, which was not the case in 
the original result. The individual items e |^ 2) an<3 ^(jv.2) 8X6 illustrated in 
figures 3.14 and B .ll respectively. The first highlights a lesser order of mag­
nitude. The second of these figures suggests that the component sum with 
partial quotient ar_i as the largest, with the overall result being a significant 
contributor the overall main term of 7a(FTn) (indeed this is calculated in 
Lemmas 3.18 and 3.19 to be 0(n~^a+1 )^).
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5. A  P lo t w ith  Larger Value for s
The illustration of figure B.12 on page 173 demonstrates the effect of choosing 
a larger value for parameter s; the reader is directed to figures 3.4 and 3.5 on 
pages 57 and 58 respectively by which to draw comparison. Clearly the quan­
tity represented by ^ has greatest order of decrease when s is particularly 
large, although the comparative orders of magnitude calculated in the main 
lemmas of this thesis are still seen.
6. P lo ts for o  =  5
Finally, a number of figures in support of the main Theorem for a  =  5 are 
provided. Figures B.13 and B.14 (see page 174) illustrate the split (33) for 
this a , for s — and s =  ^*±3. One should note the main difference in' a a
these figures, where the smallest terms become of lesser significance, as would 
be expected under this construction.
The appendix is concluded with Figures B.15(a) and B.15(b) (see page 176). 
These illustrate the behaviour of the main terms in Lemmas 3.16 and 3.17 
for a =  5. These display a clear decrease in the error between the estimate 
and the actual values of the relevant sums. Figures for Lemmas 3.19, 3.18 
and 3.21 are omitted due to their added dependence on the further estimates 
highlighted in those Lemmas.
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Histogram Illustrating Farey Cell Widths and their Resultant Heights under the p'-metric,
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
x
(a) n =  2
Histogram Illustrating Farey Cell Widths and their Resultant Heights under the p'-metric,
x
(b) n =  4
F ig u r e  B .l. Histograms of Cell Widths and Heights Under p'n
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Histogram Illustrating Farey Cell Widths and their Resultant Heights under the p'-metric, 
0.14 - ■
0.12 -  I  
0.10 -  I
0.08 -
x
(a) n =  6
Histogram Illustrating Farey Cell Widths and their Resultant Heights under the p'-metric,
0.10  -
0.08 -
x
(b) n =  8
F i g u r e  B .2 . Histograms, n =  6, n  =  8
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Histogram Illustrating Farey Cell Widths and their Resultant Heights under the p'-metric,
0 02 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
x
(a) n =  10
Histogram Illustrating Farey Cell Widths and their Resultant Heights under the p'-metric,
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
x
(b) n =  12
F ig u r e  B .3 . Histograms, n =  10, n =  12
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- Log-eceied Scatterpk* of versus 1.% ^, a>2
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F ig u r e  B.4. The major sums, a — 2
- Log-scaled Scatlerplot of the *Smal' Sums versus the Large1 a s  2
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1210862 40
Figure B.5. The sm all versus the large sums
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- Log-scaled Scatterpiot of 02 versus Tfe, a s  2
lO-i
6 -
4-
2 -
100 2 4 6 8
-111(02)
F i g u r e  B . 6 .  p  versus p '
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Partition shares, /7« 1
Partition shares, /?= 7
Partition shares, n= 13
Partition shares. n= 19
Partition shares, n= 3
Partition shares, n=  9
Partition shares, 15
Partition shares, n= 21
Partition shares, n= 5
Partition shares, n= 11
'fm J -r-V
Partition shares, />« 17
Partition shares, n= 23
F ig u r e  B .7 . P ie graphs for a =  2
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Partition shares, n= 29Partition shares. n= 25 Partition shares, n= 27
Key to SlicesPartition shares. n= 31 Partition shares, n= 33
F ig u r e  B .8 . P ie graphs for a  =  2
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Partition shares, nm 1, a  » 5
.»/■‘/KM
Partition shares, n= 7, ct=5
Partition shares,/7» 13, a « 5
.«»+tKMV
Partition shares, n= 3, a «  5
,« i+
Partition shares, /?=9, a  = 5
Partition shares, /?»5, g = 5
Partition shares,/> = 11,a= 5
Partition shares, n= 33, a *  5
F ig u r e  B .9 . P ie graphs for a  =  5
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B.10. The split with original grouping of sums a
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Actual Sum and Main Term of Estimate, a  = 5 and J=
r<*> W-r)•  X' . , •  Estimate Calculated
(a) Figure for Lemma 3.16 for a  =  5
Actual Sum and Main Term o( Estimate, a - 5 and a -  —°  +  -
e (4>-W'l
(b) Figure for Lemma 3.17 for a =  5
F ig u r e  B .1 5 .
APPENDIX C
G lossary
The terms referenced in this glossary are ordered according to their first notable 
appearance in the thesis.
p j/' t/  pi'
•  - ,  —, — - three ordered rational points with — typically the mediant
q <r q"
(Farey or otherwise) of the other two;
•  FTn =  FTto_i U Qn, where
f 1p  p •d ( P Pf 1 1Qn '^ = { — =  —;— f or  neighbouring pairs < — > m FTn_i > :
W  q +  q' U  q' J J
the set of Farey Tree fractions of order n. This is also seen represented as 
FTn 1=  ^1,1* • • • )^ JV(n),n}
where xitTl are the ordered (increasing with index i) fractions, and N(n) =  
|FTn| -  1;
•  ?n := : hcf(p, q) =  1, andO < p < q < n ,  q ±  o | ,  the Farey Series of
order n;
• T(x) =  {£} (and T(0) := 0), the Gauss Map;
•  [oo; Oi, 02,0 3 ...] a Simple Continued Fraction - a* are known as partied quo­
tients and have the properties a* € N for i G N and ao € Z;
•  (ai , . . .  ,a„), a continuant polynomial (see page 11 for full definition);
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•  F(n) - the nth Fibonacci number;
•  U(x) the Farey map, with branches for x e  [0, §] and for x £ [§, l ] . 
The inverse branches of the Farey map are denoted by the functions $1 and 
* 2;
•  zw  =  z(z  +  1 ) . . .  (z +  n — 1), the ‘climbing factorial’ function;
•  zIL =  z(z — 1) . . . ( 2  — n + 1 ) ,  the ‘falling factorial’ function;
•  F ( a ’ I ^  =  y  ,Qi q2 " ' arnZ hypergeometric series (the
\ b i , 62, . . .  K  | J  b k b k  . . . 6 * * ! *  ^  6  v
left hand side is used as a convenient shorthand in calculations);
•  A Farey Cell, defined as := [xi>n,x i+i>n), where the Xjjn are points from 
the set FTn, generically xJ>n =  J, xJ+i>n =  The Farey cells form the 
Farey Partition Vn on interval [0,1);
•  Pi,n %i+i,n — x^n =  ^ 7, the standard length of a Farey Cell;
p (x, FTn) := pn(x) =  min
?eFT„
Px ----
Q
, the standard (non-normalised) distance
of a given x to its nearest neighbour from the Farey Tree set of order n;
f> (x, FTn) := p'n(x) =  min q
f€FTn
^ p  x ----
Q
, the normalised distance of a given x
to its nearest neighbour from the Farey Tree set of order n. The normalisa­
tion used is the denominator of the nearest Farey Tree neighbour;
•  m(') - the midpoint of a Farey Cell, as given by the metric p (seen as m^n) 
or p' (seen as m'in ). The generic identifier omits the subindex notation for 
brevity;
•  At! - the height of a Farey Cell, as given by the metric p (seen as hi>n) or pf 
(seen as h'in). The generic identifier omits the subindex notation for brevity;
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A*n =  Pi,n$(t — h'i n) - the measure assigning the quantities P^n =  jrp-
to each of the points h'i n;
i,n
•  ^n(f) =  meas{a: € [0,1] : ffn(x) <  r } , where ‘meas’ is the Lebesgue mea­
sure. Figure 2.3 illustrates its construction;
•  So P n(x)8 =  S(q,^) lqq')S+i > the integral of function pn(x) for x €  [0,1] 
(and thus over all Farey Cells partitioning that interval);
•  ap(FTn) =  ^  (~ j\b > the Pn{x) moment sum, defined for /3 >  1;
(9,90 ^
•  Ip h i * ) 01 =  551 E (q^ ) >the integral of function p'Jx) for x 6  [0,1]
(and thus over all Farey Cells partitioning that interval);
E l
— , where q" =  q 4- q', the pfn(x) moment sum, de-
_____________ (9,9”,90 Qq ^  '
fined for a  > 1;
•  N =  n - \ - 1  - for a given level n of the Farey Tree sets, N  is used to denote 
the set given by one further iteration of the algorithm which generates the 
Farey Tree fractions;
the set of vectors• <A.ff ;— ^(fli, 0*21 • • •»nr) ‘ o>r ^  2, ^   ^cl% ti -H 1 ?
whose members contain the partial quotients from each of the elements of 
Q n \
•  =  [a1?. . . ,  Or_i], the ‘minus’ neighbour of fraction € FT#. This
fraction has origin FTm, for m < N  — 1;
•  =  [al5. . .  ,ar — 1], the ‘plus’ neighbour of fraction ^  € FTjy. This
fraction has origin FT ^-i;
y :  t 1---■, the sum over all items q(-aya+? with a =  (a1}. . . ,  ar) € A N; 
a . .  9 (arolEAn
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•  *4(2,i) := i a e  A n  ' {a i , . . . , dr )  < N 8}, a subset of A N, with 1 < s < lo^ y  ^ ;
•  -^(^2) := ( a e  A n ' (fli, • • ., Or) >  N 8}, a subset of A n
•  := {a G ^4(^1) : niaxJ=iv..ir a,j >  N  — w},  a subset of A n , with 1 <  
w < N]
•  *4(2,2) :=  {a  €  *4(2,1) : m axi=i,...,r a,j <  N  — it;}, a subset of An
•  *4(2j>r-i) :=  i a 6  *4(2,1) : m axt=i,...,r «i =  Qj e  {or—i, or} , a,j >  N  — w},  a sub­
set of An
•  *4(2j<r—1) ’=  ^ 4(jv,l) " E^ ®*i=l,...,r =  ^ {^ 1> • • • > Or—2}) •> iV Ul},
a subset of A n
•  4[JJJ=r_1} := {a e  *4(2j>r-i) : ai =  ar -i >  N  - w } ,  a subset of A n
•  *4($ J=r) := { a € 4 [^ J>r_1) : aj =  Or > N  — w},  a subset of A n )
• E(2,i) := £ aG^  ( g+(V»)a+f +  g-V)tt+T) a SUm OVer eaCh °f the !SetS °f VeC"
tors defined above, with i and j  used to denote which of the sets is in use;
• £(^J) - as above with only the summands which have the ‘plus’ denomina- 
tors- For example E $ + =r) =  E ae <^« .w) ,,+( , V ‘ ;
•  ^N~i) “ the ‘minus’ analogue of the previous definition;
•  =  53aeAp) (^a)1^  _ analogous sub-sums for the sum with single denominator-
terms in its summands;
•  5 $ 2 ) =  O ( j£z)  - the error term of Lemma 3.14, which appears extensively 
throughout the other associated Lemmas of Theorem 3.5;
1 A•  0*(a) =  — [J ( a  +  i) - a binomial coefficient which appears in the main
__________ i=l______
terms of the formulae calculated in Lemmas 3.16, 3.17, 3.18, 3.19 and 3.21;
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K l n = E E E T - ~ A)kT T i E # a7v -the item
O r-l>2
from the main term of Lemma 3.16 yielded by Taylor expansions and asso­
ciated calculations on the sum E $+ =r);
K a,n =  ^2  / _j_ jx* ^  i)0+2^  ~  ^
l<Jfe«*+l ^  +  ^  v = l a i+ . - .+ a r - x ^  ^  ' ’ ’ ’ ° r - 1'
O r-l> 2
- the item from the main term of Lemma 3.17 yielded by Taylor expansions 
and associated calculations on the sum E $ -=r);
#//-\ _  I v-i> • • • > «*r 1) — 9+(a)> if °r > 2
- +  l )= :( f (a ' ) ,  if Oj* =  2.
These are the partial quotients derived from q(a) =  ( o i , . . . ,  ar) as being the 
possible ‘parent’ nodes from the previous level under Farey arithmetic;
Qv =  {a  =  ( a i , . . . ,  ar_2, dr) ' Q>i +  • • • +  or-2 +  or =  v, Or > 3} - a set of in­
teger vectors with the partial quotient Or_i removed, as defined first in 
Lemma 3.18;
*=-r.+ E ^EErir'-y S i E »,(«)(.-W(.-A)',
__________________ l< f c < q —1 V = l  f ly  VQ l > - - > a r - 2 ;  j+ t = f c ___________________________________
- the item from the main term of Lemma 3.18 yielded by Taylor expansions 
and associated calculations on the sum E^'J=r_1). The item Ta is a constant 
and A i  and A 2 are used to denote the continued fractions on page 100 for 
brevity;
K * + — Tj  i V  1 ( a r  — l ) ~ ( a + 1 ) ^ 2 j + i = k Q j ( a ) ( v  — A 2 y { v  — A s ) 1
°'n ‘ (a- ~ 2)
- the item from the main term of Lemma 3.19 yielded by Taylor expansions 
and associated calculations on the sum The item Ua is a constant 
and A 2 and A s  are used to denote the continued fractions on page 100 for 
brevity;
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K n  = £  n
!<*«*-!
(  y .  £  .+,=t gj (g )(„  -  E l y ( v  -  E 3) ‘( a u \
- k  w=l ©» (a j + 1’ * * • > ° r  “  l ) a + 1 (a j + l j  • • • > a r ~  1 )
V ^ y ' '  Y l j + l = k  f y ( a ) ( V ~  E l Y ( V ~~ •^2 )i (° l>  • • • > a j - l )  a^ + 2 ^
- the item from the main term of Lemma 3.21 yielded by Taylor expansions 
and associated calculations on the sum The item Ua is a constant
and Ei ,  E?  and are used to denote the continued fractions on page 116 
for brevity;
o° 1
e~-E E (.....
V=1 Ol+...-H»r_l=W ' '
Or—1 >2
- this is the term associated with the quantity K a n which appears in the 
final main term of Theorem 3.5;
g  _   Ylj+i=k 0 j (a )(v EiYjv  E3 ) 1
V=1 0 ,
00
(®i>. . . ,  . . . ,  Uj. l ) a"*"^ (aj+i,. . . ,  ar 1)
E ,+l=* «,(«)(» - E ^ ( v  -  Et f
^  (a l> • • • > a j — l ) a + 2 (a j+ l?  • • • » a r ) a + 1 (a i+ l»  • • • » ®r—l)
+ E E ";.')j...E».w
V=1 a i+ ...+ O r-i= tj ' ’ ’ r  ’  j < k
O r-l>2
y v  1 H j+i^k 8 j ( a ) ( v - A 2 y ( v - A ly
~ { ^ r ‘ (ar - l ) “+1 < a i , . . . , a r_2)“+2
OO
1 T,j+i=k ej(<*)(v -  a 2 )j (v -  m  y
(a r l ) a + 1 (^ r  2 )  ( f l i ,  . . • , a r - 2 ) a+ 2
This is the analogue to the previous definition for the term associated with 
the quantity K a,n
•   ^ := Yla€Au) (q(a)q'(a))P ~ O^T consistency of notation with previous work,
we match these definitions onto the equivalents from the previous work of
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[31] and [12]. It should be noted that in Chapter 4, this definition over­
writes that stated in Chapter 3;
Dfc, Bk - these refer to items lifted directly from Lemmas 11, 12, 14 
and 15 of [12] and are reintroduced under reassembly of the characteristic 
<7/3 (FT„) in Chapter 4;
r)k(fi) := . a binomial coefficient that arises in the calculations of
Lemma 4.1, Chapter 4;
-  E  ^  E  ( a u ~ A^ ) W  E
u = l ai+.-.+a,—2=v—1 '  ' j+ l= k
Or—2 >2
- this is an entity from Lemma 4.1 which appears in the final main term of 
the reconstructed quantity cr (^FTn) in Chapter 4;
oo -
^  =  g  (v -  A Y  m m v  -  A Y
- this is an entity from Lemma 4.1 which appears in the final main term of 
the reconstructed quantity 073 (FTn) in Chapter 4. The entities A i  and A 2 
are continued fractions defined on page 139;
f M = E E (Qr/~  E  v A m v - A 2Y r n ( 0 ) ( v - A 3Y
________y = l Oy • • • > ur - 2 / j+ l= k ___________________________________
- this is an entity from Lemma 4.1 which appears in the final main term 
of the reconstructed quantity (7^ (FTn) in Chapter 4. The entity A s  is a 
continued fraction defined on page 139;
S (3> =  V  B k  I C (  1 I 1 | l 0 g W ">(N,2) ]y20+ k  ^  I N(J3-1)(2s- 1) ^  t f 2 0 w 0 -2  ^  f t 3)3-2 I
0<k<(}—2 x /
- this is a previous result of [12], used in this work. It is notable here due
to the change of notation to sum (under associated calculations)
that is made.
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